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ix

Preface

The making of this book has a long history. While working on my PhD1 
and dissertation, and since completing them, I have taken what initially 
seemed to be two separate research paths.

The first was a book that I wrote on the basis of my PhD disserta-
tion. Theory of War: System Stability and Territorial Outcomes dealt with all 
the wars in which the polar powers were involved in the last two hundred 
years, 1816–2016. The study argues that systemic forces circuitously and 
indirectly cause two significant, but at the same time, unexpected outcomes, 
in world politics: (1) effects on the stability of international systems, and 
(2) territorial outcomes of polar powers’ wars.2

While teaching international relations theory and strategy, foreign 
policy decision making and diplomacy, as well as security studies and Mid-
dle East studies in numerous academic institutes, I worked on the second 
and third topics, a book, International Relations Theory of War,3 and an 
article, “Systemic Forces and the Political Outcomes of the Soviet-Afghan 
War, 1979–88.”4 These studies strengthen the theoretical argument that the 
political results of superpowers’ wars against third world countries are in 
many cases unanticipated.

I continued to develop these three studies during the years 2009–11, 
while a postdoctoral candidate at the Center for Peace & Security Studies 
(CPASS) at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service (SFS). The 
common themes that emerged out of these studies led me to interweave 
them into a much broader research project, which ultimately led to the 
current study, namely Complex Effects of International Relations: Intended 
and Unintended Consequences of Human Actions in Middle East Conflicts.

The book explores the nonlinear dynamics of the international system 
and it tackles two main themes of complex effects with three subcategories: 
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x Preface

first, the complexity of unintended consequences, including rebound results 
and derivative products, and second, the complexity of intended consequences, 
including circuitous but intended consequences.

This two-part research endeavor encompasses two areas of personal 
interest. The first part addresses the development of the “theory of interna-
tional relations research.” Within it, I explore and advance a novel method, 
that is to say, Complexity of International Relations. I follow John Vasquez’s 
conceptualization that a theory shift must give rise to new propositions and 
predictions.5 That possibly will enable me to explain the reasons for past 
complex effects of international relations.

The second part addresses opportunities for the empirical application of 
the study. Beyond Vasquez, I attempt to explain significant complex effects 
of international relations in the past, such as the unexpected and accidental 
results of interventions in the Middle East by the United States, Britain, 
and other Western powers, since the end of World War II and throughout 
the Cold War era until now. Secondly, I seek a complex-causal mechanism 
that could be used as a practical device for implementing foreign policies 
of future great powers as well as those of small or medium states, thereby 
reducing the number of conflicts and wars globally—especially in the Middle 
East, my part of the world. Thus, theory can be understood and used as 
an influential mechanism for attaching instrumental tools to concepts of 
international politics. Accordingly, theory can actually drive international 
behavior and, much more than that, its outcomes. An international rela-
tions theory should not be a remote intellectual exercise born and existing 
in isolation, but rather, a powerful tool in the international political arena 
and in foreign policy decision-making processes.

Analyzing, explaining, and predicting complex effects of international 
relations are of great significance for two main reasons. First, if there is a 
theoretical explanation for these seemingly odd phenomena, then under-
standing it is not only an option but also a necessity because of its new and 
significant contribution to existing theoretical knowledge in international 
relations. In addition, the empirical applications of complex effects of inter-
national relations are even more crucial. It is doubtful whether the polar 
powers and other countries would have decided to be involved in some of 
the wars and conflicts under consideration in the first place, if they had 
understood that, ultimately, they would be unable to achieve their political 
goals. To be precise, taking complex effects of international relations into 
broad strategic account could supply a strong instrument, which would 
help decision makers avoid some costly errors in the international arena.
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In essence, the study will try to contribute to the international rela-
tions field by moving largely beyond the question of whether such com-
plex effects exist to that of identifying the theoretical basis on which these 
phenomena rest.

I would like to thank participants in seminars at the following institu-
tions for their thoughtful comments: The Center for Peace & Security Studies 
(CPASS) at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service (SFS); and 
The Institute on Global Conflict & Cooperation (IGCC) at The University 
of California, San Diego. The critiques of Prof. Andrew Bennett, Prof. Robert 
J. Lieber, Prof. Daniel Byman, Prof. Michael Green, and especially of Prof. 
Alex Mintz were particularly helpful. Above all, I would like to thank my 
teacher and may I say my dear friend Prof. Emanuel Adler. While studying 
my graduate studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, I came to know 
Prof. Adler who introduced me to the world of the international relations in 
a deep sense that made me to continue to research and develop in the field.

Special thanks are due to my beloved wife Eden and my dearest kids 
Oren, Guy, and Nitzan, for giving me the time and space to work on this 
book. I hope they will never have to view the tragedy of war.

Ofer Israeli
June 2019, Jerusalem, Israel
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Theoretical Background
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1

Researching Complex Effects  
of International Relations

While it is increasingly common for political scientists to describe world 
affairs as a complex arena of roundabout ramifications, they often employ 
the substantial concept of indirect consequences narrowly and without careful 
elaboration. Analysts are increasingly inclined to invoke the concept, but 
clear definitions of it are rare.

This book suggests an extension of the subject of indirect consequences 
and tackles complex effects of international relations, or the simple but rather 
stark reality that foreign policy activities can produce more than just direct or 
linear outcomes.1 A range of examples in the book backs up the theoretical 
argument presented here from the vantage point of the Middle East,2 dating 
from the end of World War II through the Cold War era, to the present 
day.3 Complex effects of international relations relate to various indirect and 
circuitous, intended as well as unintended consequences of human actions in 
Middle East conflicts.4 They can be desirable or undesirable, overt or covert, 
anticipated or surprising, foreseeable but unanticipated, and anticipated but 
simultaneously ignored or discounted.

On the global scale, complex effects occur because of real‑time inter‑
action between the system’s structure and the countries and individuals 
acting within it5—this interaction plays out in ways that cannot be precisely 
predicted because the effects themselves are nonlinear in nature. In the con‑
text of this study, Robert Jervis’s definition of a system is employed: “(a) a 
set of units or elements that are inter‑connected so that changes in some 
elements or their relations produce changes in other parts of the system, 
and (b) the entire system exhibits properties and behaviors that are different 
from those of the parts.”6

3
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4 Complex Effects of International Relations

Understanding complex effects of international relations systemati‑
cally requires a focus on two primary themes. The first and more prevalent 
category is unintended consequences, which refers to purposive human 
procedures and activities that result in surprising, unforeseen, or unexpected 
outcomes.7 This is not to be confused with a situation in which purposive 
actions fail to achieve their intended consequences; indeed, that would fall 
outside of the scope of the category of unintended consequences. Instead, 
this category includes outcomes of policy decisions that were not purposely 
elicited or intended by the actors who planned the intervention. The first 
theme includes two subcategories both of which are unforeseen repercussions 
different from the actor’s initial intentions: (1) rebound results, or human 
actions, that themselves turn out to be detrimental or costly, with an impact 
that worsens the situation, and (2) derivative products, or human actions 
with side effects that can be positive, neutral, or negative.

The second theme of complex effects of international relations is 
intended consequences in which an intervention is designed to bring about 
certain changes but in an indirect and roundabout manner. Within this 
category are circuitous but intended outcomes, which refers to the planned 
and anticipated outcomes of purposive actions that are complementary to 
the actor’s goal—essentially a nonlinear set of actions utilized on purpose 
to achieve aims indirectly.8

Rebound results are not the same as derivative products nor are they 
similar to circuitous but intended outcomes. Both rebound results and 
derivative products are the particular effects of actions purposely carried 
out but which are different from those effects desired at the moment the 
actions were carried out or from the original aim and desire behind the acts. 
Circuitous but intended outcomes, on the other hand, are purposive actions 
aimed to indirectly and sometimes craftily achieve certain desired goals.

It is clear, then, that not all complex effects of international relations 
are undesirable. The paradoxical outcomes of actions in world politics are 
not necessarily harmful or unwanted. This is a reality reflected by the cate‑
gory of derivative products, which includes positive and neutral side effects 
as well as the category of circuitous but intended outcomes. The United 
States, for example, has been in many cases positively transformed by its 
major wars. The end of slavery, for instance, was obviously a circuitous but 
intended outcome of the Civil War.9

Within the realm of international relations there are several distinctions 
when analyzing the outcomes of actions. Some complex effects are good, 
some are neutral, and some are harmful. Still, the majority of complex 
effects in world affairs are unpleasantly rather than pleasantly surprising.
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5Researching Complex Effects of International Relations

The Study in Context: Related Research

The phenomenon of complex effects explored in this study is constantly 
at work within the social and political spheres; it is a continual subject of 
study for a range of practical and academic disciplines. Within the field of 
social science, however, the concept has been recognized more narrowly as 
“unintended consequences.” Unintended consequences are generally under‑
stood to refer to the fact that any intervention in a complex system may 
or may not produce the results intended and will instead inevitably create 
unanticipated and often undesirable outcomes.10

Karl Marx was the first to conceive of social theory as the study of the 
unwanted social repercussions of nearly all our actions. He believed that the 
“system of economic relations” could be explained in terms of “the means 
of production,” rather than in terms of individuals, their relations, or their 
actions—all of which, Marx argued, give rise to unwanted consequences.11

Karl Popper, on the other hand, holds that institutions and traditions 
must be analyzed in terms of individuals acting in certain situations and the 
unintended consequences of their actions. According to Popper, the main 
task of social science is to analyze the unintended social repercussions of 
human actions.12 Hannah Arendt also observed that politics is in the realm 
of unintended consequences.13

Robert Jervis, in his classic study System Effects, presents the most 
comprehensive statement of the broad notion of complex effects.14 His 
work, however, misses two significant points, which this book addresses. 
First, contrary to the common cause‑effect relationships described in the 
majority of social sciences, Jervis observes that we actually live in a world 
where all things are interconnected, where unintended consequences of 
our actions are unavoidable and essentially unpredictable. Building on that 
premise, the first significant contribution of this book is to reveal that 
despite the complexity of the international world politics surrounding us,15 
many complex effects of international relations are, in fact, predictable, and 
for that reason, avoidable, and in some cases even achievable if desired and 
well implemented.

Second, while Jervis’s theoretical applications are principally applied to 
international politics, the diversity of examples and subject matter he employs 
in his study are mainly drawn from society and the natural universe, applying 
his argument as a general social and scientific philosophy. Consequently, 
the second important contribution of this book is the development of a 
systemic and scientific analysis of this subject with an argument that focuses 
precisely on international politics, especially in the Middle East region. This, 
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6 Complex Effects of International Relations

in turn, could potentially provide a useful mechanism for avoiding some of 
the negative and harmful consequences of human actions and in particular 
the devastating results of many Western countries’ actions in relation to and 
within the developing world.

While few students of world affairs would deny the proposition that 
political systems are complex,16 many current theories and models of interna‑
tional relations rely on a simple system and are “reposed in deep Newtonian 
slumber.”17 Linear ways of thinking tackle problems as if elements in world 
politics could be dealt with in remote isolation.18 Such solutions are bound 
to fail in the complex sphere of world politics where interactions can often 
produce complex effects.

When navigating through the complex system of world politics, complex 
effects—at least in the context of this study—are actually the normal out‑
come of such a structure; they should not come as a surprise. Unexpectedly, 
however, there are only a small number of studies within the international 
relations field that directly and extensively deal with this phenomenon. One 
well‑known study explores the security dilemma19—“a state’s defensive search 
for security that can have the perverse effect of leading to greater insecurity 
by triggering an open‑ended cycle of moves and countermoves.”20

Sociologists, economists, historians, physicists, and others are all familiar 
with the universal concept of complex effects. They have recognized the exis‑
tence and the influence of complex effects for many years having explored the 
subject extensively.21 Nevertheless, regardless of the theoretical and empirical 
importance of the general idea of complex effects in the world of academia, 
the concept’s presence within the field of international relations is limited.

Consequently, the phenomenon has yet to be sufficiently examined, 
theoretically organized, or synthesized exclusively by political scientists, and 
it still awaits a systemic and systematic analysis that solely relates to the 
field of international relations. This book, therefore, attempts to shed light 
on the complex intended and desired, as well as the complex unintended 
and undesired, repercussions of human actions carried out by international 
players within the changing and shifting realm of world politics.

Definitions, Methodology, and Contents

Many political scientists have not yet come to terms with the perversity of 
ordinary actions within world politics. Hence, one of this study’s main pur‑
poses is to introduce a typology of complex effects of international relations.
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7Researching Complex Effects of International Relations

Before continuing my discussion of complex effects of international 
relations it is important to define some key terms that will be widely used 
in the rest of the book.

For the purpose of the study, effects, consequences, results, products, 
outcomes, and in some cases also fallouts and ends, are interchangeable terms.

Unintended effects are not part of the agent’s goal‑directed behavior 
but rather flow from those behaviors. Intended effects signify those results 
that one specifically aims to bring about.

Some complex effects might be beneficial from the agent’s point of 
view—both circuitous but intended results and also derivative products 
with positive side effects. Other complex effects could be harmful from the 
agent’s point of view—both rebound results, which damage the initiator, and 
derivative products with negative side effects, which mistakenly damage the 
initiator in other places and/or other times—or damage others, enemies and 
friends alike. Moreover, such complex effects, positive as well as negative, 
may often—although not always—be foreseen.

For the purposes of my discussion, immediate effects will include con‑
sequences that follow directly after the action itself—for instance, a building 
damaged by a missile. More remote effects may be termed mediate in that 
they come about only through the intervention of someone or something  
else.

Additionally, complex effects of international relations are not limited 
to only the desired and undesired consequences of our purposely chosen 
actions. Also, to be considered, are the foreseeable effects of inactions. Decision 
makers could decide not to implement certain actions and they could be 
held responsible for the harmful complex effects that will emerge as a result.

Within the realm of academia, understanding is often sought for its 
own sake without further practical application. However, this study seeks to 
combine theory with a policy‑oriented approach in order to understand the 
unique phenomenon of complex effects of international relations with the 
aim of making suitable policy recommendations. This study is comprised of 
a hypothesis of international relations that begins with assumptions about 
the way individual leaders make foreign policy decisions and extends to a 
macroassessment of how these decisions emerge to form particular historical 
processes and desirable as well as predicted outcomes. The types of outcomes 
are a function of the interplay of variables on a number of levels.22

The methodology used to support this study’s arguments is that of 
Alexander L. George’s Method of Structured, Focused Comparison, which 
is adequate for a within‑case analysis of a single case combined with his  
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8 Complex Effects of International Relations

Controlled Comparison Method,23 which is a nonstatistical comparative analysis 
of a small number of cases that resemble each other in every respect but one.24

This book has three parts, one theoretical and two empirical, and 
is structured in four main sections. In Part I, Theoretical Background, I 
first introduce my theoretical assumptions in chapters 1, 2 and 3. Next, 
in Part II and Part III, I use the theoretical premises developed to provide 
an empirical analysis of six selected case studies in chapters 4–9. Finally, 
in the conclusions presented in chapter 10, the study arrives at several 
theoretical conclusions that could be useful for current and future foreign 
policy decision making.

Chapter 1 develops the concepts, the hypothesis, and the theoretical 
framework that will guide the remainder of the book. The following two 
chapters constitute the theoretical core of the book. Chapter 2 deepens 
the argument and presents a typology of complex effects of international 
relations as a means to an end not as an end in itself. Chapter 3 develops 
the general theoretical model of the book, which links causal factors of the 
different types of complex effects: in the category of unintended consequences 
I will introduce a complex‑causal mechanism that explains rebound results as 
well as derivative products of international relations of two kinds—positive 
and negative side effects. In the category of intended consequences, I will 
introduce a complex‑causal mechanism that explains circuitous but intended 
outcomes. The typology and the complex‑causal mechanism chapters chal‑
lenge realist and rationalist models of international politics in various ways.

Because complex effects of international relations invoke complex‑causal 
mechanisms, testing the key assumptions of the phenomenon through case 
studies provides added value. Although quantitative analysis methods can 
be sufficient tools for analysis, the complex‑causal relations that character‑
ize the complex effects of international relations are difficult to study with 
traditional statistical and quantitative methods. Therefore, in this study, 
qualitative methods are utilized to test and present the case.

By addressing, framing, and presenting the subject, the rest of the 
book will further develop these ideas through real‑life examples, showing 
how these theoretical ideas can be applied practically in the realm of inter‑
national relations. As was already mentioned, the focus will be on global 
affairs with a special spotlight on the Middle East region—although examples 
from many fields and other regions will be drawn upon.

The empirical tests of the book’s argument are to be found in chapters 4 
through 9. In Part II: The Complexity of Unintended Consequences: Rebound 
Results, I will demonstrate the category of unintended consequences or ends 
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9Researching Complex Effects of International Relations

that are unanticipated by the actor/s involved. In chapters 4 and 5, I will 
describe cases that demonstrate rebound results of international relations. In 
chapter 4, I will examine the June 1967 Six‑Day War,25 which, in damaging 
“Arab pride,” was one of the main causes of the October 1973 Yom Kippur 
War and is an example of a rebound result from the Israeli perspective. In 
chapter 5, I will examine Israel’s unique policy, called amimut in Hebrew 
and translated as “ambiguity.” According to non‑Israeli sources Israel is the 
only nuclear‑armed state that does not acknowledge its possession of the 
bomb even though that circumstance is common knowledge throughout the 
world. By establishing a policy of amimut Israel has wisely and uniquely 
avoided the automatic dire rebound results that usually accompany the 
buildup of arms within the international scene.

In Part III: The Complexity of Unintended Consequences: Derivative 
Products, chapters 6 and 7, I will describe cases that resulted in derivative 
products of international relations of two kinds: positive and negative side 
effects. In chapter 6, I will examine the October 1973 Yom Kippur War. 
Although it constituted one of the most traumatic incidents in Israel’s history 
it also led to the peace treaty between Israel and its strongest rival, Egypt, 
and therefore serves as a derivative product with a positive side effect. In 
chapter 7, I will describe the Abadan/AJAX‑Suez hidden link. More specif‑
ically, I will test how British actions in Iran in the early 1950s served, from 
the British perspective, as a derivative product with negative side effects in 
Egypt several years later.

In Part IV: The Complexity of Intended Consequences, I will demon‑
strate the category of circuitous but intended outcomes or the desirable 
consequences accurately anticipated and predicted by the actors who initiated 
the original action. In chapter 8, I will examine the case of the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War between Egypt (and the Arab States) and Israel, which 
provides a strong illustration of how an actor who wages war can circuitously 
achieve his political goals despite suffering military defeat on the battleground. 
President Anwar el‑Sadat astonishingly predicted the indirect results of the 
war he initiated. Sadat predicted that Egypt needed a spark—or as he put 
it, a “single Egyptian soldier that crossed the Suez Canal”—to trigger the 
involvement of much more powerful forces, such as the two superpowers 
and the United States in particular, which successfully compelled Israel to 
withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula, a desired Egyptian goal.

In chapter 9, I will examine the case of Operation AJAX, a military 
coup d’état of deposed Iranian prime minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh 
on August 19, 1953. The British were behind the plot but the United 
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10 Complex Effects of International Relations

States implemented it, in effect allowing the British to circuitously achieve 
their intended but at the same time covert goal. Skillfully leveraging the 
deeply held American fear of Communism, London succeeded in securing 
Washington as a partner to lead the joint U.S.‑UK—but at the same time 
mainly American—mission to overthrow the democratic government of 
Iran, elected two years prior, on March 12, 1951, and to remove Premier 
Mossadegh from power.

Finally, in chapter 10, conclusions are drawn through an examination 
of the theoretical and practical implications of the book’s main arguments.

The book is first and foremost a study in international relations, not 
regional studies in general or Middle East studies in particular. The book 
is also not an attempt to provide a diplomatic or security history of the 
Middle East from the end of World War II throughout the Cold War era 
to the present day. Instead, I have analyzed complex effects of international 
relations through six Middle East case studies of this time period in order 
to present a new, unique, and general international relations mechanism—
complex‑causal mechanism. The global system is complex, and the results 
and outcomes of actions are not linear and do not necessarily follow one 
after the other. While we have the mathematics for simple systems, we do 
not yet have the mathematics to fully understand complex systems such as 
those active in the realm of international relations. This book attempts to 
close that gap.

Accurately explaining complex effects of international relations is 
important for two major reasons. First, if there is a theoretical explanation 
for such a seemingly unusual phenomenon, then understanding it is not 
only an option but also a necessity. Such an understanding can make a new 
and significant contribution to existing theoretical knowledge in the field of 
international relations. Second, and much more importantly, it would give 
decision makers a valuable tool to avoid fatal decisions in the global scene.

Despite the strong theoretical arguments of the book, I faced at least 
two methodological problems in conducting this study. Although they could 
only be partially resolved, none presented an insurmountable barrier. First, 
the concept of complexity is difficult to define and measure with precision. 
A second difficulty arose from the fact that I used case studies from the 
Middle East region only.

Although these considerations are not without importance they do 
not present an overwhelming barrier. It is commonly argued in the field of 
international relations that international politics is a complex arena.26 The 
second problem is a methodological one that many advanced researchers 
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other than myself have been confronted with—however, regional systems 
are still used widely to support arguments concerning global systems.27 As 
a common practice with analytical value, I too have used this approach 
despite some of its drawbacks.

To undertake a systematic examination of complex world affairs and 
to address the complex effects of international relations we need to carefully 
define our terms. Not everything unfortunate that happens should be called 
complex effects of international relations. Thus, to exclude many minor 
complex effects, we need an exact definition of it. We move on now to the 
next chapter, which deals with this challenge.
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Complex Effects of International Relations

Introduction

Complex effects of international relations are historically ubiquitous in global 
affairs; they deal with the nonlinear and the roundabout dynamics of the 
international system and tackle two main themes with three subcategories. 
First, the complexity of unintended consequences, including rebound results 
and derivative products—negative, neutral, or positive. Second, the complexity 
of intended consequences, including circuitous but intended consequences.

Three additional overarching concepts, which sometimes are mixed 
together, need to be discussed and elaborated upon before further analysis 
and making the necessary categorization of complexity, which is the state 
of having many parts and being difficult to understand of find an answer 
to, and the complex effects of international relations. First, the principle of 
double effect (PDE). Second, foreseeable and unforeseeable effects. Third, 
inevitable but foreseeable effects.

The Principle of Double Effect (PDE)

In a complex system such as international relations it is nearly impossible 
for the interventions of policy players to result in only the direct and clear 
effects originally anticipated or intended.1 This phenomenon is well illustrated 
by the principle of double effect (PDE), which refers to the fact that actions 
almost always have more than one product, or the fact that the results of 
actions are always multiple: both an outcome that was purposely intended 
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14 Complex Effects of International Relations

by the initiator and also an outcome that was unintentional. Actions may 
result in the initiator’s intended consequences, which are positive and 
desirable results from the initiator’s point of view, but they can also cause 
unintended consequences, which may be desirable or undesirable, foreseen 
or unforeseen, and positive or negative in nature.

As it has been historically understood, double effect relates to the 
two different kinds of effects that can emerge from human actions and the 
ensuing moral responsibility and accountability these entail for the actor 
who initiated them. There are those effects that were originally intended 
by the action, which were meant to be produced and which will be suc‑
cessfully achieved depending on the skill used to attain them. At the same 
time side effects that were not intended, and that may even be harmful 
or negative in nature, may also result from an action. However, under the 
principle of double effect, the actor’s accountability and the level of blame 
they face for those effects will vary based on which effects were intended 
and which were not.2

The permissibility of an action that causes serious harm, such as the 
death of a human being, may be based on whether that harm is considered 
an unintended side effect of an act originally aimed at promoting some pos‑
itive objective—essentially, whether the harm caused was a “double effect.” 
Otherwise, such a serious consequence may not be considered justifiable.3

One of the first known expressions of the principle of double effect 
in Western philosophy is credited to Thomas Aquinas, the medieval philos‑
opher‑theologian, who lived from 1224–1274. Debating the moral problem 
of killing in self‑defense, Aquinas observed:

Nothing prevents there being two effects of a single act, of which 
only one is in accordance with the [agent’s] intention, whereas 
the other is really beyond [that] intention. However, moral acts 
get their character in accordance with what the agent intends, but 
not from what is beside his intention, since [what is beyond the 
intention] is incidental [vis‑à‑vis that intention]. . . . Therefore, 
from the act of self‑defense there can follow a double effect: one, 
[the effect of ] saving one’s life, the other, however, the killing 
of the attacker. Since saving one’s own life is what is intended, 
such an act is not, therefore, impermissible.4

In exploring the morality question of the principle of double effect one 
cannot neglect the Rjukan Operation of World War II.5 The operation was 
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aimed at stopping a ferry being used by the German forces to transport a 
cargo of heavy water, a material considered vital to the construction of an 
atomic bomb. Although the Norwegian resistance fighters were aware in 
advance that the operation would kill many civilians on board the ferry, 
there was no reasonable alternative action to stop the ferry and warning 
the civilians would jeopardize the operation. In this case the death of the 
civilians was a foreseeable negative side effect of a justifiable and arguably 
“moral” action aimed at preventing the creation of a dangerous weapon by 
a dangerous enemy. The importance and intended positive outcomes of the 
operation therefore were seen to outweigh the negative side effects.6

As it specifically relates to international relations, dealing with the 
principle of double effect is a challenge in foreign affairs decision making 
when unintended results are undesirable and negative in nature—either 
rebound results or derivative products with negative side effects. In order 
to be considered justifiable, certain preconditions have to be met. First, the 
intended goal itself, or the intended consequences resulting from the action, 
must be morally sound and legitimate. The destruction of a military target, 
as in the last example, would meet that requirement. Second, the negative 
side effects must be unavoidable—no other reasonable alternative can be 
available to achieve the intended positive outcome. Finally, the negative side 
effects cannot be disproportionate to the good being achieved—in other 
words, the positive effects should outweigh the negative.

A military attack that results in an indiscriminate number of casual‑
ties, constituting disproportionate negative side effects, and which does not 
explicitly target the military capability of the enemy—such as an attack aimed 
at undermining the enemy’s morale—would not be justified and should be 
avoided according to this model.7 Decision makers can be held responsible 
for negative consequences in cases where harmful results were foreseeable 
and the actor still chose to proceed. It is justifiable to blame such leaders 
for these consequences. As such, the principle of double effect should not 
serve as a blanket excuse for harmful or unwanted side effects of actions 
taken by decision makers.

Foreseeable and Unforeseeable Effects

Unintended consequences in general, and especially those that are negative 
in nature, can be divided into two categories: foreseeable and unforeseeable. 
Both categories are relevant and should be taken into consideration in the 
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decision‑making process in the realm of international relations and foreign 
affairs.

When assigning blame and responsibility to foreign policy decision 
making for negative unintended consequences, the effects of the action should 
be considered to have been entirely “foreseeable” by the actor, meaning: (1) 
the actor, in principle, could have known about the effects or predicted 
them, (2) the actor actually put in the necessary effort to access the needed 
knowledge to make this prediction, and (3) the “foreseeable,” or what others 
may think of as inevitable or obvious, negative unintended consequences, 
were actually identified or known by the actor.

Foreseeable, negative, unintended consequences, could also be divided 
into two other categories: (1) those that result from action, and (2) those 
that result from inaction. Decision makers may not consider themselves at 
fault for negative unintended consequences that were unforeseen, whether 
they occurred as a result of action or inaction. On the other hand, actions 
in which harm was explicitly intended leave the decision maker always 
open to blame.

In conclusion, complex effects of international relations may be divided 
into two kinds: those that can be foreseen and those that cannot. This 
distinction is not based on whether or not the consequences were correctly 
predicted. It is tempting to assume the actor should have known—that the 
effect was a likely and even inevitable consequence that should have there‑
fore been anticipated.

Inevitable Negative but Foreseeable Effects

In Halakha, Jewish law, the principle of p’sik reisha , short for p’sik reisha 
ve‑lo yamoot?!, provides a telling example for inevitable negative but foreseeable 
effects. The Hebrew question asks, Can you cut off its head and it will not 
die?—referring to someone who wishes to cut off a chicken’s head to use it 
for some reason but does not intend specifically to kill the chicken. Does 
this mean he is not responsible for the chicken’s death, since killing the 
chicken was not his direct aim? According to the Talmud Bavli all rabbinical 
authorities agree that cutting off the chicken’s head entails responsibility for 
its death because it is an inevitable, albeit unintended, consequence of the 
act. In other words, since the actor in the example could only obtain the 
chicken’s head by cutting it off, he is regarded as having intentionally killed 
it, even though this was not his initial, or principal intention.8
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In the context of military operations and in order to be considered 
ethical, the destructive impact of the military action must be proportional to 
the intended benefits. An operation should not cause great harm or significant 
collateral damage for the sake of a goal of only minor importance. Although 
inevitable negative but foreseeable effects could make it seem that it is only 
intention, and not effect, that should be used as a basis to judge the morality 
of an action, it should not be used to justify or excuse collateral harm caused to 
noncombatants. In fact, noncombatants should never be intentionally targeted 
and should furthermore be protected as much as possible from the harmful 
side effects of military action.9 The moral deliberation as to whether or not 
to launch a military action should take into consideration such variables.

While this revised interpretation of inevitable negative but foreseeable 
effects avoid explicitly distinguishing between “intended” and “unintended,” 
such a distinction is still implied. According to the current study, the 
very notion of any human action is based on the recognition that actions 
almost always have multiple effects. Not just the outcomes intended but 
also various side effects. Despite the traditional focus on the harmful side 
effects, however, it is important for contemporary scholars to note that these 
consequences are not always bad.10 Certainly in the global arena positive 
and neutral spinoffs, or side effects, exist as well.

It is clear that  inevitable negative but foreseeable effects, as it has 
been described thus far, requires that an actor bear moral responsibility 
for the consequences of his actions in all cases in which those effects were 
consciously intended. The unintended consequences of an action do not 
go ignored, though. An actor may also bear responsibility for unintended 
consequences of an action if those consequences could have been reasonably 
foreseen. Still, the level of accountability and blame an actor would face for 
such consequences would be quite different from those faced in a situation 
of clear intent. There is a fundamental difference between harming another 
person intentionally versus allowing them to be harmed as an unintentional 
and unwanted side effect of an otherwise justified action. The first would 
almost always be considered negative while the second would not necessarily 
be looked upon in the same way.

We will move on now to present and discuss in detail the two main 
themes with the three subcategories of complex effects of international rela‑
tions. First, the complexity of unintended consequences, including rebound 
results and derivative products—negative, neutral, or positive. Second, the 
complexity of intended consequences, including circuitous but intended 
consequences.
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The Complexity of Unintended Consequences

The traditional focus of political science has been on the intended conse‑
quences of state actions. Frequently, however, state actions are unsuccessful 
and do not achieve their original goals. The components of world politics 
have multiple links that can unexpectedly affect each other. Consequently, 
the world system occasionally reacts in unforeseen and unpredictable ways.

Unintended consequences are ends unanticipated in advance by the 
actor/s involved. They refer to purposive human procedures and activities 
that result in surprising, unforeseen, or unexpected outcomes. They also 
include outcomes that stray from a policy’s declared aims.

One subcategory of unintended consequences is rebound results,11 
which could also be called boomerang, backfire, or revenge effects. This 
concept relates to human actions that do not fulfill the actor’s initial inten‑
tions. They actually create outcomes that cause deterioration in the situation 
and exacerbation of the original problem or elicit attempts to improve the 
situation that actually serve to make the problem worse.

The second subcategory of unintended consequences, parallel to 
rebound results, are derivative products, which could also be referred to as 
byproducts, side benefits, or side detriments. Derivative products refer to 
actions that produce a variety of outcomes all of which differ from those 
intended, planned, or predicted by the initiator of the action. Such actions 
can cause a shift toward positive, neutral, or negative side effects.

Rebound Results

Rebound results are human actions that turn out to be detrimental or costly 
in a manner unanticipated by the policy actor. Rebound results refer to 
mechanisms installed and implemented with the aim of achieving a certain 
goal upon activation. Ultimately, however, the outcome following activation 
is not only unanticipated but at the same time is actually contrary to the 
original intentions when the mechanism was installed.

The study of the security dilemma, perhaps the most influential phe‑
nomenon within world politics,12 has provided the most fertile ground for 
arguments based on rebound results. The state of anarchy, which denies the 
existence of a supra‑sovereign or worldwide government with authority over 
states, is exemplified in the international system.13 Under these circumstances, 
many of the steps taken by states to increase their security have the rebound 
result of actually making them less secure. Consequently, one state’s gain in 
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security often inadvertently threatens others. Accordingly, a state’s buildup in 
arms or alliances for ostensibly defensive purposes provokes other threatened 
states to arm themselves in response, ultimately resulting in a less secure 
situation for all players. Each country’s national security declines as their 
armaments increase. “This dynamic can be driven by purely rational responses 
to a threatening situation, although they can also be exacerbated by poor 
judgments and emotional responses.”14 For example, in explaining British 
policy on naval disarmament, during the interwar period to the Japanese, they 
were told that “nobody wanted Japan to be insecure.” The problem, however, 
was not with the British desires but with the consequences of her policy.15

Another key example from international relations theory that relates to 
the phenomenon of the security dilemma is the state’s ambition to be the 
leading power in the system.16 While such an approach could be considered 
a wise policy, according to Waltz’s neorealist theory when it goes so far as to 
aim toward hegemony the policy becomes self‑defeating.17 In other words, 
if others see the actor’s increased strength as threatening them, they may 
move to block it, hereby ultimately reducing the actor’s power and security. 
In the context of this study, the policy would have rebound results.

Many governments throughout history have pursued policies with 
results that proved counterproductive to their own interests. The story of 
the Trojan Horse exhibits one of the most ancient and well‑known unin‑
tended consequences in the subcategory of rebound results. As the story 
goes, the Trojan rulers dragged a giant and suspicious‑looking wooden horse 
inside their walls despite having every reason to suspect Greek treachery. 
The Greeks hid a selected force of men inside the wooden horse. After the 
Trojans pulled the horse into their city as a victory award, the Greek force 
snuck out of the horse and opened the gates for the rest of the Greek army, 
which entered and destroyed the city of Troy.18

Moving to the world of finance, in the early 1930s, individual trading 
nations seeking to minimize the impact of the spreading Depression, took 
defensive economic actions. The Depression was only worsened by these 
actions, exacerbating its negative impact on each nation.19

Moving forward in time, two of the most eventful military operations 
of the twentieth century, both involving the United States, represent very 
well the phenomenon of rebound results: the German decision to resume 
unrestricted submarine warfare in 1916 and the Japanese decision to attack 
Pearl Harbor in 1941.20 Both decisions backfired against the initiators, trig‑
gering Washington to enter the first and second world wars, to the detriment 
of Germany and Japan, respectively.
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Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s “perestroika” or restructuring policy 
toward the United States and the West, along with the democratization 
policy within the Soviet Union, successfully moved Moscow from a largely 
tyrannical to a freer society. However, from Gorbachev’s perspective it caused 
serious rebound results by leading to his own removal from power.21

More relevant to current affairs, Washington and Jerusalem both have 
demonstrated numerous examples of rebound results in regard to their 
policies toward Tehran. The United States did not learn its lesson from 
the 1953 intervention in Iran; more than a generation later it still chose 
a course of action that backfired.22 President Jimmy Carter’s human rights 
policy and the fall of the Shah of Iran led to the establishment of a much 
more virulently reactionary and anti‑American Islamist regime.23

A possible future Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities would also 
likely cause rebound results. It is a common fallacy to assume that actions 
that in the past have led to a desired outcome will do so again in the 
future.24 Jerusalem might very well mistakenly assume that an attack on Iran’s 
nuclear facilities would achieve the same military success as past actions in 
the region, such as the Israeli attacks against Iraqi and also against Syrian 
nuclear facilities.25 If not carefully dealt with, the outcomes may differ and 
a kind of rebound might result, with negative consequences.

The United States and its allies’ efforts to advance sanctions against Iran 
over its nuclear program might actually strengthen the Iranian government 
domestically, triggering an even harsher crackdown on internal political foes.26 
From the West’s perspective this outcome, if produced, would definitely be 
a rebound result. At the same time, the Ayatollahs would consider this to 
be an extremely positive outcome.

Along the same lines, Hezbollah’s kidnaping of Israeli soldiers on 
July 12, 2006, was definitely a tactical success for the terror organization. 
The unintended consequence of the kidnapping was, however, a rebound 
result manifested by a full‑scale Israeli operation against Hezbollah’s interests 
throughout Lebanon.

Successful deterrence definitely has direct and intended consequences. 
When governments threaten extensive retaliation if attacked, potential 
aggressors are deterred, seeking to avoid the great damage that would be 
suffered as a result of their aggression. However, successful deterrence can 
also result in delayed rebound results by making later attempts at deterrence 
more difficult for the state. A rival’s growing dissatisfaction with the status 
quo, a result of the successful deterrent strategy of its opponent, could 
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strengthen its motivation—and subsequent capabilities—to implement change. 
A state’s deterrent strategy, in preventing its rival from achieving its aims, 
may unintentionally give that rival incentive to develop alternative tactics 
and tools in order to attain its goals. During the June 1967 Six‑Day War, 
for example, Israel’s strength in air tactics prevented Egypt from launching 
attacks across the Suez Canal. However, in seeking to neutralize this advan‑
tage, Egypt went on to develop a new and effective antiaircraft system.27

Derivative Products: Positive, Neutral, or Negative

Derivative products are unexpected outcomes that are not necessarily directly 
detrimental to the original aims—that is, the actions do not necessarily 
backfire on the player. The outcomes are simply off the track originally 
planned or predicted, thus different from the original objective. They might 
be negative but surprisingly also positive or neutral in nature. No matter 
their type or kind, they are not directly connected to the actors’ original 
actions or intentions.

Derivative products are prevalent in social affairs,28 serving, for exam‑
ple, as the building blocks of economic policy, according to Adam Smith’s 
invisible hand—a model of derivative products consisting of positive side 
effects. Smith argues that each individual, seeking only his own gain, “is led 
by an invisible hand to promote an end which was not part of his inten‑
tion”—that end being the public interest. “It is not from the benevolence 
of the butcher or the baker that we expect our dinner,” Smith wrote, “but 
from regard to their own self‑interest.”29

The most crucial, but at the same time controversial, example of the 
derivative products subcategory of unintended consequences within the 
realm of international relations is definitely the anarchy system. Lacking a 
central authority in the world scene, the anarchy system developed out of 
the modern nation‑state system. Its development was an unplanned conse‑
quence of a great many disparate activities.

The signing of the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, which ended hos‑
tilities in the Thirty Years War of 1618–1648, is commonly seen as having 
marked the beginning of the modern system of international affairs. That was 
certainly not the intention of its signatories, however. They did not seek to 
introduce a new kind of organizational system that would dominate history.30

However sure observers are regarding the anarchical society that 
unexpectedly emerged from the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648,31 there is no 
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agreement regarding its type. In this sense, international anarchy cannot 
decisively be considered either positive or negative. It is descriptive rather 
than prescriptive, a general condition rather than a separate structure.

Tension over the essential differences between the meaning and the 
implications of anarchy remains strong between neorealists and neoliberals. 
In line with this study’s categorizations, neorealists understand anarchy as 
a derivative product with positive side effects and seek to work within its 
structural constraints. Neoliberals, on the other hand, understand anarchy 
as a derivative product with negative side effects and seek to eliminate it 
or at least to soften it.32

Going farther back in history, the Iliad and the Odyssey highlighted 
derivative products with negative side effects, as the daily consumption of 
wood from trees eventually left the land barren:

For centuries individuals cut wood for cooking and heat and the 
building of ships, and domesticated animals grazed on young 
shoots. By the time of the classical era, much of Greece, the 
area around the Mediterranean, and many of the islands, such as 
“woody Zacynthos” (Odyssey, I:246), were becoming barren. There 
had been no plan to deforest these areas; it simply happened as 
the result of hundreds of thousands of individuals’ decisions.33

In ancient times the possibility of a polar power being defeated and expelled 
from its territory by a local force was unimaginable and unreasonable. Thus, 
the polar powers employed as much force as needed to destroy and uproot 
their rivals.34 Before the Romans’ siege of Masada the Romans actually 
won the First Jewish‑Roman War, also known as the Great Jewish Revolt. 
However, they still insisted on continuing the battle for another three years, 
from AD 70–73, in order to force the submission of the rebels on Masada.35

Recorded in only one source by the historian Josephus Flavius, the 
AD 70–73 Roman siege on the ancient desert fortress of Masada ended 
when 960 Jewish rebels committed suicide rather than surrender to a Roman 
legion.36 The siege of the mountain fortress of Masada reveals the very subtle 
working of a long‑range security policy based on deterrence.37 Instead of 
isolating the population and waiting patiently for the few hundred Jews to 
exhaust their water supply or starve on the mountain of Masada, a place of 
no strategic or economic importance to the empire, the Romans deployed 
one complete legion, out of only twenty‑nine legions to garrison the entire 
empire, to besiege Masada. The three‑year operation must have made an 
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ominous impression on all those in the East who might otherwise have been 
tempted to contemplate revolt. The lesson of Masada was that the Romans 
would pursue rebellion even to mountaintops in remote deserts to destroy 
its last vestiges, regardless of cost.38

In the case of Masada, the Romans’ strategy was based on taking 
actions that would create fear and terror, which from the Romans’ perspective 
was a derivative product with positive side effects. In this case, the positive 
side effect was deterrence, preventing other groups or tribes throughout 
the empire from attempting rebellion against the central authority of the 
Roman Empire.

Science and health provide endless examples of derivative products 
with negative side effects. For example, American scientists were successful 
in harnessing atomic energy for military and medical purposes as well as 
the production of electricity. Yet, their success created a number of unantic‑
ipated consequences in the realms of politics, health, and the environment. 
As another example, the improvement of medical and public health services 
in developing nations brought about a growth in population that led to 
increased demand on limited resources and a possible increase in overall suf‑
fering. Likewise, the development of DDT ended the threat of malaria, but 
its widespread use also had unanticipated negative ecological consequences.39

There are also derivative products with positive side effects that deserve 
examination, one of them especially deserving of analysis. Rarely are wars 
good things, but as surprising as it sounds, beneficial things frequently 
result from them. Wars have often resulted in deep social change in Western 
societies such as increased political rights, literacy, and educational oppor‑
tunities, and have led to numerous technological advances, from radar to 
antibiotics. They also present opportunities for the victors to advance interests 
aside from the outcomes intended from the war itself within the realm of 
international politics.40

The United States, for instance, also benefited from its participation in 
the two world wars. Through its involvement in World War I, Washington 
improved the status and professionalism of its military and gained in its 
capability to engage in modern industrialized war against powerful foes. 
Furthermore, while the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 served as 
a grave blow to the United States, its navy, and its army in the Pacific, the 
United States victory in World War II brought about positive outcomes 
too. Washington gained the opportunity to expand its presence and to 
remake Northeast Asia and Europe, turning former foes such as Germany 
and Japan into allies.41
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Likewise, despite its negative consequences, the 1982 Lebanon War 
forced the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) to recognize Israel, 
which is a positive side effect. The opposite was true of the Second Inti‑
fada,42 which produced a negative side effect from the PLO’s perspective. 
The Intifada, which was initiated by the PLO, led to the rise to power of 
its strongest adversary, the terrorist organization Hamas, which went on to 
take over the Gaza Strip.

Like wars, anti‑Semitic attitudes have caused dire consequences through‑
out history.43 However, during World War I the stereotyped exaggeration of 
Jewish power, which is part of the anti‑Semitic imagination, surprisingly also 
led to a derivative product with the positive side effect of British support 
for the Zionist struggle over the recreation of a Jewish homeland. Desperate 
to encourage the United States to enter the war, and worried about how to 
prevent Russia from dropping out of it, London saw support for the Zionist 
cause as a way to further its aims in both cases.44

The West, and especially the United States, considered the unexpected 
defeat and collapse of the Soviet Union an enormous event, a triumph for 
the free world, and a victory of capitalism over communism.45 At the same 
time, for Osama bin Laden and his radical Arab and Muslim followers, this 
was seen as a Muslim victory of Jihad. The outcome was a derivative product 
with positive side effects in their eyes since they saw their desired goal of 
a triumph of Islam over the Soviet Union becoming a reality. More than 
that, according to Bernard Lewis, radical Muslims saw the Soviet Union’s 
collapse as a prelude to the nonviolent “conquest” of Europe and Central 
Asia by the Arabs and Islam. Historically, said Lewis, the Muslims made two 
previous “attempts” to conquer Europe, in the seventh and the nineteenth 
centuries. The third “attempt,” which we are witnessing today, seems to have 
a much better chance of success. This current nonviolent conquest, which 
is taking the form of peaceful migration rather than military aggression, is 
much harder for Europe to defend itself against.46

What the security dilemma is for rebound results the balance of power 
produced by anarchy is for derivative products. According to the balance of 
power theory, the state of anarchy, or the absence of a centralized political 
authority within world politics,47 automatically and unintentionally pro‑
duces a balance of power48—what Waltz contends is the natural outcome 
of international interstate rivalry. States might not actively seek a balance. 
Rather, he says, “balances of power tend to form whether some or all states 
consciously aim to establish and maintain a balance.”49 According to Waltz, 
“[O]rder may prevail without orderer; adjustment may be made without 
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an adjuster; tasks may be allocated without an allocator.”50 Waltz added 
that “even if every state were stable, the world of states might not be. If 
each state being stable, strove only for security and had no designs on its 
neighbors, all states would nevertheless remain insecure; for the means of 
security for one state are, in their very existence, the means by which other 
states are threatened.”51 This mechanism leads one to predict that other 
countries, alone or in cooperation, will try to prevent a rising power from 
dominating world politics, bringing power into a balance.

Holding the balance of power principle as a key concept of a theory 
necessarily leads to the assumption that any system comprised of states under 
anarchy will demonstrate a propensity toward equilibrium, or will automat‑
ically return to a state of balance, following any attempt to undermine that 
balance. Many theories predict that unipolar systems in which the majority of 
the power within the system is concentrated in the hands of a sole pole are 
not an option and will not last, since immediately after their establishment 
unipolarity will lead to a bi/multipolar system. Both Waltz (in his book 
Theory of International Politics, and others) as well as Mearsheimer (in his 
book The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, and others) ignored the possibility 
of a unipolar system because of their reliance on the theoretical principle of 
the balancing mechanism, which constantly reestablishes the balance in the 
system.52 However, the post–Cold War unipolarity with the United States 
as a sole hyperpower,53 which existed for at least two decades following the 
end of the Cold War, proves that a unipolar system is indeed a valid option 
in international politics—albeit, perhaps only a temporary one.54

One of the prominent examples of derivative products within inter‑
national politics that involved technology is the development of the nuclear 
weapon. The atomic weapon is certainly a destructive instrument that has 
caused wide‑scale catastrophes. Surprisingly, however, it also has positive 
side effects since it arguably saved hundreds of thousands of lives from both 
belligerents during World War II by compelling the Japanese to surrender.55 
In the same way, the concept of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) not 
only decreased the chance of nuclear war,56 but also made it safer for either 
side to engage at lower levels of violence.57 On the other hand, increasing 
nuclear power for the purpose of avoiding nuclear war could also lead to 
negative side effects such as the stability‑instability paradox of encouraging 
more conventional wars.58

In 1986, Mordechai Vanunu, a former Israeli nuclear technician, 
exposed details of Israel’s nuclear capabilities to the British press. Agents 
of Israel’s Intelligence Agency, the Mossad, abducted Vanunu from Rome 
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and covertly took him to Israel. Following a secret trial Vanunu was sen‑
tenced to eighteen years on charges of treason and espionage.59 The 1986 
Vanunu leaks emphasized Israel’s nuclear image in the Arab world but were 
insufficient to undermine amimut. From Jerusalem’s perspective, although 
Vanunu’s goal was to harm Israel’s security, it unintentionally developed into 
a derivative product with positive side effects, rather than either a derivative 
product with negative side effects or a rebound result, since it ultimately 
strengthened Israel’s nuclear amimut policy.

Another example of the technological aspects of derivative products can 
be seen during the First Iraq War of 1991. In the first days of the war it 
looked as though Jerusalem would retaliate against Iraqi Scud missile attacks 
against Israel, which would cause the Arab states to leave the coalition. The 
use of Patriot missiles in Israel’s defense helped to keep Jerusalem out of 
the war, thus the intended consequence of preserving the fragile American‑ 
European‑Arab coalition was successfully achieved.60 The Patriot missiles that 
were deployed also caused negative side effects though, since they increased 
the damage to the city of Tel Aviv.61

Another example within the world of war and technology is the Iron 
Dome defense system,62 which may have caused negative side effects for Israel. 
During the Hamas‑Israeli clash of 2012, Hamas observed the effectiveness 
of the Iron Dome in shooting down incoming rockets. They needed a new 
way to terrorize Israel. The Gaza tunnels gave them that.63

The democratic peace theory points out another prominent example 
of derivative products. The theory simply states that liberal democracies 
seldom if ever make war upon one another.64 Therefore, in achieving the 
primary goal of spreading democracy among nations, global peace would 
also be achieved—a positive side effect of a democracy promotion policy.65 
The European Union (EU) and its institutions, which have democratized 
Europe, are a major example of this experiment, significantly reducing the 
likelihood of war among European nations.66

The democratic peace theory, however, also encompasses derivative 
products with negative side effects, since the aim of promoting democracy 
has sometimes entailed going to war, which can cause hundreds of thousands 
of innocent civilian casualties. President George W. Bush’s rationalization for 
going to war in Iraq to implant democracy in the very heart of the Middle 
East was based on the democratic peace theory’s assumptions,67 but was 
also the impact of Bush’s personality on the process of world politics.68 His 
predecessor, President Bill Clinton, staged military interventions in Haiti, 
Somalia, and the former Yugoslavia, all part of a global effort to create a 
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community of democracies.69 In all of these cases there were negative side 
effects—the deaths of a vast number of innocent civilians among the local 
populations.

The legacy of state failures in dealing with the complexity of interna‑
tional politics by overly depending on linear solutions is widespread in the 
real world. Consequently, states frequently make misguided judgments and 
take unwise action—and policymakers repeatedly fail to learn from their own 
and their predecessors’ experiences, mistakes, and failures. Frequently, states‑
men’s attempts to increase national security actually enhance external threats 
by generating derivative products with negative side effects. Military and 
political interventions by Western nations within developing or third world 
countries, aimed at achieving political influence, are a major phenomenon, 
frequently resulting in disastrous blows to the intervening nations’ interests.

The U.S. efforts to contain Soviet expansionism during the Soviet‑ 
Afghan War led it to fund foreign Arab Mujahedeen who consequently 
joined the Jihad against the Soviets.70 The regrettable long‑term negative 
side effect was the creation of the global terror network of al‑Qaeda and 
the September 11, 2001, terror attacks coordinated by this terror group.71

This generation’s Pearl Harbor, as the September 11, 2001, surprise 
terrorist attacks are often called, were the most devastating terror attacks 
in recorded history. No other event in the post–Cold War era has had so 
much influence over world affairs. The targets of the attacks included major 
elements of state power.72

The United States was not attacked on September 11 only because 
it was “the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world,” 
as claimed by President Bush.73 The attacks were, in part, unintended 
consequences of a derivative product with negative side effects—that is, of 
U.S. policies and actions two decades prior in Afghanistan.74 Similarly, it 
was not the United States’ intention to get al‑Qaeda to bomb the Madrid 
subway when it courted Spanish support for the war in Iraq.75 The effects 
and consequences did not end there, however, since the U.S. response to 
9/11 itself led to al‑Qaeda’s transformation from a regional organization 
into a worldwide movement with global aspirations.76

The metaphysical worldview prevalent among people of the Mediterra‑
nean region, which relates to the transcendent or to a reality beyond what is 
perceptible to the senses,77 leads many of them to believe that the “evil eye” 
is the consequence of catastrophes.78 In the case of the U.S. interventions in 
the Middle East,79 which have often ended up being disastrous for American 
interests, it seems that other causes have been in play.80 The U.S. invasion 
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of Iraq achieved its primary, intended goals. It brought about the downfall 
of the Saddam Hussein regime and the dictator himself.81 Following the 
invasion, Iraq was also able to lay down the foundations for democracy. The 
invasion has, however, resulted in various derivative products with negative 
side effects. Domestically, the invasion caused pervasive violence. More than 
two million Iraqis have been exiled from their homeland. For many Iraqis 
the situation today is far more uncertain and stressful than it was under 
Hussein’s regime. Women’s rights have been trampled on. Many major and 
particularly oil‑rich regions in Iraq have fallen under Iran’s rule.82

Jerusalem, like Washington, suffers from shortsightedness. In 1982, 
Israel invaded Lebanon. The IDF carried out a full‑scale attack on the 
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) in order to deny them Lebanon 
as a theater of operations for attacking Israel and to sideline Damascus’s 
influence in the country. Both missions were achieved. Negative side effects 
quickly resulted as well, however. Hezbollah, a much more dangerous enemy 
than the PLO, took hold of the country with the help of Tehran. Syria was 
successfully pushed out of the country, but Iran positioned itself on Israel’s 
northern border by proxy.

The attempted assassination of Khaled Meshal, chairman of Hamas’s 
political bureau in 1997 in Amman, Jordan, is another example of Israel’s 
failures in anticipating indirect consequences. Agents of Israel’s Intelligence 
Agency, the Mossad, caught Meshal as he left his home and injected him 
with a chemical substance that triggers heart attacks. His bodyguard, how‑
ever, chased and arrested the agents, forcing Jerusalem to send an antidote 
in order to neutralize the injected substance. Meshal turned out to be the 
most important person in Hamas, serving as the organization’s leader since 
2004. As a major negative side effect, King Hussein of Jordan83 demanded 
the return of Hamas’s spiritual leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin to Gaza in 
exchange for the arrested Mossad agents. Yassin’s return gave terror a tre‑
mendous boost and strengthened Hamas, which in the long run helped the 
terror organization of Hamas take control of Gaza.84

Negative side effects do not follow only acts of war. Contrary to rea‑
sonable expectations, peacekeeping operations generate not only positive and 
beneficial outcomes but also derivative products with negative side effects. 
The deployment of foreign peacekeepers, who are accustomed to different 
moral codes and behavior than their host communities, inevitably results 
in various negative side effects for the local population. Examples include 
an increase in corruption and criminal activities such as trafficking, sexual 
violence against women and children, as well as the spread of HIV and 
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other diseases. In the 2000s, for instance, two specific cases proved especially 
shocking: (1) the Iraq “Oil‑for‑Food” scandal, and (2) the sexual abuses 
perpetrated by UN peacekeepers in Congo.85 As ironically demonstrated 
by the attempted rape of a U.S. peace activist by Palestinians in the West 
Bank, foreign peace activists have also fallen victim to those they sought 
to help and protect.86

The debate over China’s growing power and influence provides another 
example of how derivative products are constantly in play within foreign 
affairs. As the U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq demonstrate, while Wash‑
ington fights, Beijing does business. Consequently, Chinese companies have 
won rights over their American counterparts in both countries.87 On the 
other hand, China’s recent aggressive behavior in Southeast and East Asia 
has resulted in derivative products with negative side effects for Beijing. 
Given China’s growing influence, many Asian countries have strengthened 
ties with the United States,88 and Washington has reinforced alliances and 
cooperation with Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Australia.89

One of the most compelling examples of derivative products with 
negative side effects within world affairs over the last three decades is Iran’s 
surge in power and influence, largely because of the fact that its leaders have 
taken advantage of American mistakes. The end of the Cold War and the 
collapse of the Soviet Union eased pressure on Iran’s northern border, leading 
to the emergence of a half‑dozen new nations with Muslim majorities and 
the opening up of a host of new strategic opportunities for Tehran. High oil 
prices gave Iran new economic power in the first years of the millennium.

United States interventions in the Middle East region have led deriv‑
atively to the growth of Iran as a regional power. By uprooting the two 
regimes Tehran feared most—Iran’s longstanding ideological rival in the east, 
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, and Iran’s ancient military competitor 
in the west, the Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq—the United States has 
effectively enabled Iran to rise up as a regional power.90 In the end, the 
biggest beneficiary of the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq was not 
America. Rather, the Islamic Republic of Iran came out on top. These U.S. 
actions enabled Iran to dramatically spread its influence, leading to Tehran’s 
creation of the “Shiite Crescent”—a political alliance that geographically 
stretches from Iran to Lebanon.91

To put it briefly, the derivative products of U.S. policy in the Middle 
East entail the negative side effect of the growth of Iran as a regional power 
with additional global aspirations, as demonstrated by two main points. First, 
Tehran’s defiant attitude toward the United States and the entire  international 
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community.92 Second, while Tehran is convinced that its security depends 
on possessing nuclear weapons,93 it was the U.S invasions of both Iraq 
and Afghanistan that led to the tremendous strategic consequence of Iran’s 
decision to go nuclear.94

The Complexity of Intended Consequences

The field of international relations has been largely marred by its traditional 
focus on direct connections and on the clearly visible effects of actions rather 
than their hidden or surprising consequences. However, despite this incli‑
nation, international politics is definitely complex, inherently comprised of 
direct and indirect relations as well as nonlinear mechanisms. Consequently, 
relying solely on linear and straightforward processes, however tempting 
or traditional that may be, is largely unhelpful in conducting real‑world 
analyses. By understanding this, students of international relations could 
potentially discover the hidden side of policy choices, decision making, 
and policy implications. From the perspective of decision makers, such an 
understanding could enable and empower them to achieve both intended 
and hidden aims in a more roundabout and potentially circumspect way.

The fact that complex effects of international relations frequently are 
the outcome of an actor’s actions, does not necessarily mean such effects 
always run counter to the actor’s preliminary intentions. They are not by 
definition unintended, unanticipated, derivative, unforeseen, or unexpected 
to the actor who initiated the action.

Occasionally, international players are aware of the potential to achieve 
indirect but at the same time desirable effects. Such effects are consciously 
intended and taken into consideration during the actor’s decision‑making 
process. In such cases, the complex effects are roundabout and indirect, 
but at the same time they are intentional rather than unintended—not 
derivative products.

Foreign affairs decision makers may be deeply aware of how international 
relations and the world system can be leveraged—or manipulated—to create 
indirect, but at the same time, desired outcomes. As demonstrated by the 
category of circuitous but intended outcomes, actions in the international 
arena are not doomed to failure. Although world politics is a complex sys‑
tem and prediction is very difficult, policymakers could, and actually do, 
manipulate circuitous outcomes in order to benefit themselves and achieve 
their states’ goals.
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Social action does not always involve a clear‑cut, explicit purpose, as 
demonstrated by the phenomenon of foreign policy manipulation. Foreign 
policy maneuvering significantly differs from persuasion and other direct 
attempts to influence strategies and outcomes of choices in foreign policy. 
It suggests that an actor can become an instrument of a more sophisticated 
player, and in that case, does not act out of free will or for his own inter‑
nal reasons, but rather as a pawn in some external conspiracy plan. This 
generally has negative associations. Often, however, this can have a positive 
result from the initiator’s point of view.

In general, foreign policy manipulation is the effort of a group—a 
country or other key organization—and in some cases of individuals, to 
structure a situation in a manner that maximizes the chances of a favorable 
outcome or minimizes the chances of an unfavorable one.95 In fact, politi‑
cally experienced leaders sometimes make choices that go against their own 
best interests, even though they have not been forced into such decisions 
by higher authorities or by strong external powers; in some cases they have 
actually been manipulated into choices that they would not have made 
otherwise. Regardless of the fact that this phenomenon is quite common, 
the theoretical and empirical international relations literature has paid little 
attention to it.96

Circuitous but Intended Outcomes

According to the theory of emergence, which details the basic insights of 
transforming quantity into quality, “the whole is more than the sum of its 
parts.” By combining two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen you 
get one molecule of water. While both hydrogen and oxygen are gases, water 
is a liquid, and its “wetness is a characteristic that could not possibly have 
been deducted from the nature of its components; it is a new characteristic 
that is attributable only to the structural organization of the molecular level 
of existence.”97

Similarly, and as it is largely presented above, unintended outcomes 
within the social sphere could accidentally emerge out of the synthesis 
of new conditions. European diplomacy in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries is full of examples of circuitous but intended outcomes. 
Bismarck was the master of this game, although Salisbury was also very 
good at it.98 The emergence of new conditions actually was the result of 
the assassination in Sarajevo of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, which 
when combined with the existing circumstances of the arms race and the 
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formation of alliances among the superpowers of that time, ultimately led 
to the outbreak of World War I.99

The emergence of the EU is another prominent example of a neg‑
ligible historical act inadvertently and indirectly leading to a novel and 
outstanding end.100 Post–World War II Europe experienced two large‑scale 
projects aimed at unifying the continent—the League of Nations and the 
United Nations (UN). Both were largely failed attempts although the UN 
has been slightly more successful.101 Coincidently, only the third attempt, 
a minor one, at unifying Europe could be considered a true success—the 
three European Communities of coal and steel, atomic energy, and the eco‑
nomic community.102 The EU as a super‑regime aimed at unifying citizens 
and states ultimately emerged following efforts to control the production 
of the raw materials required for waging wars.

It is much more difficult, however, to purposely create a process in 
which an act indirectly, perhaps even deviously, achieves the actor’s ultimate 
desired goal/s. As demonstrated by rebound results or derivative products 
with negative side effects, this is a sometimes dangerous process, since failures 
can eventually strike back and have dire unintended consequences. To keep 
his neighbors in check, for instance, Saddam Hussein of Iraq allowed them 
and the rest of the world to believe he potentially had weapons of mass 
destruction. The ultimate irony of the situation was that this eventually led 
the United States to conquer Iraq and overthrow him, consequently bringing 
about his own destruction.103

From the early days of history, warriors have used direct actions to 
achieve their goals, consequently recognizing the folly in their approach. 
In the story of David and Goliath, Goliath, a Philistine giant measuring 
more than nine feet tall, demonstrates this point. He came to battle fully 
armed and relying on a slave to carry his shield. His opponent, the young 
Judeo‑Hebraic who will be later known as King David, the second king of 
the United Kingdom of Israel, Yehuda (mistakenly known as Judea), came 
in a simple tunic with a shepherd’s staff, slingshot, and pouch full of stones. 
David managed to circuitously achieve victory; instead of directly confronting 
Goliath—an action that was bound to fail—he wielded his slingshot from 
a safe distance, leaving Goliath conquered by a simple stone shot straight 
into his forehead.104

In order to purposely create circuitous but at the same time intended 
outcomes, one must acknowledge that actions alone are usually not suffi‑
cient. The desired outcomes can be circuitously achieved only by acting 
in a timely manner and under the right circumstances combined with 
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the influence of other overt and/or covert forces. Ultimately, if successful, 
the new and desired reality will emerge and the future will hopefully turn 
toward a preferred outcome.

Circuitous but intended outcomes are desirable consequences accurately 
anticipated and predicted by the actors involved at the moment the act is 
carried out. In order to achieve such outcomes, wars, conflicts, and major 
developments within world politics, require certain underlying conditions to 
be present. They require a catalyst that can trigger a chain reaction. From 
time to time players set off the catalyst, triggering a chain of effects that 
ultimately helps them achieve their original objective.

A compelling example relates to one of the most significant events 
in modern history—the end of the Cold War. Some argue that the Soviet 
empire’s collapse was an unintended outcome. However, others believe 
that the United States manipulated the Soviets into bankruptcy in order to 
circuitously achieve Washington’s hidden but intended outcome of causing 
the Soviet empire’s collapse.

Insisting on staying one step ahead of the Soviets at the height of 
the Cold War, President Ronald Reagan instituted the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI), or Star Wars. The plan was to create a laser‑based weapon 
defense system to protect the United States, which would be capable of 
intercepting and destroying nuclear missile attacks from foreign enemies, 
especially from the Soviet Union.

Most leading American scientists believed that no such anti–ballistic 
missile system could ever be deployed and that, furthermore, even a working 
system would not make nuclear weapons obsolete, as Reagan intended. Sub‑
marines and airplanes could still deliver devastating payloads. It was further 
argued that deploying such a system would be foolish in that it would upset 
the delicate balance of MAD, which had deterred nuclear strikes for more 
than four decades.105 Although Gorbachev offered in 1986 to eliminate all 
nuclear weapons in the world within fifteen years, Reagan refused to give 
them up. Once Reagan’s presidency was over, the SDI faded into obscurity. 
However, the institution of Star Wars still led President Reagan to declare, 
upon leaving office in January 1991, that “the Cold War is over.”

So why did Star Wars go forward? One explanation is that Washington 
knew in advance that the project was out of reach but decided to go ahead 
with it anyway with the goal of forcing the Soviet Union to bankrupt itself 
into extinction while trying to compete.106

The general Western approach is that of seeking to directly achieve 
intended goals. The First Gulf War of 1991, for instance, successfully pushed 
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Iraq out of Kuwait.107 From time to time, however, international players, 
and especially smaller actors, adopt a different approach. Instead of trying 
to directly confront their adversaries they seek to circuitously achieve their 
intended goals through more hidden or discreet methods.

Following the Soviet Union’s collapse, al‑Qaeda and its ilk launched 
repeated attempts to uproot U.S. hegemony. The U.S. response was very 
moderate, sidestepping its opponents. This was the case after a number of 
attacks and attempted attacks by al‑Qaeda and its associates: against the World 
Trade Center in New York and U.S. troops in Mogadishu in 1993, against 
the U.S. military office in Riyadh in 1995, against the American embassies 
in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998, against the U.S.S. Cole in Yemen in 2000, 
and in the attempted attack against the U.S.S. The Sullivans in 2000. The 
logic behind this approach was the hope that a moderate response might 
reduce growing hostility toward America. Washington’s failure to respond 
to its adversaries was perceived as a sign of weakness, however.108

The planning behind the 9/11 attacks was detailed and long‑term, 
and, inter alia, motivated by al‑Qaeda’s desire to greatly damage America’s 
economy.109 Osama bin Laden believed that “if Russia can be destroyed, the 
United States can also be beheaded.”110 In seeking to achieve his ultimate 
goal the modus operandi adopted by al‑Qaeda differed entirely from the 
simple cause‑effect understanding prevalent in Western society. Recognizing 
its relatively trivial international status while correctly understanding the 
complexity of world politics, bin Laden hoped the attacks would circuitously 
achieve al‑Qaeda’s goal,111 of “bleeding America to the point of bankruptcy.”112

Bin Laden assumed that the magnitude and consequences of the 
September 11, 2001, terror attacks, still the most destructive in modern 
human history, would circuitously and craftily enable al‑Qaeda to attain 
its ultimate goal.

Although terrorism is not new on the world scene, the September 11 
attacks were novel because of the means used—turning airplanes into weap‑
ons; because of the scale—thousands of casualties; and above all, because of 
the goal—to trigger a flood of colossal consequences that would ultimately 
lead to the collapse of the targeted hyperpower, the United States.113

In al‑Qaeda’s eyes and in reflecting a radical Islamic perspective,114 the 
collapse of the World Trade Center and the process it would trigger would 
have a butterfly effect,115 changing existing patterns. Its impact would hope‑
fully cause a global economic collapse and accomplish al‑Qaeda’s ultimate 
goal of uprooting the worldwide leadership of the United States.116
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Since over the course of time existing underlying conditions can change 
it is difficult to predict ultimate outcomes once events are set in motion. 
Al‑Qaeda’s enormous and historically unique attempt did, at least up to 
this point, ultimately fail.117 After the ashes of the Twin Towers settled, 
President George W. Bush related to the threat as a litmus test for the 
United States’ power in which any failure to deal with the threat would only 
further encourage the nation’s enemies.118 Relying mainly on his instincts, 
President Bush assessed the enormous danger and recognized the rule of the 
jungle that had come into play. Widespread destruction and death suffered 
by the United States could potentially attract other members of the wolf 
pack, encouraging them to intensify their assaults and attempts to damage 
America. Bush’s response, declaring war against terrorism, came as a shock. 
It completely shifted the behavior of the United States, which then started 
to behave as an aggressive power. Consequently, once again the hidden and 
visible forces within the system moved in alliance with the United States 
rather than against it. Ultimately, this caused a great shift, clearly pushing 
the strategic pendulum, at least temporarily, back in favor of Washington.119

Another example of the general Western approach of seeking to 
directly achieve intended goals, while its Eastern counterparts adopt a more 
circuitous approach, relates to the United States and Iran. “We’ve got a 
near‑perfect record of being wrong about these guys for 30 years,” said one 
senior adviser to President Barack Obama about Iran.120 Indeed, Westerners 
have been repeatedly wrong in trying to decipher Tehran’s intentions and 
behavior. This is a result of the profoundly different cultural norms and 
behavior inherent in the two cultures, with the West’s linear way of thinking 
standing in contrast to Iran’s more complex thought and decision making 
processes, largely characterized by the use of circuitous strategies to achieve 
national goals in foreign affairs.121

In February 2010, Tehran moved almost its entire nuclear fuel stockpile 
to an aboveground plant. This act directly contradicted what Iran had insisted 
in September 2009, when it claimed it had no other choice but to build an 
underground nuclear enrichment plant, since its nuclear facilities were under 
constant threat of Israeli and/or American attack.122 Penetrating deep into the 
metaphysical‑Persian/Iranian way of thinking could lead observers to accept 
the relatively strange and even bizarre hypothesis that Tehran was actually 
trying to provoke the Israelis to strike first.123 According to this explanation, 
and besides considering domestic causes, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps was inviting an Israeli attack in order to circuitously achieve their 
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goal of unifying the country after eight months of street demonstrations 
that pitted millions of Iranians against the government. It could have been 
the best thing for Iran’s leadership because it would have brought Iranians 
together against a national enemy.124

This discussion illustrates that a provocation can work only if there is 
asymmetrical information or significant common interest between the two 
sides. Here, Israel and the United States presumably understood that a strike 
would solidify support for the regime, which was one of the reasons they 
did not attack. On the other hand, in principle it would have been possible 
for the two sides to have tacitly agreed to a strike; the Iranian regime cared 
more about its internal security than about gaining nuclear weapons, and the 
United States and Israel would have been willing to tolerate a strengthened 
regime in return for destroying or setting back the nuclear program.

One of the most prominent recorded cases demonstrating Tehran’s 
circuitous but intended strategies can be found in the events preceding the 
U.S.‑Iraq War of 2003. The new Iraq that emerged following the war was 
partially a product of the efforts of Iraqi politician Ahmed Chalabi. Chalabi 
managed to harness Washington in support of his own mission: the removal 
from power of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein and the installation of a 
new sovereign Iraqi government.125

Although little of the information the U.S. government relied on came 
through Chalabi, it seems possible, however, that Tehran played a role in 
manipulating the White House into launching the Iraq War by passing false 
intelligence, a phenomenon also known as a false flag operation,126 regarding 
Iraq’s nonconventional arms project through Chalabi to the United States, 
using him as a pawn.127 Tehran may have used Washington for its own pur‑
poses, pushing America to invade and occupy Iraq in order to circuitously 
achieve its intended outcome of eliminating its ancient military competitor 
in the west, the Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq.128 This goal circuitously 
and underhandedly, but at the same time craftily, helped Iran achieve two 
intended consequences. First, getting rid of a hostile neighbor and paving 
the way for a friendly and potentially proxy Shiite‑led Iraq. Second, side‑
tracking the United States and the international community from Tehran’s 
nuclear program and decreasing the probability of a U.S. and/or an Israeli 
preemptive strike.
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Complex Effects of International Relations

Causality

The complex‑causal mechanism that is developed in this section presents 
new ways of thinking about world politics. It also represents an effort to 
understand the complex as well as the interconnected international world 
scene in which we act and live.

To conduct a systematic examination of the world of complex effects of 
international relations and in order to extend our understanding of the dynamics 
of international politics, we need the help of several key concepts and methods 
of complexity thinking.1 Complex effects of international relations is not an 
integrated body of theory but a developing framework.2 Its basic principles 
that are relevant to this book are briefly presented and developed below.3

The complex‑causal mechanism seeks to clarify two main themes. First, 
how things came to be as they are. Here the complex‑causal mechanism 
deals with unintended consequences of both rebound results and derivative 
products—with positive or negative side effects. The second theme consists 
of ways in which it is possible to purposefully produce circuitously desirable 
future change and requested products. Here the complex‑causal mechanism 
deals with intended consequences of circuitous but intended outcomes.

Following are the primary general features of the complex world system, 
which the complex‑causal mechanism relies on:

 1. The complex international relations system is adaptive in nature. 
The properties that allow the adaptive complex system of 
international relations to react in different ways to the envi‑
ronments they confront are called variety or diversity.

37
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38 Complex Effects of International Relations

 2. The complex system of international relations is nonlinear in 
nature. Countless variables influence the complex system of 
international relations and allow it to react in a nonlinear 
manner to the environment it is confronted with; these 
characteristics also cause the complex international system to 
respond in a way that is different from, and from time to 
time even in contradiction of, what was originally intended 
or predicted by the initiator of the action.

 3. Feedback—negative and positive alike—is important. The reac‑
tions of the key players within the system, which ultimately 
influence the surrounding environment and cause the complex 
effects of international relations, are mostly based on the type 
of feedback that is generated in the situation—either negative 
or positive in nature. The dynamic that the system adopts 
and the type of feedback that ultimately results is due to a 
selection process: either naturally developed—as represented by 
unintended consequences, both rebound results and derivative 
products; or established on purpose—as represented by intended 
consequences of circuitous but intended outcomes in nature.

 4. The complex system of international relations is typified by an 
emergence character. The defense, economic, political, and 
social international drivers of emergence and adaptation 
are the results of some causes more than of randomness; in 
some cases, these drivers may be referred to as attractors that 
entered the situation voluntarily and in other cases they are 
purposely pushed into the situation by one of the main or 
incidental actors.

These four components form a basic algorithm that describes complex effects 
of international relations within the world affairs system. This algorithm 
could also serve as a guide to evolutionary processes in other systems and 
networks. If one seeks to understand change and growth, and furthermore, 
to direct actions and decisions to work in his own favor, he must accurately 
understand which factors and dynamics are driving these basic processes in 
the system he hopes to influence and whether they are conceptual, political, 
or social in nature.

It is important to keep in mind that international relations are a 
complex matrix of interactions in which almost all elements are linked to 
each other. With modern communications, electronic media, and advanced 
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transportation systems, an even larger quantity and variety of material and 
information is being distributed to larger audiences around the globe. As a 
result, “countless linked decisions and actions and reactions are required to 
maintain distribution networks, and keep things moving through them.”4

Patterns of connections as well as dependence and influences of actors 
one on the other are becoming more and more complicated with the addition 
of new distribution systems and new actors. With the emergence of each 
new actor and form of interaction, hundreds of new actions and dyadic 
relationships become possible, further complicating the international arena 
with more interconnectedness.5

Still, some things can be considered more connected than others.6 
Foreign affairs, for instance, are associated with interconnected and dynamic 
webs. Thus, when dealing with the world scene it is difficult, if not impossi‑
ble, to deal with subjects separately. In other words, within the international 
relations system one can never do “just one thing.”7 It is also difficult to 
restrict the description of the world scene to a limited number of charac‑
terizing variables without losing its essential global functional properties.

Since the system of international relations consists of parts interacting 
in a nonlinear fashion, it displays complex behaviors such as unpredictability. 
It is thus appropriate to differentiate between a complicated system, such 
as a plane or a computer, and a complex system, such as ecological and 
economic systems—and, undoubtedly, the system of international relations, 
which is the main focus of this book. Accordingly, complicated systems are 
composed of many functionally distinct parts but are still in fact predict‑
able, whereas complex systems interact in a nonlinear manner with their 
environment and have properties of self‑organization, which make them 
unpredictable beyond a certain temporal window.

A fully complex system would be completely irreducible. This means 
that it would be impossible to derive a model from this system without 
losing all its relevant properties. In the international reality, however, different 
levels of complexity obviously exist.

The reduction of complexity is an essential stage in traditional scientific 
and experimental methodology. Thus, and as part of the effort of this book 
to present here a complex‑causal mechanism, the number of variables will 
be considerably reduced to allow for the study of the complex international 
relations system in a more controlled way, that is, with some degree of 
causal connection.

Complex effects of international relations are a result primarily of 
the nonlinear relationships between the components of the system. Foreign 
affairs can thus be identified by the following characteristics: (1) The realm 
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of foreign affairs is fundamentally nondeterministic and it is impossible 
to precisely anticipate behavior even if the exact function of its parts is 
known—including that of states and other key players, such as international 
organizations and Non‑State Actors (NSAs); and, (2) Foreign affairs has a 
dynamic structure. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to study its 
properties by breaking it down into functionally stable parts. Its permanent 
interaction with its environment and its properties of self‑organization allow 
it to functionally restructure itself.

The following main points summarize the complex‑causal mechanism 
developed throughout the remaining portions of this chapter:

 A. Basic assumptions of complex international system:

  1. Nonlinearity of world affairs, ideas, and influence.

 B. The mechanism:

  1. Degree of ripeness for change, or the key idea at the 
time, which exists at the exact moment that the action 
was taken—either before, at the beginning of, the height 
of, the end of, or after the action took place—in the case 
under consideration.

  2. Types of feedback that the system ultimately adopted—
negative or positive or any combination of these—and 
their magnitude: automatically (voluntarily) or manually 
(purposely) presented from past, present, future, or virtual 
tenses.

 C. Outcomes:

   1. Type of reality that will emerge, or the kind of complex 
effects of international relations that will arise. Actions 
taken in a nonlinear context and circumstance in which 
negative or positive feedback are in play will result in the 
emergence of a new reality that is either:

    • Surprising emergence—unintended consequences of 
both rebound results and derivative products, or;

    • Expected emergence—intended consequences of 
circuitous but intended outcomes.

Although many if not all students of international relations try to predict 
foreign affairs outcomes, few or none succeed in doing so. The international 
relations system is complicated and dynamic and is continually changing in 
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Figure 3.1. Complex Effects of International Relations.
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42 Complex Effects of International Relations

ways that challenge most experts in the field. The huge streams of data that 
are constantly being generated are not sufficient to build a prediction model. 
For that goal and others, we do need the complex‑causal model developed 
here. In terms of complexity science, international relations are among the 
best systems to look at, since they consist entirely of collections of decision 
making players with a great deal of inherent feedback.

The next section continues as follows. (A) First, I will present a necessarily 
brief overview and discussion of the basic assumptions on complex interna‑
tional relations, which challenges systems theory and offers a toolkit to help 
deal with complex effects of international relations. Specific consideration will be 
given to the notions of: (1) nonlinearity of world affairs, ideas, and influence. 
(B) Then I will develop the mechanism, including: (1) degree of ripeness for 
change, and (2) types of feedback that the system ultimately will adopt—
negative or positive. (C) Finally, I conclude with the outcome: the type of 
reality that will emerge. Then I will establish the complex‑causal mechanism 
model with specific consideration of each of the two types of complex effects of 
international relations and their three subcategories: surprising emergence—the 
complex‑causal mechanism of unintended consequences of both rebound results 
as well as derivative products; and, expected emergence—the complex‑causal 
mechanism of intended consequences of circuitous but intended consequences.

My aim here is to address complex effects of international relations 
from an international politics perspective by developing a complex‑causal 
mechanism model focusing on the implications of numerous factors and 
how they could be used to understand and improve foreign policy decision 
making within a changing and dynamic world scene.

The Complex‑Causal Mechanism for Complex Effects  
in International Relations

Basic Assumptions of the Complex  
International System

Nonlinearity, Ideas, and Influence

NONLINEARITY

The nonlinearity of the system of international relations is the most central 
property relevant to this study and is therefore dealt with first.8
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43Complex Effects of International Relations: Causality

Linearity involves two patterns. First, changes in system output are 
proportional to changes in input. Second, system outputs consistent with 
the sum of two inputs are equal to the sum of the outputs arising from 
the separate inputs.9

Linearity is connected to the Newtonian paradigm, which characterizes 
Western thinking and culture in general. The Newtonian paradigm, which is 
the product of the scientific revolution that began in the sixteenth century, 
reached its highest point with Isaac Newton who also gave his name to the 
resulting worldview. Accordingly, the world and everything in it is a giant 
machine working as a highly precise atomic clock, ticking along predictably 
and reliably while keeping accurate time.10

It is possible to identify four main characteristics of the Newtonian 
paradigm. The first identifying characteristic is that of a system as a closed 
entity isolated from the outside environment, influenced only via internal 
workings and not any outside elements.

Linearity is the second cornerstone of the Newtonian paradigm, which 
dictates that each cause and effect has a direct and proportional connection. 
For an outcome to have major impact the input also must be major. Like‑
wise, a small input will lead to a minor result. Therefore, such a system, 
in being more controllable and predictable than a nonlinear one, may also 
be seen in a more positive light.

The third characteristic in which foreign policy under the Newtonian 
paradigm works as deterministically predictable has important ramifications 
for foreign policy. Accordingly, given enough information and knowledge 
about the current state of an international crisis and its initial conditions 
and having identified the universal “laws” of international relations—be they 
about the balance of power or other transhistorical rules—a decision maker 
should be able to precisely determine the outcome of the crisis. The rational 
actor model for foreign affairs decision making is a good example of a linear 
law. Accordingly, determining the outcome of an international crisis becomes 
a simple exercise if a sufficient amount of precise information is available.

Reductionism is the fourth important characteristic of the Newtonian 
paradigm of the world. In providing a system for problem solving, reduction‑
ism requires the problem to be broken down into more manageable parts. 
Each part is solved separately resulting in an overall solution to the problem.

While the Newtonian paradigm offers a well‑ordered and intellectually 
satisfying description of the world, it is not one that matches the reality, as 
it ignores the complex dynamics and inconsistencies of the world system. 
All Newtonian systems can ultimately be distilled into one simple concept 
of cause and effect. In other words, the Newtonian world is knowable, all 
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information needed is available, and all implications can be fully addressed 
and worked out.

The Newtonian paradigm has governed the way international relations 
theories have viewed the world for many years. However attractive and simple 
it may be, it does not satisfactorily describe world affairs and it suffers from 
a number of serious shortfalls. Thus, its applicability as a basis for analyzing 
current foreign affairs is increasingly questionable.

Although we may intuitively expect linear relationships when we look 
at the world, cause and effect rarely function this way. An input of one 
variable may produce a disproportionate impact, whether because the law 
of diminishing returns sets in or because a critical mass is needed before 
impact can be felt.11

Nonlinear dynamic theories, such as catastrophe theory,12 chaos theory,13 
and complexity theory,14 push beyond some of the limitations of classical 
physics and explore classes of phenomena outside of the traditional linear 
realm.

In mathematics, linear applies to an equation in which variables, when 
plotted against each other, form straight lines. In order for it to be linear the 
system must have proportionality and additivity—that is, the whole must 
be equal to the sum of its parts. Without additivity, if a problem is broken 
down into parts and those parts are solved, it would not result in an overall 
solution to the problem. If a system does not obey these principles and is 
instead nonlinear in nature, then it may exhibit more erratic behavior and 
have disproportionately large or small outputs or certain interactions that 
show the whole is not equal to its parts.15

Although more parts can certainly contribute to complexity, it is 
not the number of parts that makes a system complex but the ways in 
which those parts cooperate and interact. We should differentiate between 
structural complexity, such as a machine whose numerous parts generally 
interact in a predesigned way, and interactive complexity, the focus of this 
book in which the parts of the system interact freely in interconnected and 
unanticipated ways.

The Soviet Union’s collapse and the end of the Cold War, events that 
almost none of the international relations analysts of the time had predicted, 
form an ideal model for applying the nonlinearity mechanism.16 Gorbachev 
acted as a catalyst for the two superpowers to transform their relationships 
and the character of international politics.17

Within the nonlinear and complex system of international relations, 
small changes in fundamental elements over time do not necessarily produce 
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small changes in other aspects of the system, or in the characteristics of the 
system as a whole. While changes may certainly occur, they will change in 
a variety of ways with a variety of outcomes.18

The real world of international relations is not remotely as orderly and 
linear as the Newtonian view suggests but is rather the opposite. The system 
of world affairs is an open, nonlinear, dynamic arena, highly sensitive to 
initial conditions and continuous, different kinds of feedback from varied 
locations and diverse periods, which are combined and mixed together. 
Thus, rather than thinking of world affairs as a structure at equilibrium we 
should think of it as a standing wave pattern of continuously fluxing matter, 
energy, and information. World politics is more a dynamic and emergent 
process than a thing.

We move on now to discuss the way in which ideas of four different tenses 
influence reality. As a result of the nonlinearity of the complex international 
relations system and its adaptive characteristics, ideas may be the reason to 
form a situation which would impact the system from then on. The ideas 
could originate from any past, present, future, or virtual tenses, or any com‑
bination of them—from the same place and/or from other places in any of 
the four tenses or any mixture of them or any blend of all tenses or places.

IDEAS AND INFLUENCE

Ideas—including emotions, beliefs, concepts, conclusions, feelings, intentions, 
interpretations, meaning, opinions, perceptions, thoughts, and many more—
actually matter. Ideas about the past, the present, the future, and from any 
other virtual tense (such as humiliation, wishful thinking, dreams, madness, 
psychotic break, manic depression, etc.), are normally the key reason for 
moving individuals and masses alike to act relative to current circumstances. 
As such, it is important to recognize ideas, since after they are well known 
and identified they can to some degree be handled, controlled, and in some 
cases even manipulated as key tools to achieve aims in foreign policy.

The question of how political ideas spread through policy communi‑
ties and why particular ideas “win out” over others in the “War of Ideas” 
is important. Our ideas about the social world not only reflect that world 
but also help shape and create it. Humans are part of the reality they try 
to describe and explain and they therefore have the potential to alter the 
reality. A theory is merely intended to describe or explain. Theories about 
the social world may thus become self‑fulfilling prophecies.19
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Ideas and their influence can be divided into three main subcategories 
of each of the three recognized tenses—past, present, and future. All of the 
three affect the way people act in a current situation. Another subcategory, 
namely virtual tense, is not directly related to each of the three regular tenses 
but it broadly affects humans’ actions and therefore should also be dealt.

Past history of ideas asks how, what people think about the past, affects what 
they think in the present? For instance, the rise of the Islamic State of Iraq 
and al‑Sham (ISIS)—the radical extremist Islamic group that has declared 
a caliphate across much of Iraq and Syria—is in many aspects a result of a 
past idea of the Islamic caliphate that was kept latent among Islamic indi‑
viduals and communities during the last millennia. It was, however, Abū 
Bakr al‑Baghdadi, who gave this idea life and caused millions of Muslims 
around the globe to follow him and the caliphate ideology as he practically 
and ideologically presented it to its followers.20

Present history of ideas asks how, what people think about the present, affects 
what they think in the present? For instance, according to the “denial doctrine” 
of the 2010s, Syria, Hezbollah, and Israel all denied—each with its own 
motives—that Israeli attacks against Syrian interests in Syria and Lebanon 
had actually occurred so as to avoid the need for both Syria and Hezbollah 
to respond against Jerusalem.21 Operating according to the “denial doctrine” 
benefits all three: Israel can and, according to non‑Israeli press sources and 
academic reports, Jerusalem probably actually does, keep attacking Syria’s 
and Hezbollah’s key targets in Syria and Lebanon, securing its borders and 
citizens.22 Both Syria and Hezbollah avoid the negative stigma prevalent 
among Muslims against those Arabs who are not responsive to any attack 
perpetrated by the “evil Zionists entity.”23

Future history of ideas asks how, what people think about the future, affects what 
they think in the present? “I am the citizen of the future,” said Theodor Herzl, 
“since I am acting to create it.”24 Herzl’s famous statement in Hebrew is im 
tirzu, ein zo agada; ve’im lo tirzo, agada hi ve’agada tisha’er, meaning, if you 
will it, it is no dream; and if you do not will it a dream it is and a dream it 
will stay. Herzl actually did do exactly that. Although Jews throughout the 
entire two thousand years of exile dreamed of returning to their homeland 
and renewing the ancient Jewish State of Israel that had existed long ago 
in the same place, it was Theodor Herzl’s vision of rebuilding the AltNeu‑
Land, or the Old New Land, that made it happen by connecting Jewish 
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communities and individuals from the entire diaspora.25 An extreme, not 
to say controversial, notion argues that the “future matters,” or that some 
creatures from the future influence the present. According to two esteemed 
physicists, Bech Nielsen and Masao Ninomiya, in November 2009, the giant 
atom‑smashing Large Hadron Collider (LHC) outside Geneva was being 
jinxed from the future to save the world!26

Virtual history of ideas asks how, what people healthily or in a sick way imagine 
about the world, affects what they think about the present? World affairs are 
powerfully driven by what is called in this book virtual tense, or alternative 
reality, since it not connected to any of the three recognized tenses.

There are two kinds of virtual tense. The first kind focuses on individ‑
uals and their personalities.27 Academics that try to point out what motivates 
political leaders—such as Saddam Hussein and Adolf Hitler on the one side; 
or Bill Clinton, Barack Obama,28 and Donald Trump,29 on the other side—
require evaluating their personalities and producing comprehensive political 
and psychological profiles that give a deeper understanding of the volatile 
influence of their personalities on their behavior in global affairs.30 Using 
formal psychiatric criteria in the evaluation of dangerous world leaders would 
help to predict, understand, and better control their behavior for common 
good, since their behavior is in many cases significantly influenced by their 
personalities. Thus, a clearer understanding of world leaders’ personalities 
is a wise strategy in international conflict resolution.31 Saddam Hussein 
of Iraq, for instance, had many of the same personality disorders or their 
features as Adolf Hitler of Nazi Germany. It appeared that a personality 
disorders constellation emerged for these two dictators and they both were 
sadistic, antisocial, paranoid, and narcissistic. Implications for diplomacy 
and negotiations of these “Big Four” are indicated.32 Hussein had a strong 
paranoid orientation. Although he may have been in touch with reality, he 
was clearly out of touch with political reality. Combined with Hussein’s 
political personality constellation was a messianic ambition for power.33

Virtual, or alternative realities, do not characterize individuals only but 
also groups of people and their natures, which is the second kind of virtual 
tense. This is well represented by utopian thoughts in times of political 
disagreement or ideal visions created and presented from time to time by 
leaders or intellectuals. History has been marked by periodic separations, 
radical changes brought on by wars, revolutionary upheavals, and sudden 
political shifts that shattered existing social and political structures and belief 
systems. Countries in modern history have experienced this and witnessed 
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regime changes—e.g., Germany and Japan during the twentieth century, 
Iraq and other Arab countries during the twenty‑first century, etc.—and 
experienced both the heights of national euphoria and the depths of physical 
and moral defeat and destruction.

During times of fundamental change and extreme upheavals, cultural 
ideas and expressions pave the way for the imagination with a key role for 
utopian visions of both leaders and intellectuals, which have dramatically 
changed the world. Major turning points, such as the revolutionary passion 
during and following World War I, the emergence and rise of fascist and 
national socialist regimes, the reordering of the world after World War II, the 
revolutionary spirit of 1968 worldwide, and the end of the Cold War—as 
symbolized by the fall of the Berlin Wall and the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union—were inspired by, and provoked, periods of profound cultural and 
political self‑examination. These moments of fundamental reflection were 
often accompanied by fierce debates about historical ancestries and legacies. 
Indeed, utopian movements alternately asserted a complete break from the 
past or claimed to represent the fulfillment of historical destinies.

A much more extreme type of virtual tense was presented by cognitive 
scientist Donald Hoffman who argued that we do not perceive reality as 
it is. The Interface Theory of Perception (ITP) that Hoffman developed 
argued that percepts act as a species‑specific user that directs behavior toward 
survival and reproduction, not truth.34

One of the well‑known mechanisms used to deal with the great influence 
of the past on current events is path dependence, which will be discussed 
now in detail.

PATH DEPENDENCE

Path dependence is the assumption that within the complex system of world 
affairs the evolution process is intertwined with early circumstances, which 
is not the case within a simple structure. Accordingly, if early conditions 
are different, the system may evolve or emerge according to different rules 
of movement.

Although path dependence has become a widely used concept in 
social sciences,35 there is still considerable disagreement among international 
relations scholars on how best to define and apply it in the field.36

Path dependence is a particular characteristic of the complex interna‑
tional world. Some argue that events that occur in the present are causally 
independent from those that occur in the past, though it is often argued that 
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“history matters” and that “the past affects the future.”37 According to the 
latter view, a small initial advantage, or a few minor random shocks along 
the way, could considerably alter the course of history.38 Path dependence 
means “that what has happened at an earlier point in time will affect the 
possible outcomes of a sequence of events occurring at a later point in time.”39

While this definition is acceptable we could note several additional 
defining features of path dependence sequences: (1) the idea that initial 
conditions aid in determining the final outcome of path dependence, (2) 
contingent events are causally important, as in the well‑known example of 
the selection of the QWERTY typewriter keyboard,40 (3) historical lock‑in 
occurs when units find themselves on development paths that are inescap‑
able, because of causal determinism in which the destiny of a unit is highly 
determined by previous events, and (4) a self‑reproducing sequence occurs 
in which a given outcome is stably reinforced over time.41

Strongly connected to path dependence is the notion of positive 
feedback in which past events influence future events,42 or when small 
advantages in time (t‑1) could cause a big impact in time (t). According to 
Immanuel Wallerstein, for instance, the large gaps between developed and 
underdeveloped countries today can be attributed to quite small disparities 
early on in time, which allowed Western Europe to gradually grow strong 
while leaving the states in the periphery struggling to do the same.43

Although complex effects could be caused by or be an outcome of 
all of the four tenses possible, they are in many cases results of previous 
incidents, or results of path dependence. As such, in many cases what an 
actor’s decision’s outcome is at a particular moment in time (t), is not as 
much a product of that actor’s skills and virtues as it is a matter of how well 
positioned the actor was at that particular moment in time (t‑1). Following 
this rationale, even a very small and incidental difference between two actors, 
if they occur at an early stage, may lead to an enormous divergence later 
on. The question of timing is important and much of politics and society 
can be explained not by the actors and actions themselves, but by incidents 
that occurred earlier—coincidences or otherwise insignificant incidents had 
led to a certain course of events. While many alternatives may be possible 
at an early stage, path dependence ensures that a certain path may become 
“locked in,” becoming the inevitable stable option even if it becomes inef‑
ficient or disadvantageous.44

Many times, for complex effects to occur within the nonlinear system 
of international relations, it is necessary for an action to be taken by one of 
the players at time (t‑1) in order to make the action path dependent and 
after a while to cause a new reality to emerge. In such a case, it is very much 
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the timing and conditions in place exactly at that time that would play a 
crucial role in determining the subsequent series of events and outcomes.

In path dependent patterns, events that occur earlier in time make a 
bigger impact than those that occur later in the sequence. In fact, events 
that happen “too late” may have little influence or no effect at all. Had 
they occurred at an earlier different time, however, the same events might 
have had great consequence and great impact.45 Accordingly, evolutions and 
outcomes in the world scene are in many cases path dependent, since the 
impact of a past decision continues into the present and furthermore defines 
the options available in the future.46 Indeed, past events will determine and 
limit what direction future developments will take and will follow a rela‑
tively deterministic path.47 This can be understood as “inertia”—a process 
set in motion and following a certain track toward a potential outcome will 
continue to follow this motion and tracking.48

Path dependent forms and sequences are worth special attention. 
They set into motion patterns that have deterministic properties.49 Once 
QWERTY was established as the industry standard for the typewriter and 
its successor the computer, manufacturers and typists became committed to 
adopting it. When typists use QWERTY keyboards instead of alternative 
keyboards such as DVORAK, they type half as fast, make twice as many 
errors, and move their fingers twenty times as far. Although technological 
changes have been made over the years to allow for more efficient alterna‑
tives, manufacturers have continued to stick with QWERTY due to fear 
of abandoning a long‑held commitment.50 The alternatives could not be 
established, since such a change would require great coordination as well 
as the loss of already existing machines and skilled employees,51 and also 
due to the rigidity of individuals.

Taking path dependence as a basis for the complex‑causal mechanism, 
could result in four fascinating consequences: (1) outcomes can be predicted 
on the basis of initial conditions, (2) shifting to a different path becomes 
increasingly difficult over time, (3) stochastic factors do not “average out” 
over time, and (4) a final outcome may be inefficient relative to previously 
available options.52

The Mechanism

Degree of Ripeness for Change

Ripeness for change,53 or timing, is very crucial in foreign affairs, as the 
impact of an action will depend on the stage of the process in which it 
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occurs. Thus, within international politics, two policies that have otherwise 
very similar components can produce different outcomes depending on 
the timing of the introduction of these components. For example, a policy 
may reach a certain balance between concessions and threats depending on 
timing—if the concessions are introduced prior to the threats as opposed 
to afterward, how they are received may be very different.54

Ripeness for change is a moment of great sensitivity. Changes that are 
made, either voluntarily or purposely, exactly at the threshold point, can 
have enormous consequences. Depending on the exact moment, a small 
change can cause large effects even if other variables, such as the balance 
of power or the actors’ preferences, stay constant.

World affairs typically produce a deep sense of uncertainty, contra‑
diction, and ambiguity in people. During crisis and instability, the world 
scene is more likely to be influenced by minor events that can give rise to 
large outcomes than by major events.

The assassinations in the Balkans in 1914, for instance, triggered 
World War I.55 In this tumultuous epoch of pre–World War I Europe, 
the assassinations of two people were enough to cause the killing of tens 
of millions and to wiped out existing nations and three empires—the 
Austro‑Hungarian, the Ottoman, and the Tsarist Russian. At a time of 
stability, however, an opposite outcome is more feasible. This was the case 
in post–World War II Europe in which the murder of thousands in these 
same Balkans did not spread into a regional, or even a global, conflict, as 
it had a few decades earlier.56

The difference between the degree of ripeness for change in the system 
in pre–World War I Europe and in post–World War II Europe accounts 
for the difference in outcomes described above. Thus, while in 1914 a very 
small change in the system parameters led to major transformations of the 
system as a whole, the change in the second instance was minor if there 
was any. Consequently, the same world system could manifest crisis and 
instability at some places during some eras while displaying calm elsewhere 
or in other eras.

Understanding degree of ripeness for change requires us to deal with the 
role of a threshold,57 known also as a tipping point.58 Accordingly, if a system 
passes a specific threshold, changes will occur to such an extent that a large 
number of otherwise apathetic people will suddenly incline toward a forceful 
movement for change.59 Such a threshold gives rise to unexpected structures 
and events whose properties can differ from the underlying basic laws.60

Threshold in international relations can be best understood in the con‑
text of an outbreak of a crisis, one that—if it crosses a certain point—leads 
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either to an arms race or ultimately to an armed conflict and even to a war. 
Suppose, for example, that country A begins acquiring arms, starting with 
a submarine in the first year, then soon after, a large vessel, and eventually 
a squadron of fighter jets. However, country A ’s three rivals balance the 
situation by each acquiring an equivalent number of arms. This equilibrium 
is broken, however, when in the coming years, country A purchases a large 
number of state‑of‑the‑art weaponries, becoming heavily armed. This may 
become a tipping point—that moment when country A heavily and quickly 
upgraded its weaponry would become the moment when a stable situation 
crossed the threshold into an arms race—and in an extreme situation possibly 
into a war between the belligerents.

The complex international relations system tends to fluctuate among 
various arrangements in ways such that areas of order are created—for 
example, the eruptions and endings of wars might lead to order. When 
such transitions might occur, as in the Balkans scenarios described above, 
has everything to do with timing.

We could take the “Arab Spring” as an example to explain how var‑
ious actions along with their contexts and dynamics can broadly influence 
and make a huge difference in the world scene. No single event made the 
Arab world in early 2010 inclined toward the turbulent transformative 
period that became known as the “Arab Spring.”61 Yet it was not purely an 
accident. Whereas much of the previous history of the Middle East region 
is important—for instance, the long eras when the Middle East was under 
colonial influence and occupation, as well as the tyrannical regimes and 
monarchies that characterize Muslim countries in the region today—we 
can nevertheless point to the otherwise negligible events in Tunisia—the 
protests in December 2010—as a threshold for igniting the stormy events 
that ensued in the Arab world in the following years and that will probably 
continue for years to come.62

The success of the Tunisian protests inspired protests in several other 
Arab/Muslim countries: Hosni Mubarak of Egypt was forced to resign,63 
and Muammar Gaddafi of Libya was overthrown and killed after a violent 
civil war,64 with the constant help of NATO’s air strikes. A great civil war 
erupted in Syria and uprisings also broke out in Yemen, and more limited 
demonstrations erupted in other Middle Eastern Islamic countries, including 
Morocco and Algeria of the Maghreb region but also in Jordan and even 
far beyond in Bahrain and Iran of the Gulf area.

The Lehman Brothers’ investment bank collapse of 2008 is another 
example of the threshold phenomenon. This giant international economic 
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event led to the collapse of other banks in the United States but also in 
other places—such as Japan and Europe and particularly Greece—and to 
the threatened collapse of major federally supported mortgage companies.65

Types of Feedback that the System Ultimately Adopted

Regardless of whether or not the ideas that leaders and masses alike are 
holding are accurate, they will ultimately influence the decisions made by 
leaders of all sides in a conflict. The decision makers among the players 
involved will probably remember what had been done in regard to certain 
previous events and would likely have learned what the best courses of action 
in those cases would have been. We will all, therefore, know how much 
success we or others had in past wars and conflicts. Hence, we will have a 
notion as to whether our strategies need to be revised or not.

The international relations system tends to occupy the middle ground 
between order and disorder, making occasional excursions toward one or the 
other and back again without the help of any central international regime. 
It is the emergence of such properties that makes international relations 
complex. Key elements of the complex system of international relations are 
positive and negative feedback, which includes: ideas from past, present, 
future, and virtual tenses, which leaders and peoples alike are holding and 
that lead them to act and/or react.

Actions and events in foreign affairs cannot erupt or happen with‑
out the presence of some feedback. Thus, the emergence of events within 
international relations requires the help of some of the players that are part 
of the system and the ideas that are prevalent within the system and that 
motivated the players’ actions and reactions.

Many of the possible complex effects of international relations result 
from positive and/or negative feedback. We should note that international 
relations display forms of negative feedback, which produces stagnation, 
and positive feedback, which produces change. In some conflicts, one 
actor’s actions serve as positive feedback, thereby causing further escalation. 
In other conflicts one actor’s actions serve as negative feedback, thereby 
causing stagnation.

Leaders and people who are leading states and NSAs alike are human 
beings and as such they are complicated organs. Yet, somehow their combined 
decisions and actions give rise to well‑defined effects such as adapting or 
behaving according to balancing, bandwagoning, buck passing, and catching 
the buck strategies, or any combination of them all.
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Although leaders, like any other humans, are complicated in terms 
of their beliefs, emotions, narratives, and more, the ways in which they are 
each complicated as individuals may not be so important when they are 
acting together as a group. Even though there are many differences between 
all their different personalities, these differences may cancel each other out 
to some extent when they are acting in a large enough group. Hence, a 
group as a whole behaves in such a way that these individual differences 
do not matter very much.

This does not mean that groups of people behave in a simple way. 
The behavior of emergent phenomena such as wars or conflicts does not 
typically reflect the behavior of any particular individual. The overall 
behavior of such groups can be quite similar to one another. Even though 
the personalities of two individuals differ, the groups to which they belong 
can behave in quite a similar way. For this reason, although the individuals 
involved are very different, wars and conflicts tend to look quite the same 
in every part of the world at any time—be it the Middle East, Africa, or 
any other region on the globe.

The ways in which collections of humans tend to wage wars and handle 
conflicts are remarkably similar, despite their individual differences in terms 
of geographic location, background, language, and culture. This is one of 
the reasons why the patterns that emerge from such a complex entity as 
the international relations system can be so similar to one another. Within 
foreign affairs the emergent phenomena have some transhistoric qualities.

Explaining complex effects of international relations requires us to 
explore the manifestations of feedback in world politics, since it is a key 
phenomenon in explaining how the world system works.66 Accordingly, 
when the relationship between elements or the element itself experiences a 
change, this will consequently alter other elements and in turn affect the 
original. This demonstrates a circular and dynamic cycle between cause and 
effect rather than a one‑way relationship.67

Complex systems usually have multiple feedback loops. Negative 
feedback slows down processes while positive feedback speeds them up. 
Positive feedback loops strengthen the cause and the subsequent effect in 
an ever‑increasing cycle that can lead to nonlinear transitions and system 
collapse.68 Therefore, of principal concern is how negative feedback plays 
itself out in keeping the equilibrium and how positive feedback operates 
in processes of change.

Negative feedback includes actions that strengthen and maintain the 
system in its current state. The feedback is negative or stabilizing if the sig‑
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nals from the goal are used to restrict outputs that would otherwise extend 
beyond the goal. In this case, the alteration activates forces that counteract 
the original change and return the system to its original situation. The feed‑
back is positive or destabilizing if the fraction of the output that reenters the 
object has the same signal as the original input signal. It adds to the input 
signals and does not correct them.69 In this case, change in one direction 
leads to further change in that same direction. Negative feedback creates 
stability that lets patterns continue and thus allows for organized society. 
On the other hand, positive feedback allows for change and growth.70 While 
the balance of power is an example of negative feedback, an arms race is 
an example of positive feedback.

Positive and negative feedback can operate simultaneously or replace 
each other very quickly. Arms races are exemplified by positive feedback. 
The result may be negative feedback, however, since a security dilemma 
may develop if the front‑runner position in the race continually alternates 
between competitors, preventing either side from leading and ultimately 
resulting in war.71

Positive feedback in world affairs is a phenomenon that enhances 
self‑reinforcing dynamics as represented by the domino theory,72 which is 
illustrated by a row of dominoes that falls sequentially until none remain 
standing. The analogy was popular during the Cold War era predicting 
that if one state fell to communism its neighbors would also fall in a chain 
reaction.73 The spiral model was also popular during this epoch describing 
the tendency of efforts to enhance defense, resulting in an escalating arms 
race.74 Any action in the world system taken by one sole actor leads to the 
involvement of other actors. Taking positive feedback as a building block 
leads us to conclude that one actor becoming armed causes spiral actions to 
be launched by that actor and its adversaries. Ultimately, they both become 
more heavily armed and more hostile toward each other.

The dispute between the balance of power concept and the domino 
effect view is central to international politics: whether or not and under 
what conditions states will balance themselves against a threat rather than 
climb onto the bandwagon of the stronger side.75

The balance of power theory, which mainly explains why no state 
has come to dominate the international system,76 includes two viewpoints. 
The automatic model views restraint as arising from interactions within 
the system and illustrates general principles of system dynamics, especially 
negative feedback.77 The manual model envisions a much greater role for 
self‑restraint.78
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In world politics, if the power pendulum swings toward one pole, 
those losing influence usually will increase their unity and their joint activity 
against the potential hegemon. Thus, in its ultimate development a complete 
positive feedback has never evolved in the global arena because no single 
state has ever become a hegemon.79 A superpower’s growth leads to more 
expansion, which is positive feedback. The result is a counterbalancing 
mechanism that automatically erupts and starts to operate and delay or 
oppose the superpower’s expansion, which is negative feedback. Ultimately, 
withdrawals weaken the superpower’s strength and, in some cases, could even 
lead to its collapse and hasten the growth of another superpower, which 
is positive feedback.80 The key question is, under what circumstances will 
international politics be characterized by positive feedback rather than by 
the balancing mechanism represented by negative feedback?81 In balancing 
processes after a period of increasing returns, negative feedback works to 
bring a system back to equilibrium.

Consequences are often unintended because of the failure of decision 
and policymakers to anticipate positive feedback. By taking even minor or 
limited action, a series of forces are set in motion that may require further 
actions in the same direction. Even a small move can change the environ‑
ment and circumstances in such a way as to require more and sometimes 
major additional efforts and actions.82

Outcomes

Type of Reality That Will Emerge

Emergence is one of the basic and key characteristics of a complex system. 
George Lewes expressed it as far back as the nineteenth century:

Although each effect is the resultant of its components, we 
cannot always trace the steps of the process, so as to see in the 
product the mode of operation of each factor. In the latter case, 
I propose to call the emergent effect an emergent. It arises out 
of the combined agencies, but in a form, which does not display 
the agents in action. Emergent is unlike its components insofar 
as these are incommensurable, and it cannot be reduced either 
to their sum or their difference.83

Emergent phenomena occur due to the pattern of nonlinear and distributed 
interactions between the elements of the system over time. According to the 
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theory of emergence, the whole is more than the sum of its parts.84 Thus, 
it accounts for the transformation of quantity into quality.85

Emergence in international relations signifies a type of change. There 
seem to be three important classes of changes considered possible in dis‑
cussions of modern international politics. First, there is change occurrence, 
or an occurrence to which no law can be applied. Second, there is a shift, 
or a change in which one characteristic replaces another. Third, there is a 
cumulative change, or a change in which certain characteristics supervene 
upon other characteristics.86

One of the main points about emergent phenomena is that they are 
observable in macrolevel effects and from microlevel causes.87 A dispute is 
prevalent among international relations theoreticians—who argue over which 
players (individuals and states alike) or systems dictate the course of history. 
This disagreement is well demonstrated in the induction‑deduction dispute 
within the field of international relations.

According to the top‑down, or the deductive perspective, history is 
essentially formed and shaped by forces outside the control of players and 
mainly by the structure of the international system.88 Reductionism, how‑
ever, seeks to understand the system by looking only at the units and their 
relations with one another.

The bottom‑up, or the inductive approach, holds that history is shaped 
by players’ actions where a consistent, though not necessarily direct, link 
exists between the preferences and actions of political leaders on the one hand 
and the long‑term international processes on the other.89 Deduction is the 
inference of particular instances by reference to a general law or principle.

To use a somewhat overworked metaphor to explain the difference 
between the top‑down or the deductive perspective and the bottom‑up or 
the inductive approach—detailed empirical analysis tends to miss the forest 
for the trees, while general explanatory concepts stare so hard at the forest 
that they sometimes fail to discern a single tree.

Since social systems are open it is unlikely that conditions will remain 
constant or be comparable between different states of affairs. In open sys‑
tems, a cause may have different effects at different times due to changed 
conditions. Social systems are so complex that parsimonious theories, which 
attempt to isolate one or a few causes for observed effects, may dangerously 
oversimplify models.90 Accordingly, it is not surprising that no general laws 
of world politics have ever been identified.91

An opposite view, in which decrease rather than emergence is the 
prevalent perspective in foreign affairs, is presented in the realist theory of 
international relations.92
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The resulting complex system of international relations will show the 
following behaviors. First, the system evolves in a highly nontrivial and 
often complicated way, driven by players who interact under the influence of 
feedback. Second, the system displays emergent phenomena that are generally 
surprising and that may be extreme. The international system is far from 
a state of equilibrium, which means that almost anything can happen. In 
the emergent phenomena we should ask whether extreme events, such as 
the outbreak of World War I, might result from a sort of a series of errors 
or as a result of a domino effect. Third, the emergent phenomena typically 
arise in the absence of any sort of “invisible hand,” or central controller 
under the state of anarchy. The complex system of international relations 
can evolve in a complicated way all by itself.

Complex‑Causality of Unintended Consequences

Although the phenomenon of unintended consequences is deep‑rooted in 
history, its occurrence has sharply increased in modern times and is now spread 
throughout all of international life, above all in the spheres of international 
relations and foreign affairs. As the movements that have characterized the 
global system have become more interactive and as access to technology has 
increased, unintended consequences have become more and more common.

By definition, unintended consequences, with its two subcategories 
of rebound results and derivative products, cannot be precisely foreseen. 
After all, we should always remember this is why they are in fact called 
unintended. Occasionally, however, the realization that some undesired 
unintended consequences might occur could hopefully lead policymakers 
to take the necessary steps to prevent undesired unintended consequences 
from occurring in the first place.93

On many occasions the unintended consequences of wars do not 
outweigh the original justifications and benefits foreseen by those who first 
led the country into belligerency. In other cases, wars produce unintended 
consequences that ultimately outweighed the intended consequences. As 
shown in this book, many of the consequences of wars and conflicts were 
either different or even contrary to those that were intended. Their ram‑
ifications were, more often than not, more far‑reaching than the original 
and intended goals.94

When dealing with the complex system of international relations 
we should remember that consequences cannot be reduced to the many 
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components that comprise activities. Emergent characteristics arise from, 
but are not reducible to, the microdynamics of the phenomenon in ques‑
tion.95 Thus, in the analysis of unintended consequences of both rebound 
results and derivative products, an occurrence is frequently, but not always, 
considered a result of a previous incident but with a mixture of present, 
future, and even virtual tenses. We will move on now to find out how the 
mechanism has actually worked.

Complex‑Causality of Rebound Results

With so many forces and players simultaneously acting in the global system 
and influencing complex effects of international relations, an action taken 
by one actor might, under some circumstances, go against his own interests. 
In other words, some actions may turn out to be self‑detrimental or costly. 
In many cases, such circumstances could cause rebound results.

This is the main focus of the current section, in which I try to answer 
the following question: When and under what circumstances do complex 
effects of international relations cause rebound results—negatively affecting 
the actor? This relates to the questions of context, which are at the core 
of the definition and purpose of causal mechanisms. First, “How and why 
does a hypothesized cause, in a given context, contribute to a particular 
outcome?”96 Second, which of the characteristics of causal mechanisms, as 
described earlier, need to be present in order to lead to such outcomes?

From time to time small states as well as superpowers will be dragged 
into wars that they strongly opposed from the outset. Washington, for 
instance, got involved in the first and second world wars despite its tra‑
ditional foreign policy of isolationism.97 Frequently, however, polar powers 
also initiate wars that, according to some scholars, are contrary to their own 
interests, causing rebound results in the long term.

Hans J. Morgenthau, a leading early realist theoretician, opposed the 
United States war against North Vietnam, largely on the grounds that it 
was an unnecessary war.98 In the end, the United States war in Vietnam 
actually undermined U.S. efforts, deepening distrust of the government and 
creating deep‑seated hostility among the population, all of which ultimately 
had serious consequences for the country.99

We move on now to present and explain the complex‑causality mechanism 
of unintended consequences of both rebound results and derivative products.
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REBOUND RESULTS: THE MECHANISM

Nonlinearity, Ideas, and Influence. In the category of unintended conse‑
quences of rebound results, an idea that is somehow placed in the sphere 
of international relations causes the outcomes to be reversed and negatively 
affect the actor that originally initiated the action.

On the other hand, taking steps to prevent the development of an idea 
in the sphere of international relations that would evolve into a negative idea, 
which would in turn block or cancel the earlier idea that was presented, 
would in the end cause the rebound results not to occur.

Degree of Ripeness for Change. In the category of unintended consequences 
of rebound results, degree of ripeness for change automatically arises without 
any intention or control by the initiate player.

In relation to rebound results, why a certain negative outcome occurs 
could be attributed just as much or more to the timing with which it 
occurred as to the nature of the event itself. Here, the role of context as 
the defining feature of the complex causal mechanism comes into play, in 
the sense that time plays a key role in context. In many cases, degree of 
ripeness for change at one moment is the primary compelling explanatory 
factor behind a rebound result.

Had a certain decision or event taken place at any other time, either 
slightly before or after a sensitive threshold point, then it very well might 
not have had a great impact or any measurable impact at all. Here the 
complex‑causal mechanism is a very powerful tool to understand complex 
effects, and rebound results in particular. While many variables and inter‑
actions lead to outcomes, degree of ripeness for change and the existence 
of threshold points are often the conditions that ultimately lead to the 
rebound results. Failure to anticipate the importance of timing or to identify 
what point should be considered the threshold, contribute to the ultimate 
outcome of a rebound result. Understanding when a threshold exists and 
what actions will go beyond and break it, is crucial in anticipating results 
of actions. Without such foresight, unintended rebound results can result.

Types of Feedback. In the category of unintended consequences of rebound 
results, positive or negative feedback automatically occurs. Many international 
relations theories consider equilibrium to be a building block assumption. 
Accordingly, through the mechanism of the negative feedback loop, the system 
returns to its original position following any small deviations. However, since 
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foreign affairs are a sphere of change and evolution, we should challenge 
this assumption by bringing positive feedback loops into the discussion.

Within foreign affairs, negative and/or positive feedback frequently turns 
the desired behavior of an actor into self‑limiting, and often self‑defeating 
outcomes, as represented by rebound results. Positive feedback loops drive a 
system beyond equilibrium. Even small changes can have critical effects on 
a system, triggering alternate paths at crucial turning points. While systems 
theory generally assumes a level of proportionality between cause and effect, 
this challenges that assumption and introduces the role of nonlinearity in 
the dynamics between entities.100

These dynamics and relationships contain both negative and positive 
feedback loops, which stand at the core of all complex effects of interna‑
tional relations. The complexity of the system of international relations 
entails the interconnectedness of its main parts. In some cases, when states 
seek to achieve goals that if successful might change the current state of 
affairs, the result may be unintended and undermine the original goal—as 
rebound results demonstrate.

Failure to anticipate or to manage positive feedback is one reason why 
consequences are often unintended. Indeed, even a very limited action can 
set in motion a number of otherwise unplanned or unanticipated actions 
and can influence the decisions and actions of others. A small endeavor that 
seems to require just a minor effort may completely change the environment 
and context and therefore require further actions and commitments by a 
variety of actors. In many ways this creates long‑term obligations and makes 
interests less structured and stable. In reality, a variety of possible outcomes 
could have occurred, but the sequence of events and reactions may make it 
feel like the course that was taken was inevitable. The growth and change 
that characterize positive feedback, along with the circular, interloping 
dynamic of the system, are very difficult if not impossible to predict, often 
resulting in rebound results.101

Type of Reality That Will Emerge. In the category of unintended conse‑
quences of rebound results, the type of reality that will emerge, or the kind 
of complex effects of international relations that will arise, is the product of: 
actions, taken in a nonlinear context and circumstance in which negative 
or positive feedback are in play, that will result in the emergence of a new 
reality that is a surprising appearance.

As we already noticed, without any doubt the world affairs system is 
complex. Results in general, and the way complex effects of international 
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relations are defined in this book in particular, emerge from multiple and 
nonlinear connections among variables. Thus, the state of the international 
relations system should be understood to include an emergent property. 
While effects in international relations are certainly a product of the 
actors and their earlier decisions and actions, it is not possible to simply 
look at these effects as a sum of the parts, or components, which were 
inputted into the equation. The special relationship and dynamics between 
these components and the times in which they develop play a significant 
role. As such, according to the theory of emergence, the whole is more 
than the sum of its parts. It is also a product of the unique interactions 
among those parts and the ways in which they transform and develop over  
time.

When a situation of rebound results emerges, one cannot simply trace 
it back to a single root cause. After all, according to emergence theory, there 
is no single variable or component that can be held responsible for the 
resulting outcome. As tempting as it may be, a decision maker or analyst 
looking for an explanation of how a rebound result came to be cannot 
take a reductionist approach. They must consider the unique interactions 
between the components and events that took place and recognize that 
the nonlinear nature of the system gives rise to unique interactions and 
dynamics that are difficult to measure. Understanding the how and why of 
the rebound results requires this appreciation of emergence, even though it 
will make a simple and precise identification of an outcome’s causes more 
difficult. Especially if the media and public demand someone or something 
to blame for negative outcomes in the world picture, it is important not to 
default to a more reductionist approach that may package the root cause in 
a simpler, but not necessarily accurate, manner.

In the context of complex effects of international relations with rebound 
results, the type of reality that will emerge will reverse and undermine the 
actor’s original intentions. The actor accidentally causes unintended conse‑
quences and effects that are in direct contrast to his original goals or desires.

As such, under complex conditions, path dependence entails that an 
action that caused one outcome in the past may cause a different outcome 
today, even if the same players are playing the same game. If the players 
in the system can accurately sense the environment and proactively change 
their reactions to fit their conditions, then in essence the rules of the game 
are changed as well.102

This notion of path dependence is strongly linked to concepts of 
timing, or ripeness for change, and also to the concept of feedback loops. 
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When past events influence future events, a small event can have a dis‑
proportionate effect, and the timing very much matters. Events that occur 
earlier in time make a bigger impact than those that occur later in the 
sequence, and those occurring later may even have little or no effect at all. 
Furthermore, the rebound result itself may influence the original variables 
that caused it. This is the nature of multiple feedback loops in which the 
causes and effects among variables go in all directions.

Complex‑Causality of Derivative Products:  
Positive, Neutral, or Negative

With so many forces responding to each other and influencing the complex 
effects of international relations, the actor’s desire to attain a specific goal 
may take him in quite a different direction.

In many cases it gives rise to derivative products, the main focus 
of the current section, which addresses the following question: Why and 
under what circumstances do the complex effects of international relations 
mistakenly create a range of spillover effects, or derivative products?

As this book demonstrates, the complex effects of international relations 
cannot be understood by using only linear mechanisms or direct cause‑effect 
dynamics. Indirect effects may have greater impact than direct ones. The 
Russian intervention in the Syrian internal war in 2015, for instance, has 
had significant derivative products—it has dramatically influenced both 
Israel’s and Turkey’s positions and security.103

Political science study has traditionally tended to focus on a single 
factor and has relied on the assumption that others are constant. The reality 
is actually quite the opposite. Complex effects of international relations are 
not a result of one variable but a consequence of the interaction of multiple, 
and in some cases even countless, variables. The complexity of international 
relations is also the product of the fact that actors consciously react to both 
the actions of others and what they expect others to do.

Repeatedly, polar powers initiate wars that cause derivative products 
in the long term. Before the clashes of the 2003 U.S.‑Iraq War erupted, for 
instance, John J. Mearsheimer and Stephen M. Walt, two of today’s foremost 
American students of international relations studies, sharply criticized the 
rationale of Washington in launching the war.104 After more than a decade, 
looking at the catastrophic derivative products of the U.S.‑Iraq War, such as 
the rise to power of ISIS in Syria and Iraq and the “Arab Spring,” it seems 
that their predictions were precisely right.105
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The conditions in place at the time an action is taken have a dramatic 
effect on the outcome, often resulting in outcomes very different from those 
intended by the initiator of the action. The key principle here is nonlinearity, 
which makes the notion of direct cause and effect irrelevant.

The direct relationship of cause‑effect is a common assumption in 
the study of foreign affairs. Linearity in international relations, however, 
is prevalent mostly when interconnections are lacking or weak, which is 
definitely not the usual case under the state of anarchy that characterizes 
international relations. Thus, within the system of international relations, 
changes do not occur solely in a linear fashion. Frequently this nonlinearity 
principle can produce disproportionate outcomes,106 in which small changes 
are magnified by positive feedback that causes rebound results, as presented 
above. On other occasions, small changes can produce side effects or deriv‑
ative products, as presented here.

The system of international relations frequently displays nonlinear 
results. Within the complex international relations system, “no important 
issue exists in isolation; rarely is it only bilateral.”107 Frequently, a policy, or 
an action of a state toward another state, will have implications and effects 
on other policies, actions, or states.

As reflected in a path‑dependent pattern, early conditions will affect the 
flow of later events and the progression of these events. As a consequence, 
a certain inertia and deterministic path is created, and it may seem difficult 
to influence or disrupt that flow of action. This occurs when events set into 
motion a pattern or chain of events over time that seems to be “locked 
in” to a deterministic path. This path can originate from contingent events 
or more general processes and from both small and larger system effects. 
Indeed, the order in which events occur and when in time they occur 
will significantly influence the outcomes, even after very long periods of  
time.

As such, derivative products are very much the outcome of this path 
dependence and nonlinear pattern. They are a product of the flow and wave 
of events and their outcomes and, of course, of the dynamic interaction 
between them. As a consequence of path dependence in the complex‑causal 
mechanism, outcomes cannot be predicted on the basis of initial conditions, 
and a number of possible outcomes can arise from single actions. Just as 
rebound results cannot be avoided, positive derivative products cannot be 
planned or anticipated, due to the dynamic interaction of all the variables 
in play and the role that timing plays in the end results.
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DERIVATIVE PRODUCT: THE MECHANISM

Nonlinearity, Ideas, and Influence. Under the category of unintended 
consequences of derivative products, ideas that were placed and developed 
somehow in the sphere of international relations caused the outcomes to 
be spillover results with negative, positive, or neutral effects from the actor’s 
point of view. 

Degree of Ripeness for Change. In the category of unintended consequences 
of derivative products, degree of ripeness for change automatically exists 
with no intention or control by the initiate player.

Timing, as a crucial aspect of context, can affect whether certain 
outcomes will take place or not. Indeed, “social processes are rarely instan‑
taneous,” and a certain time period can affect a causal process and its 
ultimate results.108 A variety of time‑related mechanisms can be taken into 
consideration when determining the likelihood of certain outcomes, such 
as sequencing or the order in which things happen. There are also tempo 
and duration or how long things take to happen. Something that takes a 
long time to occur may have a different effect in terms of its intensity and 
impact. Indeed, a tipping point, or threshold point, might be crossed only 
if the outcome were produced swiftly or suddenly.109

Types of Feedback. Within the category of unintended consequences of 
derivative products, positive or negative feedback automatically happens.

Central to explaining the complex system of international relations is 
the idea of emergence, the awareness not only that the sum is greater than 
the size of its parts, but rather, that some complex effects of international 
relations can occur that are actually totally different from their parts. In 
analyzing these nonlinearities, positive feedback loops are especially signifi‑
cant, as opposed to the negative feedback mechanism.

When stresses and tensions already exist in the system, positive feed‑
back loops only serve to exacerbate these tensions. As a result, the system 
is unable to handle disruptions or shocks to the system and has trouble 
reaching the equilibrium that initially existed. In the history of a number 
of economic‑technological systems, observers may find the phenomenon of 
this positive feedback, evident in the analyses of the increasing returns that 
generate path dependence. An interesting example of this is in the case of 
the VHS video system replacing the superior technology of the Betamax.110
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Type of Reality that Will Emerge. In the category of unintended con‑
sequences of derivative products, the type of reality that will emerge, or 
the kind of complex effects of international relations that will arise, is the 
product of: actions taken in a nonlinear context and circumstance in which 
negative or positive feedback are in play and will result in the emergence 
of a new reality that is surprising in appearance.

The emergence characteristic of world affairs entails that the great 
complexity of international relations comes from simpler building blocks 
interacting with one another from the bottom up creating new properties 
and behaviors that cannot be described by looking at the individual parts of 
the system alone. One cannot simply trace the cause of an outcome to the 
single components or variables that went into it. Due to nonlinear interac‑
tions that occur over time the system is quite open and has a number of 
moving parts. Unlike the reductionist approach, which involves looking at 
each part separately in order to determine the effects, an emergent approach 
makes one sure to consider the in‑between factors—the dynamic interactions 
along with the mechanisms that control these interactions—and how these 
create a new whole: “In a mechanistic argument, causation resides not solely 
in the variables or attributes of the units of analysis but in mechanisms.”111

For derivative products to result from an action—whether they are 
positive, neutral, or negative in nature—the outcome had to be unanticipated 
by the actor. If it were just a matter of the different variables imputed into 
a standard formula that produced a certain result then that result would be 
much easier to anticipate. When mechanisms and context come into play, 
as emergence posits, then the formula is no longer so simple. This is where 
derivative products result.

In such complex effects of international relations as they relate to 
derivative products, the types of reality that will emerge would produce 
spillover effects. The players that are making the decisions and are taking 
the action will unintentionally cause a number of consequences that may 
be neutral or positive in nature or that may very well run contrary to their 
initial goals and desires. It is the timing, or ripeness for change, and the 
various feedback flows that lead to the particular outcome.

Complex‑Causality of Intended Consequences

The complex‑causal mechanism developed in this section seeks to determine 
how it is possible for policymakers and decision makers to circuitously 
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produce desired future changes and outcomes in the realm of intended 
consequences, that is, of circuitous but intended outcomes.

Complex‑Causality of Circuitous but  
Intended Outcomes

Intended consequences of circuitous but intended outcomes is the main 
focus of the current section, which tries to answer the following question: 
In what circumstances and under what conditions can complex effects of 
international relations result in purposely desired results as represented by 
circuitous but intended outcomes?

In the multi‑actor world system, a minor change in time (t‑1) could 
consequently make a big difference after a while in time (t), even if the 
actors’ powers, beliefs, and preferences are constant.112 Often, however, 
what happens in one place can quickly spread to other areas as well, since 
diffusions may be found both in the international politics and international 
economy arenas as well, which both serve to deliver ideas from one part 
of the world to another part of the world, or from one tense of time to 
another tense of time—namely, from the past to the present, and/or from 
the future to the present, and/or from any virtual tense to the present.

We should differentiate between chaos and randomness. As international 
relations scientists know well, the ways in which players on the world stage 
interact dramatically affect the overall dynamics of the system and therefore 
determine what happens to the system itself over time. The ways in which 
the key great powers in the system interact will affect the arrangements that 
they form, how long they remain in place, and the transitions between these 
arrangements. This, in turn, will affect the output of the system such as the 
number and the magnitude of wars during any period.

If there are countless possible activities of the international system’s 
players and the system moves in a complicated way between these activities, 
then the resulting output of the system can look random and unpredictable. 
It is under these conditions that the system is not complex anymore but 
might actually display chaos. If, instead, there is an obvious method to the 
unexpected results, then the system can look ordered and predictable. The 
system will then definitely demonstrate chaos. The presence of some kind of 
consistency or path dependence in the system can be crucial in determining 
whether the evolutionary result looks unpredictable and therefore whether 
it is likely to be chaotic or not.
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CIRCUITOUS BUT INTENDED OUTCOMES: THE MECHANISM

Nonlinearity, Ideas, and Influence. In the category of circuitous but 
intended consequences, an idea that was intentionally placed in the sphere 
of international relations caused the outcomes to purposely be achieved.

Degree of Ripeness for Change. In the category of circuitous but intended 
consequences, degree of ripeness for change automatically exists but is well 
recognized or is manually created and controlled by the initiate   player.

When it comes to circuitous but intended outcomes, timing accounts 
for certain positive outcomes—in the eye of the actor who initiated the 
actions—as much as any other factors. For circuitous but intended outcomes 
to be achieved, the timing should be a combination of ripeness for change 
and the willingness of other players in the system to take the actions nec‑
essary to cause the indirect but expected and required outcomes to happen.

Types of Feedback. In the category of circuitous but intended consequences, 
the initiate player manually creates, and even influences or controls, the 
positive or negative feedback and its magnitude.

Attractors can be useful in explaining why both conflicts and wars as 
well as peace agreements occur. Within international politics, using active 
manipulation for creating a new attractor can achieve circuitous outcomes 
by producing a novel reality. While understanding this basic law, players 
may purposely try to build antagonistic or pacific attractors, which hopefully 
cause a new reality to emerge.

Intentionally and purposely using attractors in foreign affairs goes 
beyond the linear way of thinking that dominates the field. The main goal 
of placing a new attractor is to cause a chain of reactions and the evolution 
of repeated positive feedback, eventually creating a change in the existing 
patterns, which ultimately achieves the actor’s desired goals.

Following this rationale, actors may be able to reach their goals by 
proceeding in directions opposite to their goals and by utilizing reactions 
to produce the desired ends. They may also provoke through the reaction 
of a third party. Actors may also work not by causing direct damage but 
by causing overreactions in public opinion and governments. Terrorism, for 
instance, works not by the direct damage it does but by overreactions in 
public opinion and the government.113

In the complex system of world affairs, attractors could also emerge as 
self‑generative processes, while international players develop them latently. 
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The concept of latent attractors could provide an important new perspec‑
tive on international repercussions, since the system constantly does evolve 
toward a certain state due to attractors that emerge and generate certain 
types of outcomes.114

A player’s act of conflict or of war is a form of feedback. It represents 
feedback on performance from the same point in time or from the same 
region in the system. Other forms of feedback include: actions taken at an 
earlier point in time and/or actions taken in other regions in the system. 
The fate of Libya and its leader Col. Muammar el‑Qaddafi, for instance, 
happened in the Middle East during 2003 but still intensively influenced 
North Korea, a country from the Far East, during its 2018 negotiations 
with the United States.115

Type of Reality that Will Emerge. In the category of circuitous but 
intended consequences, the type of reality that will emerge, or the kind 
of complex effects of international relations that will arise, is the product 
of: actions taken in a nonlinear context and circumstance in which nega‑
tive or positive feedback is in play, which will result in the emergence of 
a new reality that was expected and directed to emerge by the actor that 
initiated the actions.

In general, results in international relations emerge from multiple 
connections among variables. However, when a situation of circuitous but 
intended outcomes emerges, one can track back to a key actor at its root who 
circuitously caused and can be held responsible for the resulting outcomes.

With these kinds of complex effects of international relations of 
circuitous but intended outcomes, the types of reality that will emerge are 
those that were purposely intended and achieved. This means that the player 
who is taking the action is causing intended consequences. The effect would 
actually be in direct consideration of the initiator’s goal or desire, but at 
the same time it would be circuitously achieved.

Conclusions

As this chapter demonstrates, the direction of complex effects of international 
relations can be understood as follows. First, when dealing with unintended 
consequences, the outcomes can be reversed, as is represented by rebound 
results, or they can mistakenly cause spillover effects, as is represented by 
the concept of derivative products. Second, when dealing with intended 
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consequences, outcomes can also purposely be achieved, as is represented 
by circuitous but intended outcomes.

The mechanisms of international relations interact in clear, though 
complicated ways, and the international system is getting more complex 
day by day. Among international outcomes that occur in this complicated 
scene are mostly phenomena that cannot be explained by the deterministic 
Newtonian rules, which are popular and prevalent among many international 
relations scholars.

The complex‑causal mechanism that has been developed is about 
dealing with the fundamental and dynamic changes in the real world of 
international relations. That is how they function as adaptive agents reacting 
to one another in often unpredictable ways.

Before getting involved in the empirical analyses of the case studies 
it is important to differentiate between immediate and long‑term conse‑
quences, as every action has both. The consequences that follow directly 
after the action may be the most obvious, but an action can continue to 
produce consequences for a long time after the initial action. In addition, 
these consequences may mix and merge with the consequences of otherwise 
unrelated actions, resulting in a ripple effect with waves of more distant 
consequences emerging.

By definition, these distant consequences are different from their 
immediate counterparts in two ways. First, they occur later in time and 
must be spatially distant. Second, they may also be functionally distant. As 
consequences create waves and ripples of other sets of consequences these 
will seem quite different from the initial action. Time and distance may 
mean they will bear little resemblance to the action that caused them.

As far as the application of the complex explanation and the com‑
plex‑causal mechanism that is presented here is concerned, these conclusions 
mark only the beginning. It must be clearly understood that the general 
understanding of complexity that was developed here does not supply a 
complete description of any specific complex system. Especially not, for 
sure, a description of the complex system of international relations, which 
include both linear and complex effects of international relations, as is 
presented in the following figure.

The discussion up to here completes the major analytic and theoretical 
basis of the book. In chapter 1, the theoretical framework and main concepts 
were developed as a basis. Chapter 2 went into greater depth, presenting a 
typology of the complex effects of international relations. Chapter 3 went 
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on to link the many causal factors of the diff erent types of complex eff ects. 
Chapter 3 also introduced the concept of the complex‑causal mechanism 
to explain rebound results and derivative products in the realm of unin‑
tended consequences, and circuitous but intended outcomes in the realm 
of intended consequences.

We now have the basic theoretical tools to proceed through a variety 
of case studies and to examine them in terms of their classifi cation within 
types of complex eff ects of international relations. Since international rela‑
tions are complex, a clear description of what is happening is not easy. If 
something is too complex to be grasped as a whole, as international relations 
defi nitely are, it tends to be more eff ective to divide the issue into units to 
be analyzed separately.

Figure 3.2. Eff ects of International Relations—Linear and Complex.

Circuitous but Intended Consequences (CIC)Unintended Consequences (UC)

Eff ects of International Relations (IR)

Linear Eff ects of IR Complex Eff ects of IR

Rebound Results (RR) Derivative Products (DP)

Negative
Side Eff ects

Neutral
Side Eff ects

Positive
Side Eff ects
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I will now turn to analyzing six case studies from Middle East history 
during the Cold War era, 1945–90, which deal with the various complex 
effects of international relations, guided by the complexity toolkit and the 
complex‑causal mechanism of international relations presented and devel‑
oped above. 
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The June 1967 Six‑Day War  
and Its Rebound Result

The 1973 War

This chapter will examine the June 1967 Six‑Day War, which, in imparting 
a damaging blow to “Arab pride,” was one of the delayed causes, but still 
the key cause, of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War. Thus, the latter war 
can be seen as a rebound result of the earlier war. After the vast number of 
casualties in the War of Attrition and several failed peace initiatives, which 
worked as positive feedback that increased Egypt’s humiliation instead of 
decreasing it, Sadat sent his troops to storm the 1967 ceasefire lines with 
Israel in hope of achieving self‑respect. The launching of the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War was therefore an example of a rebound result, from an 
Israeli perspective.1

Introduction

Within the realm of international relations, rebound results arise in situa‑
tions in which the actions of players produce outcomes that are precisely 
the opposite of what they intended. It is not that the players’ actions are 
intentionally self‑defeating. Rather, rebound results are based on tendencies 
in the surrounding world to act against the player that initiated the first 
action in question, which prove to be against its own interests.

75
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Frequently, an action carried out by a player in order to improve his 
position triggers countermoves that ultimately weaken his status. In extreme 
cases this could even lead to the actor’s demise. An action is initiated with 
the intent to achieve some particular positive outcome and to reduce or 
eliminate something considered negative. The rebound results, however, 
always differ from that intended outcome, ultimately causing the situation 
to deteriorate. Based on this premise the 1973 war can be seen as a rebound 
result of the June 1967 Six‑Day War, from an Israeli perspective.

The entire Arab world and most of the Muslim world regard the 
reestablishment of the Jewish State of Israel in 1948 as one of the most 
terrible crimes in history. The colossal defeat in 1967 by the IDF of Israel’s 
Arab neighbors simply added a layer of humiliation to an already devastating 
situation that arose after the 1948 war, which grew since then until the 
Arab’s partial success in the 1973 war.

Based on the findings of this chapter, damaged “Arab pride,” as a result 
of the massive and shameful defeat as well as the loss of Arab territories 
to Israel in the June 1967 Six‑Day War, were definitely among the key 
factors leading to the October 1973 Yom Kippur War. The latter occasion 
can be viewed, therefore, as a rebound result of the former. In such cases, 
alternative actions by Israel would have been more desirable and beneficial 
than the actual action carried out.

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of the June 1967 
Six‑Day War and its rebound result, the October 1973 Yom Kippur War. 
The degree of ripeness for change included Israel’s win of the June 1967 
Six‑Day War and damaged “Arab pride,” which constituted one of the 
most traumatic incidents in Egypt’s history, resulting in major losses and 
humiliation. Egyptian presidents Nasser and Sadat sought to restore “Arab 
pride” and return lost territories to Arab hands. The type of feedback that 
the system ultimately adopted was positive feedback, derived from: past 
positive feedback, Egypt’s colossal defeat in the June 1967 War; present 
positive feedback, Egypt’s vast number of casualties in the War of Attrition,2 
as well as the failed diplomatic activity of early 1970s intended to achieve 
a comprehensive agreement between Egypt and Israel and the return of the 
territory Israel had been holding since 1967; future positive feedback, the 
expected self‑respect that would be achieved by launching a war against 
Israel; and the virtual positive feedback, psychological humiliation and 
shame. The outcome, or the type of reality that emerged, was the October 
1973 Yom Kippur War as a means to restore “Arab pride” and rebuild Arab 
and Egyptian self‑respect.
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Although rebound results are the unwelcome products of an action or 
decision, they differ from the negative side effects that constitute derivative 
products. An example of the latter would be the June 1967 Six‑Day War, 
which was in many senses fallout from the Vietnam War, since its outbreak 
was encouraged by Moscow in order to divert and weaken United States 
efforts in the Second Indochina War.3 From Moscow’s perspective, though, 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War, which did not directly backfire on the Soviet 
Union, served as a derivative product with negative side effects resulting 
from their actions in Vietnam, rather than a rebound result. On the other 
hand, a war that causes another, equally bad, war is a rebound result. This 
was the case with the June 1967 Six‑Day War, which, in damaging “Arab 
pride,” was one of the main causes of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War,4 
and a rebound result from the Israeli perspective.

The tremendous Israeli win of the June 1967 Six‑Day War humil‑
iated the Arabs and damaged “Arab pride.” Instead of leading the Arabs 
to compromise with Jerusalem, the Arabs’ total loss in the war and their 
damaged pride actually caused them to become more determined to reha‑
bilitate themselves by looking for the opportunity to cause Israel and the 
IDF great damage, while also succeeding in conquering part of the territory 
Israel had held since June 1967. The rebound result was, however, the Arab 
(but mainly Egyptian), initiation of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War 
with its catastrophic consequences from Jerusalem’s perspective.

In the case of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War as a rebound result 
of the June 1967 Six‑Day War, degree of ripeness for change developed as 
a product of the great Israeli victory: the Arab point of view presents the 
1967 War as a colossal defeat that added a high level of humiliation to the 
already devastating situation of the Arabs since their 1948 colossal defeat.

Now, that five decades or so have passed since the June 1967 Six‑Day 
War, it is a suitable time to take a look at what happened and how.

The June 1967 Six‑Day War

The Path to the June 1967 Six‑Day War

It is not within the scope of this study to detail the numerous factors that 
led to war in June 1967. In this section, I briefly discuss several major 
events that occurred prior to the crisis and that may have had long‑term 
consequences in the context of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, which 
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is the dependent variable, or the rebound result, that this chapter deals  
with.

The Arab‑Israeli water dispute focused on the question of the right to 
exploit the water of the Jordan River, which is fed by the Hatzbani River in 
Lebanon, the Banias River in Syria, and the Dan River that runs through 
both Syria and Israel. Desperately in need of water, Jerusalem decided to 
use the Jordan River’s water with or without its Arab neighbors’ permission. 
In September 1959, Israel began work on the National Water Carrier to 
channel water southward to the Negev Desert. The Arabs condemned the 
Israeli diversion as an act of aggression, claiming the move would allow Israel 
to absorb more Jewish immigrants and enhance its military and economic 
power.5 In early 1964, the water dispute erupted again.6

Two additional major challenges between 1957 and 1967 were the Egyp‑
tian‑Israeli crisis of February‑March 1960, known by its Hebrew codename, 
Rotem (broom),7 and the quick and surgical IDF attack on Samu, Jordan.

In line with Jerusalem’s implementation of a policy of overwhelming 
retaliation in response to Palestinian attacks across the border, Israel launched 
an attack against the small border settlement of Samu, which had purportedly 
given aid and support to Fatah guerrilla forces. The attack, which took place 
in the predawn darkness of November 13, 1966, was aimed at punishing 
Palestinian infiltrators.8

The pre‑1967 War crisis started with an unexpected escalation sparked 
by Soviet intelligence reports about a forthcoming Israeli offensive against 
Syria. Moscow’s deliberate plan was to provoke Israel into a preemptive strike, 
which would legitimize and trigger a massive Soviet military intervention to 
aid a coordinated Egyptian‑Syrian counteroffensive and minimize the risk 
of U.S. counteraction.9

The Soviets had passed along to Cairo this falsified information as 
early as April 29, 1967, using the offices of the chairman of the Egyptian 
Parliament, Anwar el‑Sadat, to claim that Israel was concentrating its forces 
on the Syrian border and intended to attack Syria at some point between 
May 17 and 21.10

Sadat visited Moscow on a mission that had nothing to do with the 
Arab‑Israeli conflict, meeting during his visit with Premier Kosygin, President 
Podgorny, Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and his deputy Semyonov. 
The Soviet leaders informed Sadat of an imminent Israeli invasion of Syria. 
Accordingly, although the Kremlin had already given a severe warning to 
the Israeli ambassador, between ten and twelve IDF brigades massed on the 
Syrian border, scheduled to move ahead between May 16 and 22, invade 
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Syria, and capture the Syrian capital of Damascus. Podgorny told Sadat, 
“You must not be taken by surprise, the coming days will be fateful,” add‑
ing that Damascus faced a difficult situation but that Moscow would assist 
Syria.11 This information reached Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser 
sometime between May 9 and 13.12

In May 1967, Nasser, who had threatened to wage a war of total 
destruction against Israel and “to push its Jewish people into the sea,”13 
decided on four major actions.14 These actions dramatically changed the 
status quo in the Middle East and challenged the Israeli casus belli. First, 
on May 14 Nasser placed the Egyptian army on alert, and Egyptian forces 
began to enter into Sinai on May 15. Within a week, Nasser deployed up to 
between fifty thousand and eighty thousand troops in the Sinai Peninsula,15 
along with five hundred aircraft and one thousand battle tanks.16 While 
Cairo claimed that the troop concentrations were intended to deter Israel 
from attacking Syria, Jerusalem interpreted the move as a provocation and 
a risk to its national security.17

Second, on May 16, Nasser requested the partial withdrawal of the 
United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), stationed on the Egyptian side 
of the Egypt‑Israel armistice line.18 UNEF, which had been created as a 
peacekeeping force following the Suez Canal crisis of 1956, was stationed 
along the armistice demarcation line separating the Gaza Strip from Israel 
and had about 3,400 personnel.19

Third, on May 22 and 23, Nasser blockaded the Straits of Tiran to 
both Israeli‑flagged ships and the passage of all strategic material.20 Fourth, 
on May 30, Nasser signed the UAR‑Jordan Defense Agreement. Six days 
later, on June 5, 1967, Jerusalem launched the strike that began the June 
1967 Six‑Day War,21 called in Hebrew milhemet ein‑brera, meaning “a war 
of no choice.”

The Israeli response took the form of a government decision on 
partial mobilization on May 16 and total mobilization on May 19. Less 
than a week later, the crisis began and the situation became very explosive. 
According to one scholar, for instance, Israeli decision makers speculated 
about a possible Egyptian surprise attack on the Dimona nuclear reactor 
in the Negev desert.22

U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson sent a strongly worded letter to 
Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol warning him not to strike first.23 However, 
the only real way Washington could persuade Jerusalem not to act was to 
trigger the reopening of the Strait of Tiran through the use of American 
force. President Johnson was not ready for such action, however. Accordingly, 
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Washington let Jerusalem know that while President Johnson was in office 
there would be no repeat of U.S. pressure on Israel, similar to that imposed 
on Jerusalem during the Suez Canal crisis of 1956.24

The June 1967 Six‑Day War

The tension between Israel and the Arabs in the spring of 1967 was not 
expected to erupt into a general war. In six days, the well‑trained Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) delivered a crushing defeat to the combined Arab 
forces from Egypt, Syria, and Jordan (Lebanon remained a noncombatant). 
At the end of the military operation, Jerusalem was the undisputed master of 
several large pieces of territory that had been previously captured by Arabs, 
including the Judea and Samaria, later to be known also as the “West Bank,” 
from the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,25 the entire Sinai Peninsula and 
the Gaza Strip from Egypt, and the Golan Heights from Syria.

The June 1967 Six‑Day War started on the morning of June 5, 1967. 
At 07:45 a.m. Middle Eastern time, following three weeks of tension, the 
Israeli Air Force (IAF) launched a surprise attack against the airfields of two 
of Israel’s neighboring countries Egypt and Syria.26 Two hours later, IAF 
jetfighters destroyed approximately 80 percent of Egyptian and Jordanian 
warplanes on the ground.27

Prior to the outbreak of the June 1967 Six‑Day War the Arab states 
were parties to the Joint Defense Treaty,28 and had clear quantitative military 
superiority over Israel. Egypt, Syria, Jordan, and Iraq had 410,000 troops, 
2,200 tanks, and 810 jetfighters. Egypt alone possessed close to 1,200 tanks 
and 500 aircraft, including more than 120 MIG‑21s.29 Israel, on the other 
hand, only had 264,000 soldiers including reserves, 800 tanks, and 350 
jetfighters.30 According to some sources, by the time hostilities erupted, the 
number of Egyptian troops in Sinai reached 80,000–90,000.31

In the early hours of June 5, 1967, the IDF and its long‑distance 
strategic wing, the IAF, launched Operation Focus, known by its Hebrew 
codename, Moked. Within thirty minutes, IAF planes destroyed half of the 
Egyptian air force including about 204 planes, the majority of which never 
even left the ground. During the three waves of attacks conducted by the 
IAF on June 5, Egypt lost 304 of its 419 warplanes and the Jordanian 
and Syrian air forces lost half of their aircraft on the ground.32 Despite the 
Israeli success, however, Nasser reported to King Hussein of Hashemite 
Jordan that the IDF attack had resulted in limited damage.33 Acting under 
the assumption that the Egyptian Air Force would support his troops, 
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King Hussein ignored Jerusalem’s clear message that Israel would not attack 
Jordan if Amman remained uninvolved.34 Instead, King Hussein ordered 
an offensive attack on Israel from the West Bank. Within two days, Israeli 
forces defeated the Jordanian army.35

Israel’s quick and unexpected victory over its neighbors in June 1967 
led to the spread of a number of conspiracy theories blaming outside forces 
for the Arab disaster. A few such theories included assertions that the Amer‑
icans and the British had participated in addition to Israel in the attack 
and that the crisis was cooked up by Moscow in an effort to manipulate 
the Egyptians into coming to the aid of Damascus.36 Some argued that 
Washington actively conspired with Jerusalem against Egypt. They saw the 
crisis as a replay of the Suez Canal crisis of 1956, but on this occasion with 
the United States in the role of Britain and France.37

The June 1967 Six‑Day War and Its Rebound Result:  
The 1973 War

Since June 1967, almost every major event in the Arab‑Israeli conflict has 
been an outcome of the June 1967 Six‑Day War,38 including: the rise of 
the Palestinian issue,39 the Israeli‑Egyptian War of Attrition of 1969–70, the 
October 1973 Yom Kippur War, which is the focus of this chapter, and 
ultimately also the Arab‑Israeli peace process.

The empirical test of this chapter’s argument is as follows. First, I will 
demonstrate the key idea standing behind the complex‑causal mechanism, 
namely humiliation; in this part I also develop the theoretical argument 
by presenting and testing the connection between World War I and the 
eruption of World War II. Then, I present in detail the case study under 
consideration and the connection between the independent variable, the 
June 1967 Six‑Day War, and the dependent variable, or the reality that 
emerged, the October 1973 Yom Kippur War.

Humiliation in International Relations

Humiliation is powerful on the personal level in cases such as rape, bullying, 
and more.40 Although it has been generally ignored in foreign affairs thinking 
because of the focus of many international relations theories on material 
factors and military power, humiliation has also played an important role in 
international conflicts and wars.41 Within international relations, humiliation 
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is the experience of one’s side having, for instance, suffered from a total 
military defeat in the battlefield.

Humiliation can be very powerful and move individuals and groups 
of people alike to take extreme steps to rehabilitate their own pride and 
honor. The response of a group of people to humiliation in a case such as 
military defeat includes three steps—shame, anger, and ultimately a desire for 
revenge. This was largely the case with Germany after the massive defeat in 
World War I, which I will discuss now in detail as a theoretical background 
for dealing with the case under consideration.

Germany and the two world wars. Nazi Germany’s ideology was the sphere 
of a single individual, Hitler. But the motives behind it actually were to 
reverse the humiliation of the harsh Peace of Paris (the Versailles Treaty) and 
to create a Greater Germany. These aims overlapped with those of the old 
German leadership and the fantasies of a large part of the German public 
that had never assimilated the idea that Germany was militarily defeated in 
World War I. Hitler manipulated the memory of the humiliating nature of 
the Treaty of Versailles to gain power, and he wrote: Germany will either 
be a world power or there will not be Germany.42

Historians and international relations scholars alike have emphasized 
the illegitimacy of the Versailles settlement as a central factor contributing 
to the geopolitical instabilities of the interwar years.43 Germany hated 
the punitive terms imposed by the victors of World War I (France, Great 
Britain, Italy, Japan, and the United States). Reflecting French demands, 
the Versailles Treaty insisted on the destruction of Germany’s armed forces, 
the loss of territory (such as Alsace‑Lorraine, which Germany had absorbed 
following the Franco‑Prussian War of 1870–71), and the imposition of 
heavy reparation payments to compensate the Allies for the damage that 
Germany’s militarism had exacted. Not only was the Versailles Treaty 
punitive, but it also prevented Germany’s reentry into the global system 
as a coequal member. Germany was denied membership in the League of 
Nations until 1926. As a result of its exclusion, Berlin sought to recover 
by force its perceived rightful status as a European and even a global great  
power.44

All in all, it is commonly held among political scientists that World 
War II was caused, at least partly, by the great humiliation of the Versailles 
Treaties imposed on Germany following World War I. The wish to compensate 
and to escape humiliation was the incentive that moved Hitler and afforded 
him mass supporters. Hitler waged unchecked war on his neighbors to cure 
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past humiliation inflicted on Germany. He perpetrated the Holocaust to 
avert future humiliation that he feared from “World Jewry.”

The international community and especially the United States learned 
the lesson of World War I. After Germany’s defeat in 1945, the interna‑
tional community led by Washington was careful not to cause Germany 
humiliation in a repeat of 1918. Instead of facing draconian demands for 
damages, Germany was given help to rebuild its industrial economy and 
was brought into NATO and the European Community (now the EU). 
The clear intention was to avoid a third world war against Germany with 
the horrible costs that would entail.45 The Marshall Plan was central to 
preventing renewed humiliation of Germany,46 but with a key support of 
rebuilding the West European economy to meet the Soviet threat.

Humiliation, which comes from humus, the Latin word for “earth,” is 
about putting down and holding down.47 On June 5, 1967, Israel started 
Operation Focus, which was the opening airstrike by Israel at the start of 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War. At 07:45 a.m. Middle Eastern time, the IAF 
launched a massive airstrike that destroyed on the ground the majority of 
the Egyptian, Jordanian, and Syrian air forces. By the end of the war the 
Arabs had lost 450 aircraft compared to 46 of Israel’s.48

We move on now to discuss how Arab, and especially Egyptian, pride was 
damaged by defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War followed by the War of 
Attrition and the failed diplomatic activity of the 1970s. We also discuss 
how Cairo hoped, and ultimately succeeded, to recover from the humiliation 
they experienced following the June 1967 Six‑Day War by launching the 
October 1973 Yom Kippur War.

The Arabs’ Humiliation: June 1967 Six‑Day War,  
The War of Attrition, and the Failed Diplomatic 
Activity of the 1970s

The roots of war often stretch far back to other wars in the past. This part 
establishes a link between the 1967 Arab defeat and the 1973 war. The 
regional and national consequences of the Arabs’ humiliating defeat of June 
1967 shaped Egypt’s decision to go to war against Israel five years later in 
October 1973.

On June 29, 1967, a few weeks following the end of the June 1967 
Six‑Day War, the Israeli minister of defense at the time, ex‑Chief of General 
Staff Moshe Dayan, explained the new situation as follows:
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We are . . . less than 100 kilometers from Cairo, Damascus, 
Amman, and Beirut. We have no aggressive intentions. But our 
presence along these borders . . . is more than just a challenge to 
the countries around us—it virtually imperils their foundations.49

The newly obtained territories, which had such strong historical and religious 
value for Judaism for millennia, emotionally resonated with the population 
and became a significant component of Israeli political attitudes. As evoked 
by Dayan in a memorial service in Jerusalem on August 3, 1967:

We have returned to the Mount, to the cradle of our nation’s 
history, to the land of our forefathers, to the land of the Judges, 
and the fortress of David’s dynasty. We have returned to Hebron, 
Shechem [Nablus], Bethlehem, and Anatot, to Jericho and the 
fords of the Jordan. . . . To give life to Jerusalem we must station 
the soldiers and armor of Zahal [the Israel Defense Forces, IDF] 
in the Shechem Mountains and on the bridges over the Jordan.50

As was clearly evident in Dayan’s words, many Israelis perceived the June 
1967 Six‑Day War as a messianic, even cosmic event, destined to change 
the Jewish State of Israel into a “Greater Israel.” Following their colossal 
defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War, however, the Arabs’, and especially 
the Egyptians’, view was totally contrary to that. The 1967 defeat severely 
damaged the Egyptian economy. The national income dropped due to the halt 
of shipping in the Suez Canal and Egypt lost control over the oil fields of 
Sinai.51 Another major victim of the war was the cotton export sector,52 and 
the country also suffered from the drop in income of the tourist industry.53

On November 23, 1967, President Nasser already admitted that Egypt’s 
direct losses amounted to 11,500 killed and 5,500 captured. The Egyptian 
army also lost 80 percent of its armor and 286 of Egypt’s 340 combat 
fighters were destroyed. Nasser realized that Israel, a state with one‑tenth 
of Egypt’s population, had achieved both military and diplomatic victory, 
unlike the Suez Canal crisis of 1956.54 The losses in military equipment 
and supplies were estimated between $1 and 1.5 billion.55

The Fourth Arab Summit was held in Khartoum, Sudan, from August 29 
to September 1, 1967. Chaired by the president of Sudan, Ismai’il al‑Azhari, 
the summit adopted the well‑known “Three No’s,” which effectively barred 
any negotiations with Jerusalem.56 “No peace with Israel. No recognition 
of Israel. No negotiation with Israel.”57
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Many argue that the outcome of the Khartoum Summit reflected the 
negative attitude adapted by the Arabs following their humiliating defeat in 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War.58 Others argued that the Khartoum decisions 
shut the door on any possibility of a peaceful settlement and left only the 
option of war. The Israelis also saw the summit as marking a shift to an 
extremist Arab attitude. Former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir empha‑
sized in her autobiography that the decisions of the Khartoum Conference 
were a further call “to destroy Israel, even within her previous borders.” 
Dayan declared that the Khartoum decisions cancelled out any opening or 
chance for peace.59

Egypt’s military defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War discredited 
Nasser’s policies domestically and regionally. Between the war and his death 
in September 1970, Nasser adopted the motto that “what has been lost by 
force, will not be restored but by force.”60 In April 1970, while visiting 
Moscow, Nasser demanded that Soviet defense systems along the Suez Canal, 
manned by Soviet crews, defend against the IAF air raids in Egypt’s interior.61

Egypt responded to Israel’s demand for face‑to‑face negotiations as the 
way to resolve the conflict by demanding total withdrawal from all territories. 
Jerusalem, for its part, was convinced that Nasser’s ultimate aspiration was 
to destroy Israel. Cairo, said prime minister of Israel Levi Eshkol, had no 
desire to achieve peace with Jerusalem.62

The period following the June 1967 Six‑Day War was characterized by 
the active role played by the two superpowers, especially the United States.63 
Egypt’s campaign to regain the Sinai Peninsula involved large‑scale military 
action, beginning with the War of Attrition of 1969 and culminating in the 
1973 Yom Kippur War. Therefore, Washington and Moscow gave support 
to their clients.64

Following the 1967 war, Cairo’s policy toward Jerusalem focused on 
reclaiming Sinai by triggering complete Israeli withdrawal. Egypt’s strategy 
to achieve this goal included two main steps. First, soon after the end of 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War, Nasser relied on Cairo’s patron Moscow and 
launched the Israeli‑Egyptian War of Attrition of 1969–70.65 The ten thou‑
sand Egyptian casualties in the War of Attrition worked as positive feedback 
that increased Egypt’s humiliation instead of decreasing it.

Second, President Sadat, following in the footsteps of his predecessor, 
Nasser, refused to agree to a settlement with Jerusalem, when he said that he 
completely rejected the Israeli offer to approve an agreement that Jerusalem 
had concluded with Jordan’s King Hussein, “because we have a definite 
principle in this matter: no negotiations with Israel. Israel remained, as the 
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Israeli officials themselves said, in the body of the Arab nation, a foreign 
organ planted by force and rejected by the Arab body.”66

The time period between the War of Attrition and the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War was an era of numerous failed diplomatic activities, whose 
purpose was to achieve a comprehensive agreement between Egypt and 
Israel. It included: The UN mission of Gunner Jarring (1968–71), Secre‑
tary of State William Rogers’s plan (1969–70), President Sadat’s initiative 
of early 1971, and Sadat’s secret peace initiative of February 1973.67 The 
unwillingness of Jerusalem to compromise and to give the Sinai Peninsula 
to Cairo worked as positive feedback that increased Egypt’s humiliation 
instead of decreasing it.

Ultimately, on October 6, 1973, at 2:00 p.m. Middle Eastern time, 
mass numbers of Egyptian soldiers stormed over the 1967 ceasefire lines 
with Israel, crossing the Suez Canal into the Sinai Peninsula and attacking 
Israel’s Bar‑Lev Line.68 The October 1973 Yom Kippur War was launched 
by Sadat as a result of damaged “Arab pride” in the aftermath of the June 
1967 War and in order to achieve Egypt’s strategic goal of returning “Arab 
territory” back to Egyptian hands.

The October 1973 Yom Kippur War as a Means to 
Restore “Arab Pride” and Rebuild Arabs’ and  
Egyptians’ Self‑Respect

In the June 1967 Six‑Day War the Egyptian army suffered heavy losses. 
Egypt also paid a heavy economic price for losing the Sinai Peninsula and 
the eastern bank of the Suez Canal to Israel, after it caused the closure of 
the canal and loss of Sinai’s oil fields, which cut its foreign currency input 
and increased its dependency on outside elements.69 Following Egypt’s 
colossal defeat, Nasser’s stature was also damaged and his position as an 
Arab leader was ruined.

In May 1967, the Egyptian army received orders from President Nasser 
to prepare for a military mission against Israel. A decisive victory over Israel 
was guaranteed in the Arabs’ eyes because of their cultural superiority and 
the justice of their cause. However, the Arab world, and especially Egypt, 
was traumatized by their miserable defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War. 
The Six‑Day War in 1967 left a serious stain on Arab honor. Arab countries 
lost vast areas, territory that would not be returned in the near future.

Egypt’s retreat from Sinai and its failure to initiate political moves to 
alter the situation soon gave rise to President Nasser’s view of a pan‑Arab 
war,70 aimed at “returning by force what was taken by force.” The colossal 
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defeat also caused an ideological crisis and the Arab self‑image to fall into 
the depths. The 1967 failure was felt as a disaster greater than that of 1948. 
Contrary to the Suez Canal crisis of 1956, the Arabs could not credit the 
reason for their catastrophic failure to Israel’s collusion with the European 
powers. In many aspects, the Arabs accepted the June 1967 defeat, as they 
themselves were solely responsible.71

The June 1967 Six‑Day War humiliated the Arabs, following the instant 
and devastating combined defeat of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan at the hands of 
Israel in six days. Israel’s seizure of the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza from Egypt, 
the Golan Heights from Syria, and the West Bank from Jordan ultimately 
marked the death of the idea of Arab nationalism, symbolized by Egypt’s 
then‑president Nasser.72 However, although the shameful defeat in the June 
1967 Six‑Day War was traumatic for the entire Arab world, Egypt suffered the 
most. Egypt became the main party responsible for the terrible defeat, since 
it was Cairo that had pulled all of the confrontational states into the war.73

Prior to the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, most Israeli as well as 
American analysis, agreed that Egypt and Syria lacked the military capabil‑
ity to regain by force of arms the territory they lost to Israel in the June 
1967 Six‑Day War. Therefore, there would be no war. The Arab armies 
must lose. Therefore, they would not attack. The principles were correct 
but the conclusions were not. “After the October war, the Israelis learned 
from prisoners that Egypt had no serious expectations of even reaching the 
Sinai passes twenty to thirty miles from the Suez Canal.”74

What exactly no one from the Israeli side understood beforehand was 
the mind of Sadat, the man. He aimed not for territorial gain but for a 
crisis that would alter the attitudes into which the parties were then frozen, 
and thereby open the way for negotiations. His purpose was psychological 
and diplomatic much more than military, and he fought a war not to get 
territory but to restore Egypt’s self‑respect.75

Many policymakers and militaries hold the view that military victory 
will fix everything. The defeat of Egypt and the capture of the Sinai Peninsula 
by Israel exacerbated the sense of humiliation of the Egyptians and increased 
Cairo’s militancy. The joint Arab defeat by Israel in the June 1967 Six‑Day 
War left Arabs in misery after they had put their faith in the potential of 
Egypt’s President Gamal Abdel Nasser.76

Conclusions

The June 1967 Six‑Day War has remained one of the greatest military victo‑
ries in the history of twentieth century warfare. The Israeli military victory 
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led to a fourfold expansion of Israel’s size and triggered an unprecedented 
ecstatic mood inside Israel, and has been compared to the six days of creation.

The war was a turning point in the contemporary history of the 
Middle East and totally changed the regional landscape for years thereafter, 
initially shifting the balance of power in Jerusalem’s favor. Following the war 
Israel absorbed about one hundred thousand new immigrants, and about 
one million tourists visited the country. GDP grew at an unprecedented 
rate: from $3.86 billion in 1967 to an estimated $5.4 billion in 1970.77 
The war also transformed Israel into the region’s military power. Fifty years 
later, Israel has a first world economy with a high‑tech industry.

Within Israel, one of the main results of the June 1967 Six‑Day War 
was the conclusion that Israel should never return to its pre‑June 5, 1967, 
situation, or the indefensibility of the 1949 “Green Line.”78 Indeed, the 
1973 war was designed by Egypt largely to deal with the territorial loss 
by the Arabs, and especially by Egypt, and their eagerness to rebuild their 
damaged pride.

The connection between the first and second world wars, as well as 
between the June 1967 Six‑Day War and the October 1973 Yom Kippur 
War, seem to support the proposition that humiliation may lead to war. 
The Treaty of Versailles humiliated a defeated Germany and together with 
economic poverty prepared Germany for the rise of Hitler to power and the 
formation of Nazi Germany. The consequences were the eruption of World 
War II and the Holocaust. The international community and especially the 
United States learned the lesson of World War I, and instead of punishing 
Germany they reconciled with Berlin. The Marshall Plan provided Germany 
with new dignity and instead of being a barred exile, Germany is a key 
member of NATO and the EU.79

The case of the June 1967 Six‑Day War was partly similar. The massive 
defeat suffered by Egypt in the war humiliated a defeated Egypt. Through 
the unwillingness of Jerusalem to compromise and give the Sinai Peninsula 
to Cairo, which played as positive feedback that increased Egypt’s humilia‑
tion instead of decreasing it, the October 1973 Yom Kippur War erupted.

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was worried that the IDF would 
succeed in capturing Arab territory beyond the 1967‑ceasefire lines, which 
would make a settlement even more difficult.80 For the sake of settlement, 
Kissinger was eager to rebuild Egypt’s self‑confidence and to restore the “Arab 
pride” that was overly damaged at the end of the June 1967 Six‑Day War, 
as a way to build the ripeness for peace between the belligerents.
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“The Marshall Plan teaches us that long‑term prevention through the 
peaceful ‘weapons’ of respect and dignity may be more effective in handling 
human affairs than emergency policing of the backlash that always looms 
after humiliation.” Hitler’s regime could possibly have been prevented if 
there had been a Marshall Plan after World War I,81 as there was after 
World War II. In the same way, the October 1973 Yom Kippur War might 
possibly have been prevented if the Israeli victory in the June 1967 Six‑Day 
War had not been so humiliating in the Arabs’ eyes, especially from the 
Egyptians’ point of view.

The Arabs’ defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War actually was one of 
the main reasons for the eruption of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, 
a war that was devastating from Israel’s point of view. In many aspects, the 
October 1973 Yom Kippur War was an attempt by the Arabs, and especially 
by Egypt, to restore their own pride and honor, after they had suffered a 
humiliating defeat as well as loss of a vast territory to Israel at the end of 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War. The main mission needed to effectively repair 
humiliation is to restore bravery and recover pride, and this was exactly 
what Egypt and President Sadat asked for.

As this chapter presents, in matters of war and peace, passions are at 
least as powerful as reason and calculation, and pride has sometimes been 
a reason even in the calculations of states, despite significant imbalances 
of power.82 This point is well presented by Sadat’s calculation for restoring 
Egyptian self‑respect, which had a very high value. Soon after the war began, 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger would come to understand that Sadat’s 
objective was to shock Israel into greater flexibility and restore Egypt’s self‑re‑
spect so that he, Sadat, could be more flexible as well in order to achieve 
an agreement. Kissinger put it this way: “Our definition of rationality did 
not take seriously into account the notion of starting an unwinnable war 
to restore self‑respect.”83

In many aspects the October 1973 Yom Kippur War was exactly that. It is 
doubtful that Egypt’s president Anwar Sadat would have been able to go to 
Jerusalem four years later without having restored his people’s self‑respect.84
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Israel’s Nuclear Amimut Policy

Prevented the Dire Rebound Results of Arms Race

In neither admitting nor denying its nuclear capabilities, Israel has adopted 
a policy of amimut, or “ambiguity,” in regard to its nuclear policy. By not 
acknowledging its nuclear capabilities, Israel has actually strayed from the 
traditional tenets of rational deterrence theory, which states that deterrence 
can be achieved when a state credibly communicates its capabilities and 
intent. Incredibly, despite the fact that Israel has not followed these tenets, 
it has still managed to achieve effective deterrence against nonconventional 
attacks and, furthermore, also to avoid the automatic dire rebound results 
that typically accompany the buildup of arms in the international community. 
As successful as this approach has been, amimut has also resulted in the 
negative side effect of undermining Israeli democracy and perceived political 
control over national security affairs. This chapter explores the positive and 
negative impacts of this unique policy and the consequences of maintaining 
or abandoning the policy of amimut.1

Introduction

In the post–World War II era a nuclear weapon is the ultimate symbol of 
power.2 Attaining the bomb, however, can also cause negative unintended 
consequences. One key example of such consequences is the security dilemma 
phenomenon3—“a state’s defensive search for security that can have the 
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perverse effect of leading to greater insecurity by triggering an open‑ended 
cycle of moves and countermoves.”4

Complex effects of international relations are nonlinear, unpredict‑
able, and may involve indirect as well as direct results. This accounts, for 
instance, for the security dilemma in which a state’s propensity for building 
up armaments for defensive purposes threatens others who react by arming 
themselves. The end result is a decline in national security for both parties. 
Thus, defensive actions of deterrence might lead unintendedly to less security.

On rare and unexpected occasions, international politics offers examples 
directly to the contrary in which states effectively escape the dire conse‑
quences of the security dilemma.

Many actions within world politics have direct results. Direct effects 
are those that correlate with sensible forecasts in which the variables are clear 
and the relationships between them are direct. Deterrence, for example, has 
a direct effect—it is a preventive strategy designed to dissuade an adversary 
from doing what it would prefer to do.5

Rational deterrence theory posits that deterrence can be expected to 
be achieved when a state credibly communicates with its adversaries that 
it holds both the capabilities and the intent to retaliate against them.6 
Israel’s nuclear policy, however, is not fully in line with the traditional 
deterrence theory. According to unconfirmed non‑Israeli press sources and 
academic reports, Israel is the world’s only undeclared nuclear‑armed state, 
not acknowledging its nuclear capability, although its existence is common 
knowledge throughout the world. Jerusalem only says it would not be the 
first to introduce nuclear weapons to the Middle East and also does not 
recognize the circumstances under which it would use them.

This unique approach is called amimut in Hebrew, which translates 
into “ambiguity” or “opacity,”7 and was unintendedly born in a secret deal 
between U.S. President Richard Nixon and the prime minister of Israel, 
Golda Meir. Accordingly, Israel has deemphasized the existence of its nuclear 
capability, despite the fact that this approach is arguably incompatible 
with the norms and values of a liberal democracy. The Israeli bomb, if 
it existed at all, fully achieved its direct and intended goals of deterring 
nonconventional attacks against the Jewish State of Israel and has played 
an important role in forcing the Arab states to realize that Israel cannot 
be “wiped off the map.” In avoiding the use of unconventional chemical 
or biological warheads in his missile attacks on Israel during the Gulf War 
of 1991, President Saddam Hussein of Iraq was likely acting in fear of an 
overwhelming strategic retaliation by Israel.8
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Based on the findings of this chapter, by establishing a policy of 
amimut of neither admitting nor denying its nuclear capabilities, Israel has 
wisely and uniquely avoided the automatic dire rebound results that usually 
accompany the build‑up of arms within the international scene.

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of Israel’s amimut 
policy and why adapting this policy ultimately prevented the dire rebound 
result of leading to an arms race between Israel and its Arab neighbors, which 
ultimately might have ended with a security dilemma dynamic, damaging 
Israel security. The degree of ripeness for change included Israel’s developing 
a nuclear capability and possessing the bomb, which constituted a significant 
development in the Middle East region. The type of feedback that the system 
ultimately adopted was a mix of positive and negative feedback that was 
respectively, automatically, and manually involved, derived from: past positive 
feedback, the memory of the Holocaust that moved Israel’s forefathers to 
go nuclear; present negative feedback, Israel’s not acknowledging its nuclear 
capabilities; future negative feedback, Jerusalem’s effectively persuading the 
Muslim/Arab world that Israel’s alleged nuclear stockpile was not intended 
for aggressive purposes, nor would it be in the future; and virtual positive 
feedback, fear within the Jewish State of Israel of an existential threat to its 
survival that motivated Jerusalem to develop a nuclear arsenal. The outcome, 
or the type of reality that emerged, was the fact that no positive feedback 
was presented. The original amimut approach inadvertently prevents Israel’s 
neighbors from being overly concerned with Jerusalem’s nuclear capabilities, 
consequently reducing incentives to arm themselves with nuclear arsenals.9 
Ultimately, no arms race erupted between the belligerents and no security 
dilemma was developed, which may have prevented Israel from keeping its 
nuclear capabilities and which may have ultimately resulted in war.

On rare and unexpected occasions, international politics offers examples 
directly to the contrary in which states effectively escape the dire conse‑
quences of the security dilemma. According to non‑Israeli sources, Israel is 
the only nuclear‑armed state that does not acknowledge that it possesses 
the bomb, even though that fact is common knowledge throughout the 
world.10 Jerusalem only says it would not be the first to introduce nuclear 
weapons to the Middle East.

By establishing a policy of amimut, or ambiguity, Jerusalem thwarted 
the development of the security dilemma and its results of developing an 
arms race and an Arab ambition to become nuclear. By doing that Jerusalem 
avoided the dire consequences of a nuclear arms race with its fatal security 
and economic implications for any mid‑size country involved in such a race.
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As successful as this approach has been in avoiding any serious 
rebound results, amimut has also produced one main negative side effect. 
It has had harmful implications for Israel’s democracy and political control 
of its national security affairs.11 On the other hand, the policy of amimut 
has enabled Israel to avoid other negative side effects associated with the 
development of nuclear capabilities. After all, because of its ambiguous 
stance Israel can maintain close relations with the United States and other 
key Western countries committed to nuclear nonproliferation.

Israel’s “Path to the Bomb”

Israel began its quest for nuclear weapons in the early days of the state 
in 1948.12 Four years later, in 1952, Jerusalem secretly founded the Israel 
Atomic Energy Commission (IAEC) and placed it under the control of the 
Defense Ministry.13 Jerusalem wanted to use its scientific and technological 
capabilities—a field of power in which Israel enjoyed superiority compared 
to the Arab world—in order to achieve decisive deterrence.14

For a state that arose from and despite the ashes of the Holocaust—
the genocide of six million Jews—combined with the Jewish experience 
of powerlessness during two thousand years of exile and persecution,15 the 
nuclear arsenal allows Israel to be self‑reliant with respect to its security.16 
This decision aligned with Israeli Prime Minister David Ben‑Gurion’s view 
that “[t]he future of Israel was not dependent on what the gentiles would 
say, but on what the Jews would do.”17 This attitude became the motto of 
Israel’s nuclear program.18

Nuclear weapons were seen at the time as the ultimate option for the 
tiny Jewish State of Israel.19 In the words of Ernst David Bergman, one of 
the three key figures developing the Israeli Nuclear Project, the lesson of the 
Holocaust provided the justification and motivation for the nuclear project: 
“The state of Israel needs a Defense research program of its own, so that 
we shall never again be as a herd led to the slaughter.”20

As a reward for Israel’s contribution to Anglo‑French efforts against 
Egypt in the Suez Canal Crisis of 1956,21 Paris constructed a nuclear reactor 
for Jerusalem near the city of Dimona in southern Israel,22 officially called 
“The Negev Nuclear Research Center.” The two states established joint 
research efforts at a secret meeting,23 and came to a final agreement in 
October 1957.24 Although Paris was the main catalyst behind Israel’s nuclear 
program, France also profited from Israeli patents on heavy water production 
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and low‑grade uranium enrichment.25 In the early 1960s, Paris disengaged 
from supporting Jerusalem, but Israel progressed on its own toward project 
completion through, among other means, several covert operations.26

Since 1958, when Washington discovered the facility, Dimona has 
been a subject of constant discussion between U.S. presidents and Israeli 
prime ministers. Jerusalem used deception to keep Washington at bay,27 
but on December 21, 1960, Prime Minister Ben‑Gurion announced that 
Israel was building a twenty‑four‑megawatt reactor “for peaceful purposes.”28

During the early 1960s, Jerusalem allowed for a brief U.S. assessment 
of the Dimona facility but refused to allow regular international inspections. 
Jerusalem ultimately made a commitment to Washington to use Dimona for 
peaceful purposes only and allow a U.S. inspection team to visit the facility 
twice a year.29 The Israelis, however, allegedly kept the underground levels 
hidden from the inspectors.30 At the same time, Israel maintained strong 
security at Dimona. Jerusalem shot down one of its own Mirage fighter 
jets during the June 1967 Six‑Day War when the Israeli pilot mistakenly 
drifted into the facility’s airspace, and in 1973 shot down a Libyan civilian 
airliner that strayed off course.31

Israel was believed to have been completing the development and testing 
of its first nuclear weapon on the eve of the 1967 war.32 Since Jerusalem 
neither confirms nor denies its nuclear arsenal, it is almost impossible to 
confirm that Israel has nuclear weapons, and, if it actually does, to accurately 
estimate its stockpile. No fully dependable source outside of Israel has reliable 
information, given the fact that Jerusalem has done a remarkable job of 
covertly maintaining its nuclear project.33 Today, however, experts generally 
accept that Israel has been a nuclear‑armed state for several decades,34 believed 
to have an undeclared nuclear arsenal of up to 160 weapons.35

Since the 1960s, Jerusalem has allegedly continued to develop its 
nuclear weapon launching capabilities, including the Jericho missile series, 
the ability to deliver nuclear weapons via jet fighters, and, more recently, 
carrying nuclear warheads on submarines.36 According to the Los Angeles 
Times, in 2003 Israeli officials confirmed that the nation could launch 
atomic weapons from land, sea, and air.37 In an interview with a German 
television station in December 2006, Israel’s former prime minister Ehud 
Olmert suggested that Jerusalem possessed nuclear weapons capability when 
he included Israel in a list of nuclear nations.38

Throughout the years it was believed that Jerusalem set its nuclear 
weapons on alert numerous times. The first nuclear alert was during the 
1967 War, in which Jerusalem allegedly armed two nuclear warheads.39
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The second Israeli nuclear alert was on October 7, 1973, a day after 
the launch of the Egyptian‑Syrian surprise attack that triggered the October 
1973 Yom Kippur War. In a panicked response, Israeli defense minister, 
ex‑Chief of General Staff Moshe Dayan, told Prime Minister Golda Meir 
“This is the destruction of the Third Temple.”40 According to some reports, 
“Temple” was, however, also the code word for nuclear weapons and a day 
after, on October 8, the Israelis allegedly armed and deployed thirteen atomic 
warheads and considered using them. Several hours later, on the morning 
of October 9, U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was notified of the 
alert. Washington urgently decided to open an aerial supply of additional 
arms to Israel.41 Well before significant American deliveries had been made, 
however, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) counterattacked and turned the 
tide on both the Egyptian and the Syrian fronts.42 The sudden U.S. airlift 
to Israel during the October 1973 Yom Kippur War was aimed at avoiding 
nuclear escalation,43 and may have limited the Arabs’ war aims because of 
their knowledge of Israeli nuclear weapons.44

Jerusalem went on to its third and full‑scale nuclear alert on the first day 
of Operation Desert Storm, January 18, 1991.45 Saddam Hussein launched 
SCUD missiles against the cities of Tel Aviv and Haifa (only two actually hit 
Tel Aviv and one hit Haifa), capable of delivering chemical weapons against 
Israel; several supposedly landed near Dimona.46 As a response, the Israeli 
government threatened retaliation if the Iraqis used chemical warheads. It 
was believed that Jerusalem intended to retaliate through a nuclear strike if 
gas attacks occurred against the Israeli civilian population.47 This alert lasted 
for the duration of the forty‑three‑days‑long war.48

Israel’s Amimut Policy of Nuclear Ambiguity

The uniqueness of the Israeli position among tough neighbors is that it 
has not spent a single moment in a state of peace since the rebirth of the 
Jewish State of Israel.49 This exceptional situation has compelled Jerusalem 
to adopt a unique attitude in confronting its adversaries.

Israel remains the only member of the exclusive nuclear club that has 
never acknowledged or given evidence of its alleged nuclear arsenal, and that 
has actually never admitted nor denied its possession of nuclear weapons 
through its elegant adoption of the amimut (or “ambiguity”) policy. This 
“don’t ask, don’t tell” approach, which was developed during the early days 
of its nuclear project, is Israel’s original contribution to the nuclear age, 
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according to which Jerusalem neither confirms nor denies that it possesses 
nuclear weapons. This means that, although everybody knows what nuclear 
capabilities Israel has, Jerusalem has maintained public silence about these 
capabilities for more than a half‑century.

Amimut has enabled Jerusalem to develop nuclear capabilities and 
has given Jerusalem broad freedom of action to deter its neighbors without 
needing to pay any or only a minimal price in the international arena, while 
maintaining close relations with the United States and other key Western 
countries that are committed to nuclear nonproliferation. The typical nuclear 
policy is that nuclear weapons, to be an effective deterrent, cannot be kept 
secret.50 Israel’s policy of nuclear ambiguity has two elements: (1) keeping 
its nuclear enterprise secret, meaning neither testing nor announcing it has 
nuclear weapons, and at the same time (2) bolstering its nuclear image 
through leaks, statements, and rumors, as well as publishing indirect evidence 
of its existing nuclear capabilities.51

Nuclear amimut policy was spontaneously conceived in 1963 when 
the then‑Israeli deputy defense minister, Shimon Peres, had a discreet meet‑
ing with U.S. President John F. Kennedy,52 at the White House on April 
2, 1963. The English translation (from Hebrew) of the minutes from this 
“nuclear exchange” is as follows:

Kennedy: You know that we follow very closely the discovery of 
any nuclear development in the region. This could create a very 
dangerous situation. For this reason, we monitor your nuclear 
effort. What could you tell me about this?

Peres: I can tell you most clearly that we will not introduce 
nuclear weapons to the region, and certainly we will not be 
the first.53

On May 18, 1966, Prime Minister Levi Eshkol refined the country’s nuclear 
policy in the Knesset, the Israeli parliament, to a declaratory formula that 
has remained intact to this day: “Israel will not be the first to introduce 
nuclear weapons in the Middle East.”54

Israel is believed to have crossed the nuclear threshold on the eve of 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War.55 In a significant White House meeting on 
September 26, 1969, President Nixon and Prime Minister Meir came to 
an understanding that Washington would ignore Jerusalem’s nuclear efforts, 
end U.S. inspections of Dimona,56 and relieve American pressure on Israel 
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to join the Non‑Proliferation Treaty (NPT), as long as Jerusalem refrained 
from declaring, announcing, or testing its nuclear arsenal.57

Although every American president since Harry Truman has been 
against the proliferation of nuclear weapons, since 1970 Washington has 
virtually ignored Israel’s nuclear ability in its official dealings with Jerusa‑
lem.58 The United States prefers Israel to follow its unique nuclear amimut 
policy, enabling Washington to provide conventional weapons to Jerusalem.59 
Muslim and non‑Muslim nations frequently accuse Washington of applying 
a double standard by allowing Jerusalem to have nuclear weapons while at 
the same time limiting others.60

The October 1973 Yom Kippur War symbolized a threshold in which 
Israel’s nuclear arsenal was fully recognized by the two superpowers, the 
United States and the USSR.61 During a conference in Haifa in 2013, former 
speaker of the Israeli Knesset Avraham Burg, said directly that “Israel has 
nuclear and chemical weapons” and called the policy of amimut “outdated 
and childish.”62 Yet, Jerusalem officially remains ambiguous about its nuclear 
capabilities to this day.

Israeli policy in regard to its nuclear capability is, and should be, 
different from the superpowers’ nuclear deterrence policy of Mutual Assured 
Destruction (MAD).63 Accordingly, Jerusalem holds nuclear capability for 
the following reasons: (1) deterrence of large conventional attacks, (2) pre‑
emption of enemy nuclear attacks, (3) support of conventional preemption 
against enemy state nonnuclear assets, (4) for waging nuclear war, and  
(5) for the Samson Option, or last‑resort destruction.64

The Samson Option strategy is a modern adaptation by the Jewish State 
of Israel of the “Die with the Philistines” strategy inspired by the Israelite 
biblical hero Shimshon, mistakenly known as Samson, who destroyed the 
Temple of Dagon, killing himself and thousands of Philistines.65 Developed 
in the mid‑1960s, the Samson Option is Israel’s strategy of massive nuclear 
retaliation against adversaries that jeopardize its existence as a Jewish State 
through military attack to be used only as a last resort.66 Preparing for a 
Samson Option could help persuade potential attackers that aggression 
would not prove profitable, and rather, vice versa, it would actually cause 
the aggressor to be totally destroyed.

Additionally, other triggers for Israeli retaliation might include Arab use 
of nuclear weapons, successful Arab penetration of populated areas, destruction 
of the Israeli Air Force (IAF), and chemical/biological strikes on Israeli cities.67

Another significant development in Israel’s nuclear policy is the Begin 
Doctrine. Presented in the early 1980s by the then‑Israeli prime minister, 
Menachem Begin, the doctrine stipulated: “Under no circumstances would 
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we [Israel] allow the enemy to develop weapons of mass destruction against 
our nation; we will defend Israel’s citizens, in time, with all the means at 
our disposal.”68

The Begin Doctrine became applicable when Jerusalem followed the 
doctrine’s principles on two occasions. On June 7, 1981, in what was called 
Operation Opera, eight Israeli F‑16 aircraft escorted by six F‑15s using 
conventional weapons, attacked the Iraqi Osirak reactor near Baghdad and 
destroyed it completely.69 Israel also launched Operation Orchard in Sep‑
tember 6, 2007,70 which further strengthened the doctrine’s principles after 
Israeli warplanes destroyed a Syrian nuclear reactor near al‑Kibar.71

In October 1986, based on information and photographs supplied by 
Mordechai Vanunu, who had worked as a nuclear technician at the Dimona 
complex, the Sunday Times published details of Israel’s nuclear program.72 
Vanunu’s disclosures have changed everything. His actions caused Jerusalem 
great damage. However, Vanunu’s exposés also caused other effects that 
were mainly positive for Israeli interests. By exposing such details, Vanunu 
actually strengthened Israeli nuclear deterrence without damaging Israel’s 
nuclear amimut policy.

Israel’s Nuclear Amimut Policy and its Consequences

Israel’s nuclear conduct has been different from that of the first five 
nuclear states. Jerusalem’s nuclear amimut policy has not been the product 
of a carefully planned strategy, but rather, an outcome of a series of four 
improvised steps from the mid‑1950s to 1970s: secrecy, denial, ambiguity, 
and opacity.73 A fifth step could be added as today Israel follows a policy 
of non‑acknowledgment regarding its nuclear capability.74

In what follows, this chapter will discuss the consequences of main‑
taining amimut or abandoning it and the costs and benefits of each attitude.

The Consequences of Maintaining Amimut

Israel’s nuclear amimut policy prohibits acknowledging the existence of the 
country’s nuclear capability. The ongoing use of this unique strategy has 
resulted in numerous positive as well as negative consequences.

Maintaining Amimut and its Positive Consequences

Through the establishment of the vague policy of amimut, Israel uninten‑
tionally succeeds in avoiding the dire consequences of established nuclear 
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potential. Consequently, amimut actually encourages regional and even 
international security and stability.

At the same time, amimut has played a critical role in the Arab world’s 
strategic calculus toward Israel. It has convinced Arab leaders of Israel’s 
military superiority, putting an end to their efforts to annihilate the Jewish 
State. Amimut has also secured Arab leaders from public pressure to become 
nuclear powers themselves.75 It decreases the necessity of Israel’s enemies to 
develop their own nuclear weapons, consequently reducing nuclear prolifera‑
tion in the region.76 Amimut also weakens the need to launch a preemptive 
attack on Dimona’s atomic reactor to thwart Israel’s nuclear capabilities.

Adapting nuclear amimut policy helped Jerusalem deter the Arab world 
while not technically violating nonproliferation requirements.77 Under amimut 
Jerusalem was able to escape the sanctions and inspections of international 
arms control treaties aimed at preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
Israel has not signed the 1970 Treaty on the Non‑Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons (NPT) and also avoids the United States Arms Export Control 
Act (1976), which “prohibits most U.S. economic and military assistance to 
any country delivering or receiving nuclear enrichment equipment, material, 
or technology not safeguarded by the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA).”78

Amimut also permits Jerusalem to live in the best of all possible worlds 
by maintaining nuclear capability without the rebound results associated 
with being a nuclear country. Therefore, amimut actually benefits Israel and 
gives Jerusalem freedom of nuclear development, preserving Washington as 
a strategic partner, and avoiding NPT constraints.79 After all, because of its 
ambiguous stand, Jerusalem can maintain close relations with the United 
States as well as other Western countries committed to nuclear nonprolif‑
eration, such as Britain and other key European states.

Amimut ensures that Jerusalem has a strong bargaining position toward 
the United States. In the 1960s, Washington supplied Israel with conventional 
arms to persuade Jerusalem not to go nuclear. A decade later, the United 
States armed Israel to ensure that in case of a conflict it would be strong 
enough to defend itself with conventional weapons, without the necessity 
of turning toward its nuclear capabilities. The nuclear considerations also 
sped up Washington’s supplies of conventional arms to Israel during the 
1973 Yom Kippur War, after U.S. intelligence learned that Jerusalem had 
activated its doomsday weapons.80

The rationale behind developing nuclear weapons might be that having 
the bomb is the ultimate deterrent and may convince the Arabs they could 
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never succeed in defeating Israel.81 Amimut has deterred an all‑out Arab 
attack ever since the June 1967 Six‑Day War aimed at the annihilation of 
the Jewish State. Amimut has also been instrumental in modifying the mil‑
itary objectives of Israel’s adversaries, forcing them to shift their operational 
planning to limited war scenarios.82

Amimut has provided Jerusalem a widespread means to threaten massive 
retaliation should its existence be put in danger. Israeli nuclear capabilities, 
consisting of between six and ten bombs as the Arabs later claimed, deterred 
the war aims of the Arabs in the June 1967 Six‑Day War.83

Amazingly, although the IDF implemented a nuclear alert during 
the October 1973 Yom Kippur War,84 Jerusalem never seriously considered 
nuclear use or threats against its rivals.85 The war was limited due to Israel’s 
nuclear threat and the Syrians’ fear of an Israeli nuclear retaliation.86

The 1991 Gulf War was also limited due to Israel’s nuclear threat. 
Saddam Hussein’s avoidance of firing unconventional chemical or biological 
warheads in its missile attacks on Israel stemmed from his fear of overwhelming 
Israeli retaliation. This, in turn, proves the effectiveness of amimut. Amimut 
did not prevent the conventional SCUD missile attack. In a narrow sense 
this was a failure of Israeli deterrence, but it did not endanger the nation’s 
survival,87 since Israel’s nonconventional deterrence remained undamaged.88

Israel’s nuclear ability has been influential in bringing Arab states to 
the negotiating table and has provided momentum for the conclusion of 
several peace agreements.89 Shimon Peres, for instance, credits Dimona with 
bringing Egyptian President Anwar el‑Sadat to Jerusalem to make peace 
between the two old rivals, Egypt and Israel.90 In July 1998, Peres was also 
quoted as saying, “We have built a nuclear option, not in order to have a 
Hiroshima, but to have an Oslo,”91 referring to the peace process between 
Israel and the Palestinians.

Maintaining Amimut and its Negative Consequences

As successful as nuclear amimut policy is in avoiding any serious rebound 
results against Israel’s interests, keeping this vague strategy has also resulted 
in several negative consequences and has produced one main negative side 
effect. Amimut has had harmful implications for Israel’s democracy, damaging 
the democratic values of the country and political control of its national 
security affairs.92

Amimut could be dangerous, since it excludes vital checks and balances 
and raises the possibility of nuclear mistakes. This policy might risk a group‑
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think situation, since it fails to make use of experts outside government93 
and it fuels a nonconventional arms race in the Middle East.94

In some cases, Israel’s nuclear capability has not contributed to deter‑
rence. Instead, it has been irrelevant or has even had a destabilizing effect, 
when it causes tension with Israel’s neighbors rather than creating the stability 
that it is supposed to offer.95

In the 1960s there was a concern that Israel’s nuclear program would 
lead to a dangerous regional nuclear race and would cause the Soviet Union 
to either provide Cairo with nuclear weapons or include Egypt under the 
Soviet nuclear umbrella. A decade later, as reported, the arming of Israel’s 
nuclear warheads may have provoked the Soviets to send a military supply 
vessel carrying nuclear warheads to Port Said, Egypt, on October 25, 1973. 
If this claim is true and the Soviets did provide nuclear weapons in reaction 
to an Israeli nuclear alert, it demonstrates that even under an Israeli threat 
of using the “bomb in the basement,” the Arabs could have ignored the 
threat, initiated war, and relied on a reliable and protective Soviet nuclear 
umbrella.96

It seems that nuclear ambiguity has also not succeeded in stopping 
Israel’s neighbors from pursuing WMD and ballistic missiles and going 
nuclear.97 Despite amimut, several Arab and Islamic countries have in fact 
attempted to develop their own nuclear weapons capability. During the 
1980s, for instance, Iraq was making progress in its nuclear program,98 
while Libya and Syria also developed their own nuclear programs.99 In fact, 
the Syrian chemical arsenal could be considered to be a direct response to 
Israeli nuclear capability.100

According to IAEA reports Iran is also going nuclear,101 a claim that 
has been upheld by a number of Israeli administrations, including that of 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who has said that a nuclear‑armed 
Iran would pose an existential threat to the Jewish State of Israel.102 Net‑
anyahu has largely advocated for a more aggressive military response to Iran’s 
nuclear program and expressed strong opposition in 2014 and 2015 to U.S. 
negotiations with Iran on its nuclear program and a deal that would lift 
economic sanctions on the country.103

Another negative consequence of Israel’s policy of amimut may there‑
fore also be seen in its strategic relationship with its allies. For example, 
some critics have argued that the U.S. policy of shielding Israel’s nuclear 
program, essentially adopting the attitude entailed by amimut, is a double 
standard that threatens U.S. credibility when it comes to nuclear prolifer‑
ation and therefore complicates the U.S. government’s campaign to block 
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the development of nuclear arms in Iran.104 This, in addition to opposition 
posed by the Netanyahu administration to the U.S. plans with Iran, has 
created heightened tensions between Israel and its closest and strongest ally.

The Consequences of Abandoning Amimut

Analyzing and predicting the results of an official declaration by Israel 
that it has nuclear weapons is difficult because of the number of actors 
and the complex issues involved. States’ as well as NSAs’ reactions to an 
Israeli declaration of nuclear capability would be affected by a number of 
variables. Several different outcomes, positive or negative, might result from 
such a declaration.

Abandoning Amimut and Its Positive Consequences

An Israeli declaration affirming the possession of nuclear weapons would 
require an agreement with Washington specifically allowing Jerusalem to 
have the bomb while participating in international WMD forums.

Such a declaration could also enable Jerusalem to present a second‑strike 
capability for deterring Tehran,105 and/or other Arab/Muslim countries if 
they were nuclear armed and with plans to attack Israel. Abandoning ami-
mut and explicitly announcing its nuclear status could also upgrade Israel’s 
deterrence, since it would send a clear message to the Arabs.

Abandoning Amimut and Its Negative Consequences

Despite Jerusalem’s policy of amimut, the entire international community 
assumes that Israel has nuclear capabilities. Israel’s adversaries’ actual knowledge 
of Jerusalem having a nuclear arsenal that is able to demolish its enemies 
could be perceived as humiliating, unacceptable, and as a clear threat to 
their national security.

An Israeli declaration of having nuclear weapons could lead to two 
possible courses of action of proliferation or nonproliferation in the Middle 
East. Such a declaration could justify Arab/Muslim pursuits of their own 
nuclear capabilities,106 and defend their decisions to proliferate, justified by 
the need to counter the Israeli nuclear threat.

Many Arab/Muslim countries in the region would view proliferation 
by Israel as a threat to their security and it would probably lead to prolif‑
eration by countries such as Syria, Turkey, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. The 
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Arab citizens would urge their governments to develop nuclear capabilities, 
pressuring them to prove they could protect “Arab pride” and counter the 
Israeli threat.

Without any doubt, should Jerusalem declare itself a nuclear state, 
Tehran would use that statement as a reason that it should be permitted 
to build its own bomb. Consequently, an Israeli declaration of nuclear 
weapons ownership would unintentionally cause derivative products of the 
proliferation of WMD in the entire Middle East region while encouraging 
a regional nuclear arms race,107 justifying the need to proliferate and to 
develop one’s own nuclear programs. Egypt and Jordan would also be forced 
to respond and might cut their relations with Jerusalem. Cairo and Amman 
could also use such an Israeli declaration as an argument to support their 
own accumulation of WMD and they might turn to developing their own 
nuclear programs.

If Israel were to acknowledge its nuclear status, transparency would 
increase for disarmament before security threats to Israel eased.108 Abandoning 
amimut could also cause Israel’s enemies to conclude that first‑strike attacks 
against the Jewish State would be beneficial.109 Therefore, disclosure of the 
bomb could encourage enemy states to launch first‑strike attacks on Israel, 
now a well‑known nuclear state.

Abandoning amimut would probably lead key Middle East countries 
to increase the pressure already placed on Jerusalem to open its Dimona 
and Nahal Sorek nuclear reactors to international inspection and control by 
the IAEA. Countries such as Syria and Iran could obtain complete nuclear 
weapons from North Korea, Pakistan, or China. In addition, Syria’s demand 
for the Golan Heights from Jerusalem would be supported since the necessity 
of the Golan for nuclear Israel’s security would be invalidated.

Conclusions

Given the existential threats Jerusalem confronts the need for nuclear 
capabilities has existed since the Jewish State of Israel became independent 
and will continue to exist in the future. The Israeli leadership believes that 
without nuclear capability threats to the state’s existence could become 
very real. Thus, Jerusalem’s decision to develop nuclear capability and its 
determination to prevent the Arab states from gaining the bomb should be 
understood in the context of guaranteeing the survival of the Jewish State.
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Jerusalem’s refusal to acknowledge its full nuclear capabilities and arse‑
nal, while demanding that other Middle East countries foreswear them, puts 
Israel in the position of an atypical state with privileges denied to others. In 
response to those calling on Jerusalem to abandon amimut,110 however, we 
should simply ask, If the system is not broken, why fix it? Official declaration 
of Israel’s nuclear capabilities might actually make the situation more difficult.

Amimut has proven effective over the years, perhaps beyond the 
anticipation of the policy’s initiators. Thus, Israel would be mistaken in 
unilaterally abandoning nuclear amimut policy, a move that could acceler‑
ate nuclear proliferation in the region, bring about a preemptive attack on 
Israel’s nuclear facilities, and damage U.S.‑Israeli relations.

One viewpoint contends that today, more than in the past, there is a 
growing feeling that amimut has become anachronistic and awkward.111 Today, 
when, according to some Israeli officials, Iran is making progress toward the 
bomb, the benefits of amimut’s unique attitude should be questioned: (1) 
Should Israel revise its nuclear policy and acknowledge its nuclear status? 
and (2) Should Jerusalem’s strategy continue to be implicit and “in the 
basement,” or should it be explicit and “on the table”?

For Israel, however, the risk accompanying the lessons from “intellec‑
tual games” are vague, so Jerusalem should calculate its steps very carefully. 
Today, the key challenge to maintaining amimut is Tehran’s nuclear effort, 
which increases the threat of a new nuclear weapons state and whets the 
nuclear appetites of other Middle East states, such as Syria, Turkey, Egypt, 
and Saudi Arabia, which may follow suit.112 Almost certainly, and against 
the interests of Israel and the West, Tehran would probably use an Israeli 
announcement of having military nuclear capabilities as a pretext to continue 
proliferating for the reason of protecting itself and the “Muslim Ummah” 
from the “Zionist entity threat.” Iran would also use such a declaration as 
a tool to implement its dominance in the Gulf region and deter the United 
States from intervening in its internal affairs.113

Another question that arises is, “If both Jerusalem and Tehran were 
simultaneously to declare their nuclear arsenals, how would deterrence then 
work between the two nuclear powers?”114 But this question is far beyond 
the scope of this chapter and is developed elsewhere.115
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The October 1973 Yom Kippur War

Link to Israeli‑Egyptian Peace Agreement

In this chapter I will examine the linkage between the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War and the peace agreement between Jerusalem and Cairo, 
signed in September 1978. Despite the fact that Israel emerged victorious 
from the war, which was initiated by the Arabs, it still constituted one of 
the most traumatic incidents in Israel’s history. The war allowed Egypt to 
achieve several crucial political goals, and despite the military defeat Cairo 
experienced, these achievements created the conditions necessary for Israel 
and Egypt to negotiate a peace agreement. The Arabs’ early successes in the 
war and the major losses and humiliation suffered by the Israelis, along with 
the subsequent involvement of Washington, effectively broke the deadlock 
in negotiations by shattering Israel’s perceived notions of security. There‑
fore, from the Israeli perspective, the Israeli‑Egyptian peace agreement was 
the derivative product with positive side effect of the October 1973 Yom 
Kippur War.1

Introduction

At 2:00 p.m. Middle Eastern time, on October 6, 1973, Arab military 
forces stormed over the 1967 ceasefire lines with Israel.2 Masses of Egyptian 
soldiers crossed the Suez Canal into the Sinai Peninsula attacking Israel’s 
Bar‑Lev Line. Simultaneously, hundreds of Syrian tanks pushed through 
the Golan Heights into northern Israel.3 The October 1973 Yom Kippur 
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War—also known as “The Fourth Round” and “The Yom Kippur War” 
by Israelis and many Western scholars as well as “The Ramadan War” by 
Arabs—was launched.4

In the years following President Anwar el‑Sadat’s rise to power, Egypt 
had suffered two major defeats at Jerusalem’s hands. After losing the entire 
Sinai Peninsula in the shameful military catastrophe of the June 1967 
Six‑Day War, Cairo suffered an additional ten thousand casualties in the 
Israeli‑Egyptian War of Attrition of 1969–70.

Sadat’s several pre‑1973 War peace initiatives did not persuade the 
stubborn Israeli Prime Minister, Golda Meir, to accept a partial territorial 
agreement with Egypt.5 In July 1973, only three months before the out‑
break of the war, Premier Meir announced that it was her intention to 
“hold on to every inch of occupied territory until the Arabs [are] ready to 
negotiate—on Israel’s terms.”6 At the same time, Sadat was unsuccessful in 
convincing the U.S. administration of President Richard Nixon to inter‑
vene in order to initiate a peace process between Jerusalem and Cairo. As 
Sadat had accurately predicted several years earlier, however, only the arrival 
of Egyptian troops on the east bank of the Suez Canal could ultimately 
achieve Egypt’s strategic goal: reclaiming the Sinai Peninsula by triggering 
a complete Israeli withdrawal.7

The colossal Arab defeat of June 1967 came at the hands of the  Tzahal, 
the Israel Defense Forces (IDF), in particular by its strategic division, the 
Israeli Air Force (IAF). The 1973 War, however, was fundamentally and 
qualitatively different. The Arabs dealt Jerusalem a major blow. It was the 
first time in the history of the Arab‑Israeli conflict that Arabs were not 
totally defeated on the battlefield. On the contrary, the first phase of the war 
saw impressive Arab advances. The Syrians as well as the Egyptians attained 
numerous achievements, including the penetration of the Bar‑Lev Line.8

Based on the findings of this chapter, as compared to previous Arab‑ 
Israeli wars, the relative success of the Arabs, the Egyptians in particular, 
during the early stages of the October 1973 War, improved the possibility 
of a settlement. Therefore, and perhaps as a result of the fact that the 1973 
War constituted one of the most traumatic incidents in Israel’s history,9 it 
was one of the key factors that ultimately led to the peace treaty between 
Israel and Egypt, its strongest rival, as well as the biggest and most important 
Arab country. The war, thus, became a derivative product with a positive 
side effect.10

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of the October 
1973 War and its derivative product with positive side effect, or the Israeli‑ 
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Egyptian peace agreement between Jerusalem and Cairo signed in Septem‑
ber 1978. The degree of ripeness for change included Israel’s readiness for 
peace. The type of feedback that the system ultimately adopted was a mix 
of positive and negative feedback that were, respectively, automatically and 
manually involved, derived from: past negative feedback, Israel’s defeat in the 
October 1973 War; present negative feedback, the Israelis’ traumatic feelings 
following the 1973 War; future positive feedback, the expected benefit that 
would be achieved from peace between the two countries; virtual negative 
feedback, Israelis’ fear of existential threat. The outcome, or the type of 
reality that emerged, was the Israeli‑Egyptian peace agreement.

The Israeli defeat in the early days of the October 1973 War, for 
instance, caused traumatic reactions among Israelis. These catastrophe‑re‑
lated feelings increased the readiness for peace among the political and the 
security elites as well as the civilians in Israel. The positive side effect from 
the Israeli perspective was, however, the signing of the peace treaty between 
Israel and its biggest and strongest enemy, Egypt.

Following the June 1967 Six‑Day War, Egypt’s Sadat was on the 
way to a conflict with Israel that was finally ended with the October 1973 
War. Sadat tried to instill the mindset, and ultimately succeeded in doing 
so, in the international community, and especially in Jerusalem’s patron, 
Washington, as well as in the key players in the Middle East region, that 
whatever happened at the end of any negotiation between the parties Israel 
would give back the entire area that had been under Egypt’s control before 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War.

Based on the findings of this chapter, the October 1973 War led to 
the 1978 Camp David Accords. The war ultimately brought peace between 
the two countries, following Cairo’s decision to sign a bilateral agreement 
with Jerusalem, at the expense of its relations with the Arab and part of the 
Muslim world.11 Approximately four decades after the Camp David accords 
were signed on September 17, 1978, it is appropriate to take a fresh look 
at what happened and how.

The Israeli Intelligence Failure

Although there is no question that the IDF emerged from the 1973 War 
victorious,12 according to many Israelis the war was a failure. It is often 
described as a catastrophe for the following reasons: (1) the surprise nature 
of the synchronized Egyptian‑Syrian attacks,13 (2) the great number of Israeli 
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casualties,14 (3) the inability of the IDF to achieve a crushing military vic‑
tory over the Arabs (due to superpowers’ intervention), and (4) the loss of 
territory that followed the conclusion of the war.15

Beyond these factors, early in the war, in a panicked response to 
Egyptian and Syrian coordinated surprise attacks,16 the Israeli minister of 
defense at the time, ex‑chief of general staff Moshe Dayan, believed that 
the destruction of the Jewish State of Israel was a real possibility. He told 
Prime Minister Golda Meir, “This is the end of the Third Temple.”17

To fully understand how Israelis remember the 1973 War, one should 
start with the Israeli intelligence’s mehdal, Hebrew for shortcoming, omis‑
sion, or oversight. Mehdal is strongly connected to the 1973 War, describing 
an event that went terribly wrong and that could have been prevented or 
mitigated.18

After Sadat seized power, AMAN, the Israeli Military Intelligence Unit, 
prepared an unfavorable personal profile portraying Egypt’s new ruler as 
“intellectually low‑level, narrow‑minded and lacking independent political 
thinking; a mediocre statesman.” Sadat had already decided in the fall of 
1972 to resort to war against Israel and instructed his generals to prepare 
to attack on October 24.19 Based on AMAN ’s analysis, known in Israel by 
the Hebrew term conception, top Israeli political and military leaders did 
not believe Egypt would consider going to war until it could strike Israel’s 
interior,20 and they believed that Syria would not go to war without Egypt.21 
Ultimately, Egypt’s strategic surprise of the October 1973 War was ideal,22 
since it found the IDF entirely unprepared.23

The Involvement of the Superpowers

The Egyptian and Syrian surprise attack on Israel on October 6, 1973,24 
triggered the emergence of a new situation that had been precisely predicted 
by President Sadat. According to his forecast, both superpowers, the United 
States and the Soviet Union, and the United States especially, which Sadat 
had tried to engage on Egypt’s side in the confrontation with Israel, would 
increase their involvement in the region.25 With the active participation of 
Moscow and Washington, the 1973 War was the most dangerous event of 
the Cold War era26 since the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, bringing the two 
superpowers to the brink of direct confrontation.27

When a weaker power participates in an asymmetric conflict and feels 
that it can exploit multiple patrons to its advantage, the probability that 
it will initiate a war increases.28 The dispute between Egypt and Israel in 
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1973 has been seen as an attempt by the weaker power, Egypt, to extract 
outside support by playing one superpower against another.29

The 1973 crisis escalated to global proportions by October 24, 1973, 
after Egypt’s Third Army was completely cut off by the IDF. Consequently, 
Moscow was faced with a perceived intolerable level of defeat for its Arab 
client. As a result, Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev made clear to the U.S. 
President Nixon that, if Washington would not agree to cooperate with 
Moscow to stop the Israeli violation of the ceasefire, “We should be faced 
with the necessity urgently to consider the question of taking appropriate 
steps unilaterally.” Israel, Brezhnev added, “cannot be permitted to get away 
with the violation.”30

Soon afterward, seven Soviet airborne divisions were placed on a 
heightened state of alert and the Soviet naval presence in the Mediterranean 
increased.31 As a response, on the night of October 24, the Nixon adminis‑
tration decided to raise the United States nuclear alert to Defense Condition 
3 (DEFCON3) on a worldwide stage, the first such alert since the Cuban 
Missile Crisis eleven years earlier,32 in order to deter Soviet intervention to 
protect Egypt,33 and Syria.34 Consequently, the IDF supplied Egypt’s Third 
Army with food and water.35 A day later, on October 26, Washington lifted 
its alert; the most explosive phase of the crisis was over.36

After the war, Washington was subjected to damaging economic 
warfare, particularly from the consequences of the Arab Petro Power,37 or 
the “oil embargo” of 1973–74,38 imposed by the Arab oil producers against 
the West on October 17, 1973.39 The White House accurately concluded 
that the status quo would be dangerous. Simultaneously, the new situation 
that emerged provided an opportunity to increase American influence at 
Soviet expense. Washington’s interests now appeared to be best served by an 
active effort to promote some progress in negotiations toward a peace deal 
between Israel and the Arabs, even at the risk of conflict with its closest 
ally in the region, Jerusalem.

Third‑party involvement could be a “double‑edged sword”—that is, 
both beneficial and detrimental at the same time. Outside intervention 
might help to limit military escalation and end conflicts and wars. At the 
same time, it could also help reignite them.40 During the war, Israel, the 
stronger side, was deterred from using military force to crush Egypt, in this 
case the weaker side. At the same time, however, the United States presence 
also encouraged Cairo to launch the war against Israel in the first place, 
to obtain superpower support for its strategic goals. In fact, Egypt started 
the 1973 War against Israel without expecting to prevail militarily. Sadat, 
however, anticipated achieving a political victory.
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At the outset of the October 1973 War, U.S. Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger worried about a future outcome of an Arab defeat and its bad 
consequences. For that reason, Kissinger worked to block a clear Israeli vic‑
tory, or a repeat of the June 1967 Six‑Day War. In other words, Kissinger 
tried to build sentiment in favor of future success of the Arabs against Israel 
to make Syria, Jordan, and especially Egypt, willing to sit with the Israelis 
at the negotiation table after the war. Kissinger knew that what was called 
“Arab pride,” which was broadly damaged following their total failure in 
the June 1967 Six‑Day War, had to be recovered before they would ever 
agree to talk with Jerusalem about a peace agreement.41

Without Sadat’s precise assumption that Moscow,42 and the equally 
committed Washington, would protect Egypt and prevent a colossal defeat 
in the war, Cairo would never have launched it, considering the shameful 
1967 disaster. Following that, Washington did not condemn Egyptian‑Syrian 
aggression against Israel.43 U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, however, 
feared that Jerusalem would succeed in conquering territory beyond the 
1967 ceasefire lines.44 On October 8, he told the Israeli ambassador to 
Washington, Simcha Dinitz, that the United States opposed any further 
territorial acquisitions on the part of Israel.45

The 1973 War and Its Derivative Product

The 1973 surprise attack on Israel had wide‑ranging military, economic, 
and political effects at both the regional and global levels.46 From a military 
point of view, during the fifteen days of war, the losses on both sides were 
estimated at 555 aircraft, 2,700 tanks, and 16 ships. The direct financial 
cost of the war was $8–10 billion.47

The Arab decision to impose an oil embargo caused wide damage to 
the global economy.48 The war also triggered Cairo’s foreign policy shift from 
a pro‑Soviet attitude to alignment with Washington.49 However, the most 
important political outcome was President Sadat’s Jerusalem visit in 1978, 
which was followed by the 1979 peace treaty with Israel. The Camp David 
Agreement certainly would not have been possible without the 1973 War 
and its humiliation of the IDF during the first phases of the fighting/war.50

Effects of the 1973 War on Israel

At the end of the 1973 War, Israel was militarily victorious and maintained 
its control over most of the prewar territory. As opposed to the results of 
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the 1967 Six‑Day War, however, Jerusalem’s victory came at a high cost: 
$7 billion was expended, the equivalent of one year’s GNP, 804 tanks and 
114 jetfighters and planes were destroyed, more than 2,500 Israelis died 
and almost 3,000 were wounded.51

One major conclusion was clear: American financial assistance and 
weapons, and Washington’s deterrence of Soviet interference, were now 
essential to Israel’s security. In order to convince Jerusalem to make progress 
Washington offered generous support. Aside from the promise of $2–3 billion 
annually for the next five years and continuous arms benefits, especially the 
state of the art F‑15 jetfighters, Washington also promised Israel access to oil 
in the event of another war. President Gerald R. Ford also guaranteed Israel 
the United States’ protection in any incident involving Soviet intervention.52

Effects of the 1973 War on Egypt and the Arabs

Following the limited Egyptian military achievements in the first stages of 
the war, especially at the Suez Canal crossing, “Arab pride” was at least par‑
tially restored. “The war has retrieved Arab honor,” exclaimed Egypt’s chief 
of staff: “Even if we are defeated now, no one can say that the Egyptian 
soldier is not a superior fighter.”53

At the same time, the favorable results of the war for Israel led the 
Arabs to the conclusion that even in the best circumstances the military 
balance still stood in favor of Jerusalem. Given the support it received from 
Washington, Jerusalem could not be dislodged by military force alone from 
the territories it liberated in the June 1967 Six‑Day War.54

The Israel‑Egypt Peace Treaty as a Derivative Product  
with Positive Side Effect of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War

The roots of peace often stretch far back into the past. The origins of the 
peace treaty between Egypt and Israel in 1979 can be traced back to the June 
1967 Six‑Day War. Resolution 242, passed by the UN Security Council in 
November 1967, was only a recommendation.55 Yet, Israel, Egypt, and Jordan, 
accepted it as the basis for a settlement. Syria accepted it later, in 1974.

More than all other factors, however, it was the 1973 War that served 
as a watershed event in making it possible for Jerusalem and Cairo to achieve 
peace. The resulting peace treaty is a perfect example of a derivative prod‑
uct with positive side effect, from Israel’s vantage point, that can emerge  
from war.
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During the pre–1973 War period, Washington, and especially Kissinger, 
failed to bring about an Israeli‑Egyptian settlement.56 Actually, the White 
House not only failed to prevent the war; it also, in one way or another, 
catalyzed its outbreak. After Sadat realized Washington had no real interest 
in pressuring Jerusalem to withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula, Cairo aban‑
doned diplomacy and initiated the war. Sadat assumed that such a move 
would trigger direct U.S. involvement and would help him successfully 
reclaim the Sinai Peninsula.57

Sadat raised the question of the war’s termination and its possible 
outcomes during the early planning stages. His objectives, as he explained 
to the Soviet ambassador, were to break the deadlock in negotiations, to 
“shatter Israel’s ‘theory of security’ (in which military deterrence and the 
territorial buffer of the Sinai Peninsula would prevent war and ensure Israel’s 
security), and to restore our self‑confidence.”58

Describing his own decision making approach, Sadat wrote in his 
memoirs, “I always know what I am doing and calculate all the possible 
consequences of every step I take.”59 Long before the war Sadat had noti‑
fied his predecessor, Nasser, “If we could recapture even four inches of 
Sinai territory . . . and establish ourselves there so firmly that no power 
on earth could dislodge us, then the whole situation would change—east, 
west, all over.”60 As this chapter demonstrates, history has fully vindicated 
Sadat’s analysis.

Soon after taking office as the president of Egypt, Sadat concluded 
that Cairo should rely on Washington rather than on Moscow in order to 
achieve its strategic goal of returning the Sinai Peninsula to Egyptian hands. 
In his efforts to increase U.S. support, Sadat was ready to cut the Soviet 
military presence in Egypt.61 During a visit to Egypt in order to affect an 
advanced interim agreement on the Suez Canal, U.S. Secretary of State 
William P. Rogers was told by Sadat:

If we can work out an interim settlement . . . I promise you, 
I give you my personal assurance, that all the Russian ground 
troops will be out of my country at the end of six months. I 
will keep Russian pilots to train my pilots because that’s the only 
way my pilots can learn how to fly. But in so far as the bulk of 
the Russians—the ten or twelve thousand—they will all be out 
of Egypt within six months if we can make a deal.62

Leaders who launch major diplomatic initiatives tend also to rely on major 
military programs.63 President Sadat’s approach, relying on both diplomacy 
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and military coercion, was reflected in his strategy for Egypt,64 and his 
efforts to reclaim Sinai.

Three months after the expulsion of Soviet forces from Egypt, Sadat 
ordered his generals to plan a limited military operation to cross the Suez 
Canal and enter the Sinai Peninsula in order to force Jerusalem to engage in 
peace talks.65 On October 6, the Egyptians launched a massive attack against 
the Bar‑Lev Line, overwhelming the IDF,66 and establishing a foothold on 
the eastern bank of the Suez Canal.67

Although Israel was caught by surprise, and the Egyptian and Syrian 
armies made significant advances into the Sinai Peninsula and the Golan 
Heights, Jerusalem ultimately succeeded after several days in involving its 
reserves and launching successful counterattacks at both the northern and 
southern borders. Following intense fighting on both fronts, the IDF recovered 
lost land and advanced even farther into Arab territory, launching raids deep 
into the African continent and also near the Syrian capital of Damascus. 
However, neither the United States nor the Soviet Union supported an Israeli 
victory. Washington and Moscow wanted the surrounded Egyptian Third Army 
to be saved,68 and they both put significant efforts into ending the war.69

Paradoxically, the 1973 War, instead of reducing the influence of 
Resolution 242, actually increased it. In October 1973, the UN Security 
Council passed Resolution 338, calling for a ceasefire and for “the parties 
concerned to start immediately after the ceasefire the implementation of 
Security Council Resolution 242 in all of its parts.” Resolution 338 also 
stated that “immediately and concurrently with the ceasefire, negotiations 
[should] start between the parties concerned under appropriate auspices 
aimed at establishing a just and durable peace in the Middle East.”70

After the 1973 War, Kissinger engaged in “shuttle diplomacy” in the 
Middle East, seeking to promote peace talks between Israel and the Arabs 
as well as to weaken Soviet influence in the region. On November 7, he 
went to Cairo to discuss with Sadat how to get Israel to withdraw from 
the positions it had newly occupied in violation of UN Security Council 
Resolution 383, which ordered a ceasefire on the lines of October 22.71 In 
December, a peace conference assembled by Washington and Moscow was 
held in Geneva, attended by representatives of Egypt, Israel, and Jordan 
(Syria was invited but did not attend).72 In January and May 1974, Kissinger 
brokered the Israeli‑Egyptian and Israeli‑Syrian disengagement agreements. 
As a result, the Arabs lifted the oil embargo in March 1974 and Egypt 
reopened the Suez Canal to international shipping.73

Both Cairo and Amman preferred not to enter into direct negotiations 
with Jerusalem, addressing their remarks to the U.S. and Soviet co‑ chairmen 
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of the conference, rather than to the Israeli delegate. However, the 1973 
War also marked a shift in the Arab position on the issue of direct nego‑
tiations with Israel.74

In September 1975, Jerusalem and Cairo concluded a further interim 
agreement on disengagement, known as the Sinai II agreement.75 On 
November 9, 1977, Sadat delivered a major speech to the People’s Assembly 
and emotionally declared that “he was ready to go anywhere in the world, 
even to Jerusalem, to deliver a speech and address the Knesset [the Israeli 
Parliament] if this would help save the blood of his sons.”76

Although Sadat had little to offer but the removal of his country 
from the conflict, it actually would have been impractical for him to accept 
anything but full Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai Peninsula.77 Ultimately, 
as history has shown, Sadat succeeded in achieving the return of the Sinai 
Peninsula to Egyptian hands. One of Sadat’s tactics for achieving his stra‑
tegic goal was to agree to terminate the state of war between Cairo and 
Jerusalem and establish peace while Israeli forces remained in Sinai. Sadat 
also agreed to start the process of normalization before Israeli forces left 
the entire Sinai Peninsula.78

After decades of hostility and wars and at the end of thirteen days of 
intensive and tough negotiations, Israel and Egypt, the two most powerful 
states in the Middle East at that time, agreed to make peace. President Sadat 
and the Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin signed the Camp David 
Agreement on September 1978,79 the final product of the long Israeli‑Egyp‑
tian conflict.80 Following the peace agreement, Jerusalem returned to Cairo 
not only the entire Sinai Peninsula but also the Alma oilfields, despite the 
enormous burden of $1 billion per year that this imposed on the Israeli 
economy. Egypt, for its part, normalized relations with Israel in the face 
of severe Arab and Muslim opposition.81 Cairo, like Jerusalem, received 
American economic support. In the fiscal year of 1976, for instance, U.S. 
economic assistance to Egypt jumped from $371.9 million in the previous 
year to $986.6 million.82

Conclusions

Outside intervention can help the weaker side to secure gains that it cannot 
achieve on its own.83 This was exactly what Egypt pursued while launching 
the October 1973 War: Sadat’s principal goals before the 1973 War included 
trying to recover the Sinai Peninsula and gaining Washington’s support. 
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Kissinger’s belief prior to the war was that Cairo would finally turn to the 
United States for help in negotiating a settlement with Jerusalem. Their 
predictions ultimately proved correct, but at the cost of the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War.

As this chapter presents, the 1973 War was a war in which Sadat 
consciously expected military losses, but the war was fought for a political 
objective that he shrewdly calculated he would achieve.84 In the end, Sadat 
was right and Israel returned to Egypt the territory that was lost in the 
June 1967 Six‑Day War.

The historic significance of the Camp David Accords lies in the fact 
that Egypt, the leading and most important Arab state, acknowledged Israel’s 
legitimacy.85 In February 1980, Egypt and Israel established normal inter‑
national relations, an event that deepened both regional and international 
controversy.86
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Abadan/AJAX‑Suez Hidden Linkage

In seeking to understand the dynamics of any event in foreign affairs, political 
scientists need to realize the role of the existing mindset and perceptions that 
form the vital framework within which information is interpreted and deci‑
sions are made. Analysis of existing perceptions should take into consideration 
the formative influences of past crises. “The power of the ideas” leading up 
to the Suez Canal Crisis of 1956 was cumulative in nature. However, any 
understanding of this event requires examination of the formative influence 
of the Abadan Crisis and Operation AJAX that followed, ending with the 
overthrow of Iranian Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh in August 
1953. Circuitously, they boosted Egyptian anticolonial sentiments and Cairo’s 
decision to challenge British interests, ultimately playing a critical role in 
the distillation of ideas and growing cohesion of the 1956 nationalization 
of the Suez Canal by Egyptian President General Gamal Abdel Nasser.1

Introduction

British actions in Iran in the early 1950s served, from the British perspective, 
as a derivative product with negative side effects in Egypt several years later. 
As it is presented in this book, the phenomenon of derivative products, 
or secondary consequences, is widespread in world politics and could be 
understood to include positive, neutral, or negative side effects. They never 
reflect the actor’s original intentions.

In seeking to understand the dynamics of any event in foreign affairs, 
political scientists need to realize the role of the existing mindset and 
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 perceptions that form the vital framework within which information is inter‑
preted and decisions are made. Analysis of existing perceptions should take 
into consideration the formative influences of past crises and major events.

“The power of the ideas” leading up to the Suez Canal Crisis of 1956 
was cumulative in nature.2 However, any understanding of the event requires 
examination of the formative influence of the Abadan Crisis and Operation 
AJAX that followed, ending with the overthrow of Iranian Prime Minister 
Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh in August 1953.

Ultimately, the unintended consequences of Iran’s events manifested 
and spread the magnetic idea of the anticolonialism phenomenon. Iran’s 
events played a critical role in the diffusion of ideas and growing cohesion 
of the 1956 nationalization of the Suez Canal by Egypt’s President General 
Gamal Abdel Nasser and Britain’s lost hold on the Suez Canal. Circuitously, 
they boosted Egyptian anticolonial sentiments and Cairo’s decision to chal‑
lenge British interests. From London’s perspective they served as a derivative 
product, or human action with negative side effects in Egypt, resulting from 
London’s intervention in Iran a few years prior.

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of the Abadan/
AJAX‑Suez hidden linkage. The degree of ripeness for change included the 
anticolonial sentiments raised within Iran during the Abadan Crisis and 
Operation AJAX that followed, ending with the overthrow of Iranian Prime 
Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh, and then spreading throughout the 
entire Middle East, and especially taking hold within Egypt. The type of 
feedback that the system ultimately adopted was positive feedback that was 
automatically and manually involved, derived from: past positive feedback—
Operation AJAX and Iran’s Premier Mossadegh’s attitude toward Britain; 
present positive feedback—anticolonial passion and patriotic sentiments 
positioned within Egypt; future positive feedback—pan‑Arabism aspirations 
and the promised benefits of nationalizing the Suez Canal; and virtual pos‑
itive feedback—strengthening the self‑image of Egypt’s leader Nasser. The 
outcome, or the type of reality that emerged, was Egypt’s nationalization 
of the Suez Canal.

An actor who initiates an action in one area, as the British pledged 
Operation AJAX in 1953 in Iran that ended with the overthrow of Iranian 
Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh, could cause the evolution or 
the encouraging of an idea in other places of the globe that could damage 
the interests of the same player that initiated the first action, as in the case 
of the rise of anticolonialism sentiments in the Middle East region in gen‑
eral and in Egypt in particular. Ultimately, the anticolonialism sentiments 
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that arose three years later, in 1956, caused the eruption of the Suez Canal 
crisis. Thus, from London’s perspective, the Suez Canal crisis of 1956 was a 
negative side effect of Operation AJAX of 1953 in Iran three years earlier.

After Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh was elected as prime minister of 
Iran, he turned to building a plan to nationalize the Iranian oil industry, 
which at the time was mainly managed and controlled by London. As a 
result, and for the purpose of maintaining Britain’s interests, London started 
to construct a plan to remove Premier Mossadegh from power. To achieve 
this goal, Britain presented a new idea and purposely placed and amplified 
it: that Prime Minister Mossadegh actually was a communist and for that 
reason could help Iran fall into the hands of the Soviet Union.

Abadan/AJAX‑Suez Hidden Linkage

The commercial disagreement between Iran and the British‑owned Anglo‑ 
Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) was the catalyst for the 1951 Anglo‑Iranian 
Abadan crisis.3 The Abadan plant and its facilities were the property of the 
AIOC, a company in which the British government was the major shareholder.

The dispute was based on a gigantic clash of economic interests between 
British imperialism and Iranian patriotism. It began in May 1951 after the 
Majles, Iran’s parliament, headed by Prime Minister Mossadegh,4 passed a 
law that nationalized the AIOC and the oil refinery at Abadan under the 
new National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC).5 From London’s perspective, 
the 1951 nationalization by Mossadegh of AIOC was an outrage,6 since the 
AIOC refinery at Abadan was Britain’s single largest overseas asset.7

In May 1951, the British minister of defense was quoted as saying, 
“If Persia was allowed to get away with it, Egypt and other Middle East 
countries would be encouraged to think they could try things on: the next 
thing there might be an attempt to nationalize the Suez Canal.”8 A month 
later, before the Abadan crisis actually erupted, Winston Churchill wrote, 
“It would be a disaster if our personnel were hustled and bullied out of 
Abadan.”9

Writing on October 3, 1951, the day the British were evacuated from 
Abadan,10 Harold Macmillan recognized the Egyptian linkage as he predicted 
that the Suez Canal Zone would soon follow, consequently damaging British 
interests in the region.11 Two days after the British evacuation from Abadan, 
in an editorial published on October 5, The Times used Britain’s withdrawal 
to warn London to learn from its mistakes and not to adopt this attitude 
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elsewhere in the future: “It is not a failure that Britain can afford to repeat. 
The lessons of a muddle have to be learned so what happened in Persia will 
not be allowed to happen—as it could easily happen—elsewhere.”12

Although it occurred hundreds of miles away from the Nile the 
Abadan Crisis had significant influence over Egypt. It seems that Plato was 
right when he said:

Ideas rule the world, and, as men’s minds will receive new ideas, 
laying aside the old and effete, the world will advance: mighty 
revolutions will spring from them; creeds and even powers will 
crumble before their onwards march crushed by the irresistible 
force. It will be just as impossible to resist their influx, when 
the time comes, as to stay the progress of the tide. . . . New 
ideas have to be planted on clean places, for these ideas touch 
upon the most momentous subjects.13

“Mossadeghism,”14 the Iranian prime minister’s challenge to British interests 
in Iran that was also known as “Mossadegh Syndrome,”15 boosted anti‑
colonial passion, inspiring other nations in the region. Egypt, which was 
deeply involved in a struggle of its own with Britain over control of the 
Suez Canal, was fertile ground for inspiration, prime to be influenced. “If 
Mussaddiq [sic] could get away with nationalizing the oil industry in Iran,” 
wrote William Roger Louis, “might not Nasser be inspired to nationalize 
the Suez Canal Company?”16

Among the fundamental factors that brought about this situation were 
two similarities that Iran and Egypt shared in the early 1950s. They were 
both involved in anti‑British struggles. In addition, antimonarchical senti‑
ment brought about the downfall of Egypt’s King Farouk in July 1952 and, 
following Operation AJAX in August 1953, the victory of the Mossadegh 
forces over the Shah of Iran.17 The preoccupation of both countries with 
struggles against a major Western power, Britain, and their monarchs, the 
Shah of Iran and King Farouk of Egypt, enabled the diffusion of Mossa‑
deghism from Iran to Egypt.

Another similarity can be identified. Three months after Mossadegh’s 
visit to the United States in November 1951, the U.S. State Department 
announced its rejection of a $120 million loan he had requested while in 
Washington.18 Almost five years later, in July 1956, President Eisenhower 
cancelled the promised U.S. grant of $56 million for the construction of 
the Aswan High Dam,19 a project that was crucial to Egyptian economic 
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development20 and central to Nasser’s ambitions to modernize Egypt.21 
Nasser got the Soviet Union to fund the project,22 and on July 26, 1956, 
nationalized the canal. Nasser’s official reason for the nationalization was 
that revenues from the canal would replace the promised Western aid and 
would be used to finance the construction of the Aswan Dam.23

For other postcolonial countries with anti‑British sentiments, the 
surprising capture by the weak Iranian nation of the Abadan oil facilities 
was an example to be duplicated.24 Sir Roy Welensky, the former prime 
minister of Rhodesia, for instance, was quoted as saying:

I believe that the end of the British Empire really was signaled 
by that miserable old Persian Mossadeq, when he thumbed his 
nose at the British over the oil refinery at Abadan. A friend of 
mine who spoke to Nasser said that Nasser said to him: “You 
British from that moment no longer retained any respect. If 
Mossadeq could do that to you, why couldn’t the rest of us?” 
and how right he proved.25

Within days after the Abadan evacuation, on October 8, London was 
confronted not only by Egypt’s denunciation of the 1936 Anglo‑Egyptian 
Treaty, which had given the British control of the valued Suez waterway,26 
but also by serious unrest in the Suez Canal Zone.27 On October 9 and 
12, demonstrators in Cairo celebrated the “liberation of Iran,” together 
with Egypt’s action on the treaty.28 On October 11, the Wafd government 
in Egypt, headed by Prime Minister Nahas Pasha, abrogated the 1936 
Anglo‑Egyptian Treaty, which had given the British control over the Suez 
Canal until 1956. This cancelled the legal basis for a British presence in 
Egypt,29 and the Egyptian government demanded that British troops get 
off Egyptian soil.30 One former RAF officer complained to former British 
prime minister Clement Attlee:

Every little nation just sticks its tongue out at us. Having made 
us the laughing stock of the world over the Persian Oil affairs, 
today brings us news of the first result of your government’s 
weakness. Egypt is tearing up her treaty with us. Egypt will 
throw us out of the Suez region.31

The premier of Iran became a hero and leader who introduced the possibility 
of regional political and economic independence instead of subordination 
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and submission to the dictates of the imperial powers. More than all others, 
Mossadegh played an important role in promoting anti‑British nationalism 
and anticolonial sentiments, which started to bubble up under the surface 
during the 1950s within many previous colonies of Britain and other Euro‑
pean powers. Circuitously, Mossadeghism had influence far beyond Iran 
and the Gulf region and inspired many, as is evident from Fidel Castro’s 
conversation with Mohamed Heikal:

There we are in the mountains dreaming of revolution. And all 
of a sudden, we saw you nationalizing the Suez Canal; we saw 
you fighting and winning. We could only tell ourselves, if the 
Egyptians have been able to face to the Israelis, the Americans, the 
British and the French and win, how can we not defeat Batista?32

Although covered in only incomplete fashion, the crises at Abadan and Suez 
were key events in postwar British foreign policy.33 The events in Iran played 
a critical role in shaping Egypt’s President General Gamal Abdel Nasser’s 
challenge to British interests and the nationalization of the Suez Canal in 
1956.34 William Roger Louis identifies a causal relationship when arguing 
that Britain’s decision to evacuate Abadan “became one of the root causes 
of the Suez Crisis five years later.”35

During the nineteenth century, Egypt was very important for the British 
Empire; it was seen by London mostly through the lens of its commitment 
to the security of India, its “jewel in the crown.”36 In the early 1950s, 
when London was deeply involved in the Abadan crisis, Egypt was under 
Britain’s quasi‑control.37 The Egyptians were seething with anti‑imperialist 
anger, which would produce the Suez crisis a few years later.38 Mossadegh’s 
visit to Egypt was, however, an important event that inspired Nasser in his 
plan to end British control of the Suez Canal.

After a six‑week trip to the United States, during which he defended 
Iran’s oil nationalization at the United Nations and met with U.S. President 
Harry Truman, Mossadegh stopped in Cairo. When he arrived on Novem‑
ber 19, 1951, he was given an ecstatic welcome. Newspapers hailed him.39 
During his visit the anti‑British and pro‑Mossadegh crowds filled the streets 
of Cairo.40 Welcomed as a hero, a mass of admiring Egyptians cheered him 
wildly and chanted, “Long live Mossadegh,” and, “Long live the leader of 
anti‑imperialism.” The daily newspaper Al‑Ahram wrote, “Mossadegh has won 
freedom and dignity for his country,” and, “Iran and Egypt have taken up 
the sacred duty of freeing themselves from the shackles of colonialism.”41
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During Mossadegh’s four‑day visit ending on November 23, 1951, 
King Farouk embraced him and Premier Nahas Pasha welcomed him to 
Egypt as “the guiding light of the Middle East.”42 The prime minister of 
Iran also met with feminist leader Doria Shafik and the entire cabinet of 
the Egyptian Parliament. Mossadegh also received an honorary degree at 
Fouad University, where he explained the importance of removing the foreign 
presence from the oil refinery at Abadan:

We have not nationalized our oil industry only for commercial 
interest and the amount of revenue it brings to us. The fact is 
that as long as the former oil company continues to operate [in 
Iran], our independence will remain severely tarnished.43

When Premier Nahas Pasha came to greet Mossadegh at his hotel the enthu‑
siastic crowd shouted, “Long live Mossadegh.” In response, Mossadegh told 
his counterpart Nahas Pasha, “Brother, with these people you must push 
the British out of the Suez Canal.”44 Mossadegh finished his trip by signing 
a friendship treaty with the Egyptian premier.45 “A united Iran and Egypt,” 
Mossadegh pledged, “will together demolish British imperialism.”46 The two 
premiers also negotiated the coordination of their foreign policy vis‑à‑vis Brit‑
ain.47 In November 1951, following Mossadegh’s visit to Cairo, the Egyptian 
and Iranian governments showed signs of unity against “British imperialism.”48

Mossadegh’s visit to Cairo was a defeat for the British. London was 
terrified of the nationalist sentiments in the Middle East that were being 
inspired and strengthened by Mossadegh.49 The Egyptian masses learned 
from the example of Iran that British imperialism no longer could rely on 
force as an instrument of power. A wave of revolution inspired the Egyptian 
anti‑imperialist movement.50 Tehran’s disobedience of the British encouraged 
nationalist sentiments that were already underway in Egypt. Mossadegh’s 
visit broadened and strengthened these sentiments.

Nasser’s nationalization of the British and French–owned Suez Canal 
Company in July 1956 used Iran and the AIOC as a model.51 There are 
hints of the attraction of the Mossadegh analogy in Nasser’s thinking.52 When 
Nasser informed ministers about the forthcoming nationalization decree, for 
instance, “More than one minister mentioned Mossadeq,” and “everyone 
was making comparisons between Nasser and Mossadeq.”53 Consequently, 
it is rational to assume that, while Mossadegh’s popularity was not the sole 
factor driving Nasser’s 1956 nationalization of the canal and the Suez War 
that followed, it played a primary role in explaining Egypt’s attitude.54
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In the aftermath of the Abadan crisis and Operation AJAX,55 an 
increasing number of third world leaders apparently regarded Mossadeghism 
as a litmus test for the ability to achieve their national aspirations. One 
of them was Egypt’s President Gamal Abdel Nasser. Mossadegh’s success 
in nationalizing the AIOC proved that the “demon was not so powerful.”

After he was elected president, Nasser needed a political success to 
solidify his control. Since he recognized that eliminating the British pres‑
ence from Egypt would be a huge boost for him he pursued this cause 
forcefully.56 On July 26, 1956, a month after his election, Nasser gave a 
two‑and‑a‑half‑hour speech in Alexandria. The colonel announced the nation‑
alization of the Suez Canal Company,57 in order to provide funding for the 
construction of the Aswan High Dam.58 In his speech Nasser mentioned at 
least thirteen times the name of the Frenchman who built the Suez Canal. 
“Ferdinand de Lesseps,” it turned out, was the code word for the Egyptian 
army to start the seizure and nationalization of the canal.59

In response, Britain decided to confront Nasser.60 Following national‑
ization, Nasser quickly became the hero of the Arab world. He had stood up 
against two great powers, Britain and France, and gained complete control of 
the Suez Canal, which was reopened in April 1957. Nasser’s action crippled 
the ability of Great Britain and France to trade internationally and, with 
the support of Jerusalem, they attacked Egypt.61

Egyptians considered British control of their bases within Egypt to 
be an illegal occupation.62 From a legal standpoint, Nasser had the right to 
nationalize the Suez Canal as long as he paid off its shareholders. Nasser 
also said, “120,000 Egyptians died building the Canal, but Egypt received 
just a tiny proportion of the company’s £35m annual earnings.”63 However, 
France and Britain were the largest shareholders in the Suez Canal Company 
and they saw it as yet another hostile measure targeted against them by the 
Egyptian regime. Nasser was aware that the canal’s nationalization would 
instigate an international crisis and believed the prospect of intervention 
by the two countries was 80 percent.64 He thought, however, that the UK 
would not be able to intervene militarily for at least two months after the 
announcement and he dismissed Israeli action as “impossible.”65

By nationalizing the canal, Nasser created a diplomatic crisis that 
paralleled the Abadan Crisis five years earlier when Mossadegh nationalized 
the British oil refinery. Both the canal and the Abadan refinery had been 
operated under long‑term international agreements. Both properties were 
also scheduled to be given back to Egypt and Iran soon. Both Nasser and 
Mossadegh chose to go the path of nationalization and anticolonialism 
instead, in direct confrontation with Britain. Although London did not 
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need or want the Suez Canal bases anymore, Britain wanted to withdraw on 
its own timetable and on its own terms. On July 27, 1954, an agreement 
was signed under which London would withdraw the British troops.66 By 
June 1956, the last British soldiers had left the Suez Canal Zone.67 British 
influence in Egypt and the region had been tarnished, and Egypt had finally 
freed itself of 150 years of Western intervention.68

Conclusions

A detailed examination of the background to the Suez Crisis and the related 
political and diplomatic maneuverings that occurred is beyond the scope of 
this chapter and has been provided elsewhere.

The Iranian events served as a kind of dress rehearsal for the 1956 
Suez War,69 and largely explain the British withdrawal from the Suez Canal 
and Egypt. Ultimately, the British plan to maintain control over Iran’s oil 
industry from 1951 to 1953 spawned losses to its economic and strategic 
interests in Egypt a few years later, in 1956. Therefore, if we are to under‑
stand the situation created by Mossadegh’s nationalization of the AIOC, we 
should keep in mind the question, “Whom does it profit?” In my opinion, 
although Mossadegh lost in Iran, Mossadeghism ultimately won in Egypt.

Britain’s intended outcome following Iran’s nationalization of Abadan 
in 1953 and Operation AJAX in August 1953, the removal of Iran’s Prime 
Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh from power, was ultimately achieved. 
London recaptured its shares of the AIOC, effectively reinforcing British 
hold on Iran’s oil industry.

In 1953, according to the CIA and the Secret Intelligence Service 
(SIS) perspectives, the plot seemed to have a happy finale.70 British Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill, for instance, said that the coup was, “the finest 
operation since the end of the war.”71 In the short term, London achieved 
its direct and intended consequences, since the AIOC continued to exploit 
Iran’s oil resources.

The operation, however, also had wide unintended consequences 
from London’s perspective. The lesson to be learned is clear: no matter the 
potential direct result of an action, there might be a surprising derivative 
product or human action with negative side effects elsewhere that would 
have been almost impossible to predict.

From the British perspective, the Abadan Crisis and Operation AJAX 
seemed successful at the time. Ultimately, however, London’s role in over‑
throwing Prime Minister Mossadegh, and in constructing and sustaining 
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the regime of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi in 1953,72 had unintended, 
in fact counterproductive, consequences, for British interests in other places 
in the region.

In the long term, the Iranian events, from London’s perspective, were 
detrimental to British interests, contributing to growing anticolonial senti‑
ments in the Middle East. In this manner, the Suez Canal crisis of 1956 
pitting Israel, Britain, and France against Egypt, was a derivative product 
of the Iranian events of 1951–53, with a negative side effect from London’s 
perspectives. Mossadegh’s main objective of ending British control over the 
Iranian oil industry was a failure. Unintentionally and circuitously, however, 
Mossadegh’s failed attempt succeeded in inspiring further aspirations for 
nationalization in the region. It contributed to strengthening the anticolonial 
attitude and led to the outbreak of the anti‑imperialist movement in Egypt.73

From the British vantage point six decades later, the Iranian events 
seem to be more of a mistake, even a catastrophic one. Their repercussions 
extended far beyond Iran. In many ways it was also the beginning of the 
end of British influence in the Middle East.74 Therefore, it is not far‑fetched 
to draw a line from the Abadan Crisis through Operation AJAX, to Nasser’s 
challenge to British interests, the nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956, 
and Britain’s losses in the Middle East. Thus, a plan to stave off the loss of 
the Iranian oil fields led to the British loss of the Suez Canal and perhaps 
even its loss of its status as a world power.75 In many ways the Suez crisis 
marked the end of the colonial era and the demise of Britain and France 
as the greatest world powers since the seventeenth century.76 The plot also 
concluded almost a half‑century’s struggle between London and Tehran 
over Iran’s oil.77

Eventually, though Mossadegh lost, Mossadeghism succeeded, fol‑
lowing Nasser and Egypt. Mossadegh’s successful campaign to nationalize 
the AIOC represented the forefront of third world economic nationalism. 
Although its mastermind was tucked away in an Iranian jail, Mossadeghism 
continued to spread. As a derivative product with negative side effects of 
the 1953 coup, the Suez Canal in Egypt became a focus of nationalist 
sentiment. Unintentionally it also boosted other anticolonial movements 
in the region, especially in Egypt, where London held many political and 
economic interests.78 
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Circuitous Relationships between  
Military Results and Political Outcomes

The October 1973 Yom Kippur War

This chapter will demonstrate the category of circuitous but intended out‑
comes, or the desirable consequences accurately anticipated and predicted 
by the actors involved at the moment the act is carried out. The study will 
examine the case of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War between Egypt and 
Israel, which provides a strong illustration of how an actor who wages war 
can circuitously achieve his political goals despite suffering military defeat on 
the battleground. Egypt’s President Anwar el‑Sadat, astonishingly, predicted 
the indirect results of the war he initiated. Sadat forecast that Egypt needed 
a spark, “crossing the canal and capturing just ten centimeters of Sinai,” 
which would trigger the involvement of much more powerful forces, such 
as the two superpowers, the United States in particular, leading them to 
successfully compel Israel to withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula, a desired 
goal of Egypt.1

Introduction

Intended consequences of circuitous but intended outcomes purposely and 
by calculation appear throughout life in societies. They are intentionally 
created and managed by an actor and they stem from the synthesis of exist‑
ing circumstances with new conditions. This consequently creates a novel 
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attractor, or a set of conditions in which a dynamic system ultimately evolves 
voluntarily, although slowly, after a long enough time. To put it briefly, in 
foreign affairs, actors not only act according to rules of the international 
system, but they are also influenced by, and even change, the system’s results 
according to their own plans, strategies, and goals. The October 1973 Yom 
Kippur War represents such an outcome from the Egyptian perspective.

According to the Jewish calendar, September 14, 2013, marked the 
forty‑year anniversary of the October 1973 War, also known as the Yom 
Kippur War in Israel or the Ramadan War among Arabs. Because of vari‑
ous academic obstacles, the entire story behind Egyptian President Anwar 
el‑Sadat’s strategy of aiming to reclaim the Sinai Peninsula may never be 
known. There is a significant amount of literature on the subject at this 
point as well as on the role played in the conflict by the three main inter‑
national actors: Egypt, Israel, and the United States. More than forty years 
later, and given the plethora of sources on the subject, it is an opportune 
time to take a new look at what happened and how.

The Israeli‑Egyptian War of Attrition of 1969–70 ended in a military 
draw. It was also followed by a stalemate on the diplomatic front. This dead‑
lock was broken on October 6, 1973, at 2:00 p.m. Middle Eastern time. It 
was Yom Kippur, the holiest and most solemn holiday for the Jews,2 when 
the Egyptian and Syrian armies broke a two‑year ceasefire and launched 
synchronized surprise attacks against Israel. Jerusalem had obviously been 
the victim of hostility, and the sudden act of Egyptian and Syrian aggression 
still constitutes the most traumatic event in Israel’s history.3

In order to make an accurate evaluation of national decision making 
it is necessary to assess the decisions and relate them directly to their out‑
comes.4 The results of national decisions are international in nature, since 
they are dependent both on the content of the decisions themselves and on 
the actions of other actors at the same time. It is possible to attain terrible 
tactical results but at the same time to achieve favorable strategic outcomes, 
since other forces in the system can get involved and subsequently accom‑
plish the original desired goals.

The eruption of war between lasting adversaries, such as Israel and 
Egypt, in some cases are a consequence of an error or mistake and in other 
cases are influenced by informed predictions about the role superpowers may 
play in such a development.

In some cases, in which one side has lost, defeat does not necessarily 
prevent the losing side from starting another dispute or war and in some 
cases to achieve its political goals.
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The October 1973 Yom Kippur War and the repeated practices of 
interstate relations among the three main players developed under circum‑
stances of interdependence. Consequently, the outcomes of Egypt’s choices 
were as much a function of the others’ actions as of its own. Analyzing 
the decision making processes that were responsible for the turn of events 
leading to Israel’s withdrawal from Sinai presents a trajectory of decision 
making that is neither direct nor straightforward.

Oftentimes, despite its capability disadvantage, the weaker side does 
not face a catastrophic outcome. Moreover, outside powers often cease 
fighting before the strong side can defeat, let alone annihilate the weak.5 
Sadat realized that reclaiming Sinai could not be achieved directly and by 
a military option, but only in a roundabout manner. Thus, Sadat’s decision 
to wage the 1973 War was related to his conviction that the superpowers, 
and mainly the United States, would compel an Israeli withdrawal from 
the Sinai Peninsula. Ultimately, Cairo tethered Washington to the solution, 
thus allowing Egypt to circuitously achieve its intended consequences of 
reclaiming Sinai.

In the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, Egypt was militarily weaker 
than Israel. Anwar el‑Sadat’s decision to launch the war is a clear example 
that the weaker side can initiate a war in the hope of involving outside 
powers to secure a negotiated resolution.6 As the strong side, Jerusalem was 
not motivated to enter into negotiations.7 Ultimately, Sadat launched the 
October 1973 Yom Kippur War to trigger the involvement of the United 
States in removing Israel from the Sinai Peninsula.

The key foundation of this chapter is the concept that international 
outcomes are defined as an intersection of the choices of two or more 
players in an interdependent situation. Empirically, this chapter deals with 
the relationship between the national policy decision made by Egypt and 
the outcomes of the surrounding interstate events.

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of the circuitous 
relationships between military results and political outcomes—the October 
1973 Yom Kippur War. The degree of ripeness for change included Egypt’s 
achievements and Israel’s defeats in the early stages of the war. The type 
of feedback that the system ultimately adopted was positive feedback that 
evolved both automatically and manually, derived from: past positive feedback, 
the stigma of defeat in the June 1967 Six‑Day War, which impelled Egypt 
to start the October 1973 Yom Kippur War; present positive feedback, the 
Suez Canal crossing on the first day of the war that convinced Jerusalem 
to compromise and ultimately agree to give Egypt the Sinai Peninsula; 
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future positive feedback, diplomatic intervention by the two superpowers 
and especially the United State, pressuring Israel into making territorial 
concessions and to withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula; and virtual positive 
feedback, Israel’s fear of being exhausted by another war with the Arabs. 
The outcome, or the type of reality that emerged, was Israel’s willingness 
to withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula.

The case of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War between Egypt (and 
Syria) and Israel, provides a good illustration of how an actor who wages war 
can circuitously achieve his political goals despite suffering military defeat 
on the battleground. President Anwar el‑Sadat astonishingly predicted the 
indirect results of the war he initiated. Sadat predicted that Egypt needed 
a spark, or as he put it “a single Egyptian soldier to cross the Suez Canal,” 
which would trigger the involvement of much more powerful forces, such 
as the superpowers, the United States in particular, leading them to suc‑
cessfully compel Israel to withdraw from the Sinai Peninsula, a desired goal 
of the Egyptians.8

By focusing on the key occurrences of that period this chapter will make 
some observations on how things have turned out the way they have. The 
chapter will also explore decision making in interactive international settings 
and try to shed light on the relationship between choice and consequences 
in an interdependent international environment and on the relationship 
between national decisions and international outcomes.

Egypt’s Path to Reclaim the Sinai Peninsula

Following the June 1967 Six‑Day War, Egypt’s policy toward Jerusalem 
focused on reclaiming the Sinai Peninsula by triggering a complete Israeli 
withdrawal.

Three policy options were considered by Cairo to achieve Egypt’s 
strategic goal of reclaiming Sinai: (1) a military option, (2) a no‑war, 
no‑peace option, and (3) a political settlement option.9 Cairo’s strategy to 
achieve this goal included three main steps. Initially, Egyptian President 
Gamal Abdel Nasser relied on Cairo’s patron Moscow and launched the 
War of Attrition. When Sadat succeeded Nasser as Egyptian president after 
Nasser’s sudden death on September 28, 1970, Sadat initiated numerous 
peace plans. Ultimately, Sadat launched the 1973 War by relying on Israel’s 
patron, the United States.10
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The Israeli‑Egyptian War of Attrition of 1969–70 

Following the June 1967 Six‑Day War, the two superpowers, the United 
States and the Soviet Union, quickly committed to Israel and Egypt, respec‑
tively, and both Washington and Moscow provided them military support.11

The colossal failure of the Arabs in the 1967 War almost totally 
destroyed Egypt’s military capability and damaged Moscow’s prestige. At the 
same time, it also forced Egypt to heavily rely on Soviet support.12 Given 
the extent of the Arab defeat, both Cairo and Damascus quickly turned to 
Moscow for assistance.13 Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny arrived in Cairo 
on June 21, 1967. The Soviets replaced 130 aircraft by July 15, their ves‑
sels were moored in Egyptian ports, and they dispatched several thousand 
military advisers to Egypt.14 Washington provided even greater support to 
Jerusalem. This included ending the wartime embargo on weapons with 
the delivery of Skyhawk fighters in December, an informal agreement for 
the sale of Phantom fighters, and the sale of additional HAWK anti‑aircraft 
missiles in July 1968.15

In October 1969, Cairo launched a series of artillery exchanges along 
the Suez Canal. These were followed in March 1969 by the War of Attrition, 
which lasted until the restoration of the ceasefire on August 7, 1970.16 By 
imposing a stable stream of casualties on the Israel Defense Forces (IDF), 
Nasser hoped he would persuade Jerusalem to withdraw from Sinai on 
acceptable terms. In Nasser’s words, the war was intended to be “one long 
battle to exhaust the enemy.”17

In the fall of 1969, Moscow decided to supply combat personnel in 
addition to the three thousand Soviet advisers already present in Egypt.18 In 
the spring of 1970, Moscow deployed a large number of highly capable air 
defense missiles and aircrafts into Egypt. Moscow also sent almost twenty 
thousand military personnel including technicians, advisers, air defense 
crews, and pilots.19 Actually, Soviet forces assumed responsibility for Egypt’s 
air defense, the first substantial deployment of Soviet combat troops into 
a third world country.20

The Pre‑1973 War Peace Initiatives

The period between the War of Attrition of 1969–70 and the October 1973 
Yom Kippur War seems to have been a time of lost opportunities to prevent 
war between Cairo and Jerusalem and make a move toward peace.21 It was 
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an era of diplomatic activity in order to achieve a comprehensive agreement 
between the belligerents.22 Cairo’s demand for complete Israeli withdrawal 
from Sinai was rejected by Jerusalem until the October 1973 Yom Kippur 
War.23 Several attempts were made throughout this time period to break 
the diplomatic deadlock between Israel and Egypt.

The UN Mission of Gunner Jarring (1968–71)

UN envoy Gunner Jarring resumed his mediation efforts after the bloody 
confrontation between King Hussein and the Palestinian Liberation Orga‑
nization (PLO) during the Jordan Crisis of 1970.24 Jerusalem seized the 
initiative in early 1971 by inviting Jarring to begin his mission with a 
journey to Israel. Jarring faced the problem that had stalemated negotia‑
tions the year before: Jerusalem insisted on peace while Cairo insisted on 
withdrawal.25 Jarring’s effort collapsed when the Israeli cabinet refused to 
consider the new proposals.26

The Secretary of State William Rogers’s Plan (1969–70)

After Jarring’s mission failed, Sadat revived a previous proposal for a limited 
withdrawal along the Suez Canal. U.S. Secretary of State William Rogers 
undertook a lengthy campaign to endorse this idea.27 Washington avoided 
imposing the Rogers Plan on Jerusalem, since as long as Egypt was essentially 
a Soviet military base, the Americans had no incentive to turn on an ally on 
behalf of a client of Moscow. The aim of President Nixon’s national security 
advisor Henry Kissinger was,28 “to produce a stalemate until Moscow urged 
compromise or until, even better, some moderate Arab regimes decided that 
the route to progress was through Washington.”29

Some argue that during Sadat’s early years in office Cairo was ready 
to undertake warmer relations with Jerusalem. Sadat signaled his readiness 
to break the stalemate between Egypt and Israel in an address he made to 
Egypt’s National Assembly on February 4, 1971.30 Two peace initiatives 
followed.

President Sadat’s Initiative of Early 1971

The first fundamental change in the Egyptian position was implemented 
in early 1971. Sadat’s proposal to discuss an interim agreement along the 
Suez Canal became the focus of his diplomacy in 1971. In a speech to 
the Egyptian Parliament, Sadat accepted an extension of the ceasefire and 
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revealed the idea of an interim agreement. Sadat also accepted the idea of 
partial Israeli withdrawal from the Suez Canal, permitting the reopening 
of the canal as the “first stage of a timetable which will be prepared later 
to implement the other provisions of the Security Council resolution 
[242].” Egypt’s February 15 reply to Jarring included, for the first time, 
an expression of willingness to sign a peace agreement with Jerusalem. Of 
course, it was conditioned on Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 borders, which 
Jerusalem would not accept.31 Sadat considered these steps of early 1971 
as the beginning of his long and difficult journey to peace.32 Sadat made 
the same point in his address to the Knesset, the Israeli Parliament, on his 
November 20, 1977, visit to Jerusalem.33

Sadat’s Secret Peace Initiative of February 1973

Sadat’s secret peace initiative of February 1973 was probably the most 
important proposal of the 1967–73 period. Israeli Prime Minister Golda 
Meir’s unwillingness to enter into negotiations and Cairo’s refusal to reach 
peace with Jerusalem were the most important factors behind the failure.34 
Ultimately, the unspecific Israeli and American response to Sadat’s initia‑
tives led him to conclude that “[i]t was impossible, as I have always said, 
for the United States (or, indeed, any other power) to make a move if we 
ourselves didn’t take military action to break the deadlock. . . . the United 
States regrettably could do nothing to help so long as we were the defeated 
party and Israel maintained her superiority”35

Both Jerusalem and Washington seemed to fail to understand Egypt’s 
preferences and strategy.36 They therefore may have failed to recognize the 
impact their reaction had on Sadat’s motivations to go to war in October 
1973.37 The diplomatic options were closed. Sadat now set in motion plans 
for war.

The October 1973 Yom Kippur War

The 1967 disaster, the third time Israel imposed a military defeat on the 
Arabs, proved to them that as long as Jerusalem preserved its military superi‑
ority it would be impossible for them to defeat Israel militarily. Under these 
conditions, Nasser was unwilling to accept any political solution proposed by 
Jerusalem, since this would imply Cairo’s acquiescence to Israeli demands.38

Already in 1969, while acknowledging that Egypt was unlikely to have 
the military capability to restore Sinai, Al‑Ahram editor Mohammed Heykal 
expounded a theory behind the would‑be 1973 War in one of his weekly 
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columns.39 He wrote that Cairo could effectively transform the political 
situation to force Jerusalem to return the territories if a limited military 
defeat could be imposed on Israel.40

When assuming office in September 1970, Sadat’s major foreign policy 
goal was reclaiming Sinai. Following the changes in Egypt’s leadership and 
the failure of previous attempts, Sadat took the risk of further escalation 
and initiated the October 1973 War.41 Sadat did not make the decision to 
go to war until mid‑1973 and he actually “dreaded the prospect of having 
to order Egypt’s army to cross the canal,” since Cairo was expected to suffer 
high casualties.42

Sadat did not fight a war for the liberation of the entire Sinai Penin‑
sula by military means. He thought that a military initiative with a limited 
goal of capturing territory would have the greatest chance of breaking the 
stalemate situation and creating momentum for a political process. Sadat 
claimed that “crossing the canal and capturing just ten centimeters of Sinai 
would change the political situation from the point of view of the Arabs 
and the international community.”43

Accordingly, Sadat planned the war with the intention of achieving 
limited tactical success, which would then trigger U.S. involvement, in 
effect allowing the Egyptians to circuitously achieve their goal. Skillfully 
predicting that Washington would be eager to avoid the danger of another 
Arab‑Israeli war and to bring about peace between Israel and the Arabs in 
the explosive Middle East region, Sadat initiated the war. Because it was 
incapable of reclaiming the Sinai Peninsula by military means alone, Cairo 
circuitously led Washington to intervene in the conflict during and after 
the war, thereby assisting Egypt to achieve its goal.

Between 1971 and 1973, following the end of the War of Attrition 
and the Jordan Crisis, both superpowers increased military support to their 
clients.44 Moscow’s military aid to Cairo included an expanded air defense 
system. During his talks with Soviet officials, Sadat was promised additional 
military supplies. In May 1971, Cairo signed the Treaty of Friendship and 
Cooperation with Moscow, which appeared to reinforce the Soviet‑Egyptian 
alliance.45 Washington’s military and economic support to Jerusalem was 
also massive and included additional F‑4 Phantom aircrafts and engines for 
Israel’s Kfir fighter jets, a $500 million loan, and a guarantee for a long‑term 
supply of Phantoms and Skyhawk jetfighters.46

In July 1972, Moscow refused to give Cairo the offensive military 
support it needed to have a viable military option against Israel.47 In 
response, Sadat expelled the twenty thousand Soviet military advisers and 
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technicians.48 This marked the break between Moscow and Cairo.49 In 
August, both countries recalled their ambassadors.50

Following the expulsion of the Soviet advisers from Egypt, Sadat made 
the decision to approach Washington. He intensified his efforts to use the 
good services of Kissinger in order to promote a political solution for the 
Egyptian‑Israeli dispute.51 Sadat’s policy aim was to avoid Nasser’s military 
failures. Simultaneously, although Nasser had directly confronted the United 
States and exclusively relied on Moscow’s support,52 Sadat visited Washington 
soon after taking office.

After Sadat recognized that the possibility of reclaiming Sinai by 
relying solely on the Soviets was a dead end, he turned to the Americans, 
trying to convince them to compel an Israeli withdrawal from Sinai to the 
pre‑1967 borders,53 as Washington had done following the Sinai War of 
1956.54 Sadat correctly estimated that Washington was the only party able 
to influence Jerusalem.55

Sadat disagreed with Nasser’s approach of favoring full‑scale military 
preparation to liberate Sinai. Instead, he wrote: “I used to tell Nasser that 
if we could recapture even four inches of Sinai territory (by which I mean 
a foothold, pure and simple), and establish ourselves there so firmly that 
no power on earth could dislodge us, then the whole situation would 
change—east, west, all over.”56

Already in October 1972, Sadat proposed the concept of a war as a 
bridgehead at a meeting with his military chiefs. Some of those present, 
including War Minister and Commander‑in‑Chief General Muhammad 
Ahmad Sadeq, strongly opposed that view. Sadat soon fired Sadeq and several 
of his colleagues. The new appointees, General Ahmed Isma’il as minister 
of war and General Saad al‑Din al‑Shazly as chief of staff, were instructed 
to prepare operational plans for a bridgehead war.57

Israel’s military capabilities when weighed against those of the com‑
bined Arab states lay overwhelmingly in Jerusalem’s favor.58 Following the 
Arabs’ colossal defeat of 1967, Sadat concluded that Israel’s destruction 
was impractical because of Washington’s strong commitment to Jerusalem’s 
security. Thus, Cairo’s conclusion was that an all‑out military option was 
inconceivable for Egypt.59 During the preparations for achieving his goal, 
Sadat placed Egypt in a position of exclusive dependence on Washington 
and lost all possible support from Moscow.

The strategic goal of such a plan was a political resolution that acquired 
a favorable military position. Achievement of the desired strategic objectives 
would depend upon the complete tactical success of the limited military 
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operation.60 Sadat successfully trapped the Israelis in what is known as the 
fatal “conception,” according to which Cairo would not attack Israel until 
it had achieved air superiority.61 The conception’s origins could be found 
in Nasser’s words to the Soviets in late 1968, in which he stated he would 
not get involved in a major war with Israel until he was certain of Egypt’s 
military ability: “Unfortunately our military capability is not ready yet to 
advance east after [a canal] crossing.”62

In April 1973, Sadat and Syrian President Hafiz al‑Assad gave their 
approval for the war plan.63 Assad was brought by Sadat to confront Israel 
with a two‑front war. While Sadat wanted war to reclaim the Sinai Peninsula, 
Assad sought to recover the Golan Heights from Israel.64 Before initiating the 
war, Sadat assembled Egypt’s Armed Forces Supreme Council and informed 
them of his decision to go to war without waiting for the necessary Soviet 
weapons.65 Soon afterward, the Egyptian army was deployed.66

On October 6, 1973, Egypt launched a military strike into Sinai in 
an effort to regain the territories lost in the June 1967 Arab‑Israeli Six‑Day 
War. Sadat was the main mover and planner of the 1973 Yom Kippur War. 
He pursued limited objectives, stating that the key goal of the war was to 
break the diplomatic stalemate in the Middle East and reignite the peace 
process with Israel.67 Sadat initiated the war when he failed to reach a political 
solution to reclaim Sinai. However, he turned in this direction only after 
he obtained increased military support from the Soviets, Egypt’s patron, 
and simultaneously built an effective anti‑Israeli alliance among the Arabs.68

The Superpowers’ Involvement in the October 1973 War

The October 1973 Yom Kippur War was a watershed event in terms of 
influencing the involvement of the two superpowers, the United States 
and the Soviet Union, in the Middle East. Sadat took the lead in forging 
the alliance with Syria and in setting strictly limited aims for the joint 
operation. Sadat also provoked the international crisis in which the two 
superpowers, as he predicted, would intervene in order to secure the settle‑
ment of reclaiming Sinai.

Despite Soviet military support, Moscow had failed to trigger an Israeli 
withdrawal from Sinai.69 Sadat was convinced that Washington held the key 
to the Israelis and that Secretary of State Kissinger was willing to use his 
influence to pressure Jerusalem.70 Between Sadat’s two visits to Moscow, in 
February and April 1972, Cairo had opened a secret channel to Washington.71
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The United States, which had so much leverage over Jerusalem, chose 
not to use its influence as assertively before the 1973 War as it did after‑
ward. The new situation emerged when Sadat initiated the war. It was at 
that point that international dynamics developed in the direction of pushing 
Washington to take an active role. However, the substance of a plan alone is 
unlikely to determine its success or failure. Thus, by initiating the October 
1973 Yom Kippur War, Sadat hoped to circuitously create the conditions 
that would force a diplomatic intervention by the two superpowers, espe‑
cially the United States, pressuring Israel into making territorial concessions.

Egypt’s massive military strike into Sinai had an enormous impact 
on U.S. foreign policy decisions.72 Washington did not criticize the joint 
Egyptian‑Syrian attack, and the American political and military establishment 
expected a quick Israeli victory. Kissinger, however, was worried that the 
IDF would succeed in capturing Arab territory beyond the 1967 ceasefire’s 
lines, which would make a settlement even more difficult.73

There were three main phases involving the superpowers during the 
war. From October 6 to 10, Egypt and Syria both implemented strategic 
and tactical surprises. The Egyptians succeeded in conquering territory on 
the eastern bank of the Suez Canal and the Syrians managed to break 
through the Israeli lines of defense on the Golan Heights and on Mount 
Hermon.74 Moscow’s efforts to obtain a ceasefire were rejected by its clients. 
Washington rejected the Soviet request with the expectation that Jerusalem 
would rapidly defeat its attackers.75

From October 11 to 18, the superpowers took an increasingly active 
role as Jerusalem gained military achievements. Both superpowers began to 
provide massive supplies to their clients. By October 15, while Egypt was 
absorbing massive Soviet assistance, Kissinger was invited to Cairo in the 
first clear indication of Sadat’s political strategy of turning to Washington 
for diplomatic support.76

From October 19 to 27, the two superpowers succeeded in imposing 
a ceasefire. By October 19, after Israeli forces had routed Syria and were 
threatening to encircle Egypt’s Third Army, Kissinger flew to Moscow and 
Jerusalem to negotiate a ceasefire, which was accepted on the October 27 
and brought the war to a close.77

A U.S. airlift of military supplies to Israel began on October 13 and 
lasted about a month. This could be marked as a possible turning point 
of the war.78 The airlift started after Nixon gave the order to send Israel 
“everything that can fly.”79
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The lesson Moscow learned from the June 1967 Six‑Day War was that 
in the absence of Soviet help their clients were incapable of fighting Israel in 
a full‑scale military operation without running serious risks.80 Thus, before 
and after the 1973 War, Moscow delivered massive shipments of arms to 
Egypt and Syria, enabling them to initiate the war and then to prolong 
it.81 The Soviets probably should not be blamed for prompting the Arab 
attack against Israel. However, they quickly developed a policy intended to 
minimize the risk of an Arab defeat or a superpower confrontation.82

The Post–October 1973 Yom Kippur War Period

During the Cold War era the Middle East was a region characterized by 
intense superpower competition. This rivalry could have made it possible 
for small states to manipulate both Washington and Moscow and play them 
off each other.

Both Nasser and Sadat thought that only substantial pressure could 
reclaim Sinai on terms the Egyptians would accept. The October 1973 
Yom Kippur War was a key element in Sadat’s strategy of achieving the 
goal of reclaiming Sinai, and the war was a necessary precondition for 
Cairo’s readiness to reach peace with Jerusalem.83 Sadat believed that even 
if the Egyptian army would only cross the canal it would be a significant 
achievement,84 since it would cause the superpowers, and mainly the United 
States, to intervene.

One of the most significant developments of the October 1973 Yom 
Kippur War was Egypt’s dramatic realignment with the United States. From 
Sadat’s viewpoint it was Washington’s motivation to approach both Cairo and 
Jerusalem, accompanied by Kissinger’s ability to be an objective mediator, 
that enabled such a dramatic change in Egypt’s foreign policy attitude.85

Sadat’s decision to shun Moscow and rely on Washington to mediate a 
solution to reclaim Sinai was a result of the following factors: (1) Washing‑
ton’s close relationship with Jerusalem and U.S. leverage over Israel through 
economic and military aid, (2) Sadat’s decision to avoid Soviet participation, 
since he felt Egyptians had been continuously sold out by Moscow,86 and 
(3) Moscow’s unsupportive track record over the past two decades. Sadat 
was convinced that the Soviets were not prepared to play an “even‑handed” 
role in settling the conflict.87

Kissinger visited Cairo immediately after the war. By January 1974, 
Sadat could state publicly that “the U.S. is following a new policy.”88 A 
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month later, Cairo and Washington restored diplomatic relations. In June, 
Richard Nixon became the first U.S. president to visit Egypt. Washington’s 
aid for FY‑1975 climbed to $408 million. By 1977, American economic 
and military assistance to Cairo would grow to almost $2 billion, indicating 
Egypt’s realignment from Moscow to Washington.89

Kissinger’s step‑by‑step diplomacy proved that Sadat’s predictions and 
assessments had been correct. With both Jerusalem and Cairo dependent 
on Washington’s mediation, Kissinger was able to approach three major 
agreements in 1974 and 1975.90 Simultaneously, U.S.‑Israel relations were 
spoiled by intense disputes, disrupting the negotiating process, since  Kissinger’s 
negotiations methods involved a combination of carrots and sticks.91

In the fall of 1977, the Egyptian president initiated peace with Israel. 
Sadat thought that a dramatic gesture would “break the psychological and 
political barriers to peace.” The secret meetings between Sadat’s special envoy, 
Hasan Thuamy, and Moshe Dayan in the summer of 1977, convinced Sadat 
that he should secretly meet Begin and, as Tuhamy advised Sadat: “Go 
to Jerusalem. Let us go to Jerusalem—our land, our holy place, center of 
the world and center of the problem. . . . From there we will declare our 
demands and let the world hear and know in a last attempt for true peace. 
We shall see if they have the courage to go along with us in the same way.”92

Alongside considering domestic causes, Sadat’s decision to go to Jeru‑
salem reflected his overall strategy: (1) to go straight to the “head” of Israel 
and offering peace and recognition in return for the principle of “withdrawal 
for peace,”93 and (2) to circumvent the American policy of cooperating with 
the USSR and having another Geneva meeting.

The post‑1973 Israeli‑Egyptian peace negotiations included the limited 
agreement on the disengagement of forces between Egypt and Israel in May 
1974, the September 1975 Sinai Interim Agreement, and the form of the 
September 1978 Camp David Agreements. Sadat went to Camp David 
convinced he had U.S. President Jimmy Carter on his side, promising to 
implement Resolution 242.94

As a result of the March 26, 1979, Israeli‑Egyptian Peace Treaty, which 
was signed at the Camp David Peace Summit, Cairo peacefully regained 
territories lost in the June 1967 Six‑Day War, achieving its national policy 
objectives of total Israeli withdrawal from Sinai.95 Washington also organized 
a peacekeeping regime along the Egyptian‑Israeli border—the Multinational 
Force and Observers (MFO)—and maintains a rotating infantry battalion 
in the force. Egypt also benefited from its peace with Israel in terms of 
increased American aid and foreign investments.
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Conclusions

From its rebirth in 1947, the Jewish State of Israel fought five major wars.96 
The Arab‑Israeli conflict, one of the most enduring and dangerous regional 
conflicts in recent history, included the 1948 War of Independence, the 
1956 Suez War, the June 1967 Six‑Day War, the Egyptian‑Israeli War of 
Attrition of 1969–70, and the October 1973 Yom Kippur War.97 At the 
end, the most favorable opportunities for an overall peace in the Middle 
East occurred after the October 1973 War.

Before the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, Kissinger advised Sadat to 
be realistic. Since Egypt was the defeated side, Kissinger argued, it should 
not make demands acceptable only from victors and not dictate her condi‑
tions to the winner, Israel.98 The war, however, changed everything. It had 
removed the stigma of defeat since most Egyptians viewed the Suez Canal 
crossing on the first day of the war as passing from defeat to victory and 
from shame to dignity. Ultimately, Egypt’s military victories at the begin‑
ning of the war enabled Sadat to break the barrier of shame that had been 
created by the humiliating June 1967 defeat. Sadat cleverly initiated the 
October 1973 War and was able to secure Washington as an active mediator 
in conducting the process with Jerusalem. Thus, Egypt circuitously achieved 
its intended consequences of regaining Sinai.

The war essentially served the purpose of breaking the diplomatic 
stalemate that had been the norm since the June 1967 Six‑Day War. By 
launching the war, Sadat moved his country and the region toward a revo‑
lution in international affairs,99 succeeding in changing the course of history 
by transforming military defeat to political victory.

From an Israeli perspective, the war’s aftermath was traumatic. Prime 
Minister Golda Meir and her government were forced to resign in disgrace 
on April 11, 1974.100 Sadat was assassinated in October 1981 and was 
replaced by Husni Mubarak. Six months later, Israel completed its with‑
drawal from Sinai.
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The Circuitous Nature of Operation AJAX

In seeking to protect its economic interests and its control of oil resources 
in Iran, Britain planned to overthrow Iranian Prime Minister Dr. Moham‑
mad Mossadegh in a military coup d’état following his decision to nation‑
alize the Iranian oil industry in 1951. However, the British initially faced 
strong opposition to this plan from the United States under the Truman 
administration, which preferred a more diplomatic approach to the crisis 
and did not see British interests as being in line with its own. Facing this 
opposition and after unsuccessful attempts to oust the Iranian leader through 
economic pressure and propaganda campaigns, the British skillfully leveraged 
American fear of communism to secure Washington, under the Eisenhower 
administration, as a partner to lead a joint U.S.‑UK mission to overthrow 
Mossadegh. This chapter explores the reasons behind the shift in American 
policy regarding this issue, saying it was the Brits’ successful use of covert, 
circuitous tactics, to achieve their intended outcomes, and not solely a result 
of ideological differences between the two U.S. administrations.1

Introduction

The commercial disagreement between Iran and the British‑owned Anglo‑ 
Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) was the motive behind Operation AJAX,2 a 
military coup d’état staged in order to overthrow Iranian Prime Minister Dr. 
Mohammad Mossadegh on August 19, 1953. The dispute itself was based 
on a gigantic clash of economic interests between British imperialism and 
Iranian patriotism, and it took place after Iran nationalized its oil industry.

147
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Known by its Persian date as “28 Mordad 1332,” Operation AJAX 
heralded the return of the monarch, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, to 
power. Although the military campaign was officially a joint U.S.‑UK mis‑
sion of the American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the MI6, the 
overseas arm of the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), Washington 
largely dominated the plot.

This chapter constructs a conspiratorial explanation for what happened 
from 1953 to 1956. Once London realized its limited options to directly 
confront Mossadegh, it decided to tackle the problem by proxy, using 
Washington as a pawn.

Initially, the British faced American opposition to their aims and 
interests in ousting Mossadegh. The need to protect Britain’s economic 
interests and its control of Iranian oil, was not an American priority and 
the United States preferred a more diplomatic and conciliatory approach. 
Therefore, the British worked at the beginning to harness economic pressure 
and propaganda campaigns to oust the Iranian leader and achieved circu‑
itous but intended outcomes: desirable consequences accurately anticipated 
and predicted by the actors involved at the moment the act is carried out.

Understanding their limitations in overthrowing Mossadegh, including 
staunch American opposition to the plot under the Truman administration, 
the British ultimately used circuitous tactics to not only get American support 
for a military campaign, but to get the United States, under the Eisenhower 
administration, to largely lead it. The British were behind the planning of 
the plot but the United States implemented it, in effect allowing the British 
to circuitously achieve their intended, but at the same time, covert goal. 
Skillfully leveraging the deeply held American fear of communism, London 
succeeded in securing Washington as a partner to lead the joint U.S.‑UK, 
but at the same time mainly American, mission to overthrow the democratic 
government of Iran, elected two years before, on March 12, 1951, and to 
remove Prime Minister Mossadegh from power.

The dispute could roughly be divided into two phases, corresponding 
to the two American administrations. Although President Harry S. Truman 
was aware of Iran’s strategic significance and the need to keep Tehran in the 
Western Bloc, he had never seriously considered a coup to attain American 
goals. Instead, he persistently pursued a peaceful settlement between London 
and Tehran. After he was elected, President Dwight D. Eisenhower completely 
altered Washington’s course, positioning America in an active role to run 
the coup and remove Premier Mossadegh from power.
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In exploring any foreign policy operation, it is necessary to counter‑
factually compare the event to what would have happened if it had never 
taken place.3 Hence, the following questions might serve as the background: 
(1) Would the U.S. have intervened in the coup without a British effort to 
secure Washington’s partnership and leadership? and (2) Could London have 
succeeded in overthrowing Prime Minister Mossadegh without Washington’s 
high‑level intervention?

More specifically, however, this chapter tries to answer the following 
two questions. First, what caused the clear shift of Washington’s policy 
from supporting Tehran’s aspiration for national sovereignty to launching a 
military coup d’état against Iran’s democratically elected prime minister, Dr. 
Mohammad Mossadegh? Second, did the decision to intervene result solely 
from the ideological differences between the two American administrations 
or was it a result of London’s skillful efforts to use Washington to achieve 
its goal of overthrowing Premier Mossadegh?

Borrowing from economic terminology, the “Free Rider Approach,” 
in which players in international politics either consciously or accidentally 
benefit from others’ actions without paying any price or contributing to 
the process, is prevalent in world affairs.4 This was the case following 
the U.S.‑Afghan War of 2001, when Tehran benefited from Washington’s 
annihilation of the Taliban Regime in Afghanistan, Tehran’s longstanding 
ideological rival in the East.5

The case under consideration is different, however. Instead of free‑ 
riding on the other’s actions, Britain followed a unique method that might 
be called, “The best politics is when you get other/s to do the job for you.” 
Facing limitations in convincing the United States to support a British 
military intervention to advance its interests in Iran, London circuitously 
led Washington to intervene in the conflict and achieved the British goal 
of overthrowing Prime Minister Mossadegh.

Although described and portrayed by British officials as a demagogue 
and a fanatically anti‑British nationalist, Mossadegh was a noncorrupt and 
noncommunist Iranian patriot. He held strong democratic positions aimed 
at making the Majles, Iran’s Parliament, supreme. Mossadegh also held that 
the Shah should resign and that the army and police should be subject to 
civilian control. In addition, he strongly opposed any foreign intervention 
in Iran and launched a crusade against British domination of the AIOC.6

Mossadegh’s deep suspicion of the British grew out of the long history 
of British domination of the country and manipulation of its politics. “You 
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do not know how crafty they are. You do not know how evil they are. You 
do not know how they sully everything they touch,” stated Mossadegh in 
reference to the British.7 Indeed, Mossadegh held a chronic and deep‑rooted 
mistrust of the British. He actually believed they were somehow responsible 
for the poverty and general troubles in Iran.8

Judged as a traitor in a military court by the U.S.‑UK–installed Shah 
on December 19, 1953, Mossadegh pronounced:

Yes, my sin—my greater sin . . . and even my greatest sin is 
that I nationalized Iran’s oil industry and discarded the system 
of political and economic exploitation by the world’s greatest 
empire. . . . I fought this savage and dreadful system of inter‑
national espionage and colonialism. . . . I am well aware that 
my fate must serve as an example in the future throughout the 
Middle East in breaking the chains of slavery and servitude to 
colonial interests.9

As the narrative of this chapter makes clear, Mossadegh’s claim that he 
struggled against powers stronger than he ever could imagine was indeed 
true. As is detailed below, London’s efforts to get Washington to intervene 
were the main reason behind its involvement, ultimately leading to the 
overthrow of Mossadegh.

The government of Winston Churchill, enraged by Mossadegh’s 1952 
nationalization of Iran’s mainly British‑owned oil assets, was anxious to 
have him removed. The idea for intervention originated with the British 
SIS/MI6. In cleverly identifying the changes in Washington and by using 
the transition between the two American administrations to its advantage, 
London successfully persuaded Washington of the growing communist chal‑
lenge in Iran and of the importance of gaining access to the rich Iranian 
oil reserves for the Western world. Concerns about a potential communist 
takeover and the availability of petroleum actually drove Washington to 
intervene, since the British government skillfully used these issues to attract 
the White House’s involvement.10

Desperate to get back at Mossadegh, London cleverly persuaded Wash‑
ington that the prime minister was heading toward communism. Ultimately, 
Churchill was able to secure Washington as an active leader in conducting 
the coup. Thus, Britain circuitously achieved its intended consequences of 
removing Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh from power. Fearing 
Soviet influence in the powerful oil nation, the CIA ultimately recruited a 
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fake mob to drive out Mossadegh and return the American‑backed Shah 
to power.

This chapter presents the complex‑causal mechanism of the circuitous 
nature of operation AJAX. The degree of ripeness for change included the 
UK’s successfully realizing the changing attitudes between the two American 
governments and U.S. readiness to act against communism. The type of 
feedback that the system ultimately adopted was mainly positive feedback 
that evolved manually, derived from: past positive feedback—American 
memory of states fallen into communist hands; present and future positive 
feedback—London successfully persuading Washington of the importance of 
gaining access to the rich Iranian oil reserves for the Western world; future 
positive feedback—expected benefits achieved by gaining access to the rich 
Iranian oil reserves; and virtual positive feedback—London successfully per‑
suading Washington of the importance of the growing communist challenge 
in Iran and a potential communist takeover. The outcome, or the type of 
reality that emerged, was a joint U.S.‑UK—but at the same time mainly 
American—mission to overthrow Premier Mossadegh.

Connections are not necessarily diplomatic relations but could also be 
one player’s influence over or coercion of other players through military force, 
economic sanctions, or other means. An example of that is the triangular 
relationship among Britain (A), Iran (C), and the United States (B): Britain 
(A) planned to overthrow Iranian Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad Mossa‑
degh (C) by a military coup d’état following his decision to nationalize the 
Iranian oil industry in 1951. Britain initially faced strong opposition to this 
plan from the Truman administration, which preferred a more diplomatic 
approach to the crisis and did not see British interests as being in line with 
Washington’s. Facing this opposition and after unsuccessful attempts to oust 
the Iranian leader through economic pressure and propaganda campaigns, 
Britain (A) skillfully leveraged American fear of communism to secure 
Washington under the Eisenhower administration (B) as a partner to lead a 
joint U.S.‑UK, but mainly American, mission to overthrow Mossadegh (C).

The Path to Nationalization

In August 1907, the two great powers signed the Anglo‑Russian Convention, 
effectively dividing Iran into zones of influence: Russia in the north, Britain 
in the southeast, and a neutral zone in between.11 The 1919 Anglo‑Persian 
Agreement gave Great Britain enormous political, military, and economic 
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control over Iran.12 Ignoring Tehran’s declaration of neutrality during World 
War II, Britain and the Soviet Union occupied Iran on August 25, 1941,13 
in what is known as Operation Countenance. They left the country five 
years later, in 1946.

Financed by a British syndicate, William Knox D’Arcy obtained a 
concession in 1901 to drill in Persia, later to be called Iran.14 His crew 
went on the Middle East’s first major oil exploration in 1908.15 In the same 
year, London asserted its rights by creating the Anglo‑Persian Oil Company 
(APOC), which later became the Anglo‑Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) in 
1935, and British Petroleum (BP) in 1951.16

Over the years, Britain and Persia repeatedly tried to reach agreement 
on a fair division of the oil sale profits.17 In 1920, the Armitage‑Smith 
Agreement resolved the questions of royalties and ownership.18 While Britain 
saw the agreement as an end to the dispute, Iran viewed it as a temporary 
solution until a more advantageous agreement could be reached. In 1925, 
Reza Shah Pahlavi, the newly installed leader of Persia,19 insisted on rene‑
gotiating the Armitage‑Smith Agreement, and at some point, the Persian 
government threatened to cancel the concession entirely.20

Although some changes were made in 1919, the contract remained 
until the 1930s, and allotted only 16 percent of the oil profits to Iran. It 
also maintained control over export prices and kept all related documentation 
secret.21 Reza Shah’s removal from power and the crowning of his son, Muham‑
mad Reza Shah Pahlavi, by Britain,22 did not totally end the nationalistic 
aspirations that were strongly bubbling below the surface in Iranian society.

During the 1940s, the forces of nationalism slowly awoke within many 
third world countries, which attempted to gain greater control over their 
natural resources. The United States was facing problems in countries where 
it had oil concessions. This was the case in distant Venezuela, where by the 
early 1940s officials had begun to demand a higher percentage of the profits 
from their oil resources. In order to decrease nationalist sentiments, by 1948 
Washington created a revolutionary new 50/50 agreement with Caracas.23 In 
neighboring Saudi Arabia, on December 30, 1950, the Arabian American 
Oil Company (ARAMCO), also agreed to a 50/50 division of profits with 
the Saudi government.24 These agreements were achieved at a time when the 
AIOC paid more in British taxes than it did in royalties to Iran.25

The oil dispute between London and Tehran began in late 1948 after 
the Iranian government invited the AIOC to renegotiate the 1933 oil con‑
cession.26 A 50/50 arrangement that was discussed during the negotiations 
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of 1948–49 ultimately failed.27 While Iran demanded half of the profits on 
all the activities of the AIOC, within or outside Iran,28 the AIOC publicly 
insisted that the 50/50 suggestion was impractical because it was “extremely 
difficult to calculate profits.” British officials declared in the cabinet, however, 
that such a division would be “uneconomical, absurd, and astronomical.”29

The 1949 election installed the National Front Party in the Majles. 
Led by Dr. Mossadegh and in partnership with the most popular religious 
leader in Iran, the aged Mullah Ayatollah Kashani,30 the party openly 
pledged the nationalization of the oil industry.31 On December 17, 1950, 
after four decades of AIOC control, the Parliamentary Petroleum Com‑
mission recommended nationalization of Iran’s oil industry. Prime Minister 
Razmara requested that the AIOC inspect the company’s books,32 supply 
oil for Iran’s domestic consumption at cost, and inform Iran where the oil 
was sold.33 Finally, in late February 1951, London softened its position so 
as to reopen negotiations with Tehran.34 On March 15, 1951, the Majles 
approved a law to regain rights to Iran’s own natural resources, calling for 
nationalization of the oil industry.35

Following his slogan of “Persia‑for‑the‑Persian” and in a display of 
legislative muscle, Mossadegh announced the formation of a Committee 
of Expropriation to remove the control of Iranian oil from Britain, an 
announcement that was made in the Majles on May 13, 1951.36 The Majles 
also proposed the premiership of the popular Mossadegh in order to ensure 
Iran would gain control of the oil and, after the Shah agreed, Mossadegh 
became prime minister on April 29, 1951.37 On May 1, immediately after 
taking office, Mossadegh signed the nationalization bill into law,38 promised 
fair compensation under the new National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), 
and invited British employees to work for the new corporation.39 Between 
October 8 and November 18, 1951, Mossadegh visited the United States, 
presented Iran’s case before the UN Security Council, and met with President 
Truman and other officials trying to solve the impasse.40 The Truman‑Churchill 
proposal of September 1952 called for mediation between the belligerents.41 
Mossadegh’s response was a demand for more than £50 million.42

Westerners belittled Mossadegh.43 Upon closer examination, however, 
it appears that he actually was a man of principle. Mossadegh passionately 
believed in nationalism and democracy.44 Also, as reflected by his speech in 
the Majles, the man showed a systematic resistance to foreign intervention 
and interference in Iran: “The Iranian himself,” he once said, “is the best 
person to manage his home.”45
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Following the nationalization bill, the British government, which had 
the greatest interest in maintaining the status quo, came into conflict with 
Mossadegh.46 From then on, the British government’s main goal was to 
restore its control over the oil industry of Iran by removing Prime Minister 
Mossadegh from power.

The Circuitous Nature of Operation Ajax

The secret WikiLeaks cables of November 28, 2010, exposed the manip‑
ulative approach governments extensively employ in order to achieve their 
geostrategic interests within world affairs.47 A decade earlier, in April 2000, 
the CIA secret history of the August 1953 military coup d’état to remove 
the prime minister of Iran surfaced, illustrating the covert CIA‑SIS/MI6 
role in Operation AJAX.48

Mossadegh, the septuagenarian nationalist and democratically elected 
prime minister of Iran, seemed to offer the promise of postcolonial Iran. 
However, that was exactly what Britain was afraid of. From the moment 
Mossadegh was elected in April 1951 until he was overthrown twenty‑eight 
months later in August 1953, London knew that it was very unlikely that 
Britain could do anything at all to meet his demands. In 1951, the Mos‑
sadegh government nationalized the Anglo‑Iranian Oil Company (AIOC). 
The prime minister of Great Britain, Winston Churchill, fearing the loss of 
the most profitable British business in the world, recognized the limits to 
London’s ability to restore the previous status quo solely by Britain’s own 
means. London soon concluded that the only way Britain could defend its 
essential interests in Iran was through Mossadegh’s removal.49

Initially, Britain’s efforts to remove Mossadegh from power relied on 
economic pressure and a strategic propaganda campaign. However, after 
nationalization of the AIOC in May 1951, Britain sought retaliation and a 
military campaign to seize its oil assets. Washington strongly opposed military 
action against Iran and pressured London to cancel its plans to intervene to 
seize the oil assets. As Britain was incapable of undermining Washington’s 
orders on an issue of such importance, the U.S. refusal to support Britain 
actually prevented a British attack for over two years.

Known in Britain as Operation Boot, the plot originated in British 
intelligence circles. Whitehall realized that removing Mossadegh could not be 
achieved directly and openly, but only in a roundabout manner. Ultimately, 
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London persuaded Washington to carry out the mission, thus allowing it 
to circuitously achieve its intended consequences of overthrowing Prime 
Minister Mossadegh.

British Incentives for Launching the Coup

High‑level British officials thought that Persian oil was, by right, British 
oil. Britain considered itself to have rightful ownership over Iran’s oil since 
it “had been discovered by the British, developed by British capital, and 
exploited through British skill and British ingenuity.”50 In 1952, for instance, 
British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden denounced the Iranians for stealing 
British property.51 London also thought Iran should be grateful, since the 
AIOC had invested generous sums in Iran and created 75,000 jobs, more 
than 70,000 of them for Iranians.52

Winston Churchill once said that Persian oil “brought us a prize from 
fairyland far beyond our brightest dreams.”53 Indeed, Britain possessed 50 
per cent of the AIOC. By 1949–50, the AIOC provided the British Trea‑
sury with £24 million in taxes plus £92 million in foreign exchange. It also 
supplied 85 percent of the fuel needs of the British Navy.54 In 1945, the 
British Ministry of Fuel warned the Foreign Office:

The strength of British oil lies in the fact that we hold concession 
all over the world, in which we are ourselves developing the oil 
and controlling its distribution and disposal. It would weaken 
our position if countries began to develop their own oil. If Persia 
began to develop her oil in the north, it might not be very long 
before she would want to do this in the south also. We should 
not encourage them to develop their own oil.55

A Foreign Office cable to the U.S. State Department pointed out that 
maintaining control over Iran’s oil was of supreme importance to Britain 
for both its balance of payments and its rearmament program.56 “We can 
be flexible in profits, administration, or partnership, but not in the issue of 
control,” stated a Foreign Office memo,57 which reflected Britain’s insistence 
on maintaining control over Iran’s oil industry.58

In 1947, while the new concession laws were formed, Britain was 
exhausted by the war and experienced a severe energy shortage that shut 
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down much of its industry and further weakened its economy.59 Therefore, 
the British were eager to avoid any renegotiation of the concession that 
could possibly threaten large income streams.

Britain’s Repeated Attempts to Overthrow Mossadegh

It is commonly argued that the negotiations regarding the settlement of the 
oil concession collapsed entirely because of Mossadegh.60 However, secret 
British cables demonstrate the opposite, showing that London was strongly 
against any settlement or compromise.61 This guiding principle led London 
to maintain its determined efforts to remove Mossadegh from power. Initially, 
Britain sought to destabilize Mossadegh through economic pressure and a 
propaganda campaign. Later, London persuaded Washington that settlement 
was impossible, and ultimately convinced the White House to request the 
CIA to carry out the mission.

Britain asked the International Court of Justice to judge the oil dis‑
pute.62 London also carried out military maneuvers.63 At the same time, 
the British repeatedly tried to undermine Mossadegh’s base of support by 
imposing economic pressure on Iran. The overwhelming effort included 
freezing Iran’s sterling assets in London, forbidding the export of oil equip‑
ment to Iran, lobbying against U.S. aid to Iran, and persuading others not 
to buy Iranian oil.64

The British intensively attempted to convince the United States to join 
in a partnership against the AIOC. Relying on the strong opposition of the 
American oil industry to the notion of nationalization,65 London skillfully 
worked from two directions. On the one hand Britain urged both American 
and European oil companies to boycott Iranian oil and pressure Iran’s econ‑
omy.66 More important, however, was London’s roundabout tactic of getting 
major American companies to place pressure on Washington policymakers, 
which circuitously influenced the White House policy toward Tehran. The 
“State Department was under considerable pressure from Congressmen as a 
result of ‘lobbying’ on the part of various oil brokers interested in getting 
into the Iranian picture!”67

American oil companies, such as Standard Oil of New Jersey and 
Socony Vacuum, were “doing their best to convince the State Department 
that if nationalization pays off in Persia it would have disastrous effects on 
their concessions,” and that the “big American companies do not see it in 
their interests to come to an agreement with Iran.”68
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London cleverly exploited Washington’s fear that if “the Iranians carry 
out their plans . . . Venezuela and other countries on whose supply we 
depend will follow suit. That is the great danger in the Iranian controversy 
with the British.”69 London also planted the idea in Washington that Mos‑
sadegh’s aspirations for the nationalization of the oil industry would hurt 
American interests:

Mosaddiq would be content to see the industry running at a 
low level without foreign management. This raises a problem: 
the security of the free world is dependent on large quantities of 
oil from Middle Eastern sources. If the attitude in Iran spreads 
to Saudi Arabia or Iraq, the whole structure may break down 
along with our ability to defend ourselves. The danger of oil 
being produced on a reduced scale has, therefore, potentialities 
with dangerous repercussions.70

The British also carried out an overt and covert propaganda crusade in 
order to undermine Mossadegh’s legitimacy and remove him from power. 
They portrayed “the suicidal quality” of Mossadegh’s “fanaticism.”71 They 
doubled the number of BBC Persian‑language programs.72 Secret cables 
portrayed him as dangerous,73 and described him as “favoring Communism” 
and “threatening Islam.”74 One activity was a propaganda campaign that 
portrayed Mossadegh as having Jewish origins.75

Washington’s Objections to Intervention

In March 1951, when the Majles approved a law to regain for Iran the rights 
to its own oil, U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson stated that, “[W]e  
recognize the right of sovereign states to nationalize.”76 Accordingly, the 
White House pushed Britain to find a quick solution to the dispute and 
the AIOC, which followed the 50/50 profit‑sharing model of Saudi Arabia. 
Fears about the spread of communism also led Washington to press London 
to sacrifice its economic interests within Iran.77

After the nationalization of the AIOC, on May 2, 1951, Foreign 
Secretary Herbert Morrison urged British retaliation and seized the island 
of Abadan.78 London was actually ready to send British troops.79 Wash‑
ington’s opposition to British military action led the cabinet to cancel the 
plan, concluding, “We could not afford to break with the United States on 
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an issue of this kind.”80 British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden confessed, 
“The temptation to intervene to reclaim this stolen property must have 
been strong, but pressure from the United States was vigorous against any 
such action.”81 London considered plans to militarily seize those assets. For 
nearly two years the Truman administration prevented a British attack.82

London Circuitously Gets Washington to Act

From the outbreak of the Cold War, one of the key characteristics of the 
United States global strategy was containment of communism.83 The Tru‑
man Doctrine, which provided the framework for the United States Cold 
War strategy for more than two decades, held that America foreign policy 
would validate intervention to support peoples allied with the United States 
against external subjugation by communists. The implementation of this 
doctrine was expressed through U.S. aid to counter communist threats in 
Turkey, Greece,84 and Iran.85

The oil crises took place when the Cold War intensified and Iran was 
strategically important both for the Eastern and for the Western blocs.86 Iran 
would have been a prize for the Soviet Union and might have served as an 
entryway for military conquest of the Middle East.87 Iranian oil resources 
could have provided the margin of economic strength that the Soviet 
Union might have sought.88 In addition, Iran could offer the West a base 
for military action from which Soviet industry in Central Asia and Russia’s 
vital oil fields in the Caucasus could be neutralized or destroyed. Iran also 
served as a major oil supplier to both Europe and Asia.89

Washington was anxious about the possibility of an oil crisis in Iran 
with a Cold War dimension, since it was the most recent in a sequence of 
communism‑related challenges, including the Berlin Blockade of 1948–49, 
the “loss” of China in 1949, the outbreak of the Korean War,90 the Chinese 
invasion into Tibet, the rise of Ho Chi Minh and the Vietminh that fought 
for control of Vietnam, and the dominance of the ideology advanced by 
Senator Joseph McCarthy at home.91 Viewing matters from the perspective 
of the Cold War events in Czechoslovakia and Korea,92 “it was estimated 
that Iran was in real danger of falling behind the Iron Curtain; if that 
happened it would mean a victory for the Soviets in the Cold War and a 
major setback for the West in the Middle East.”93

The British knew that the U.S. could not accept an Iran unaligned 
primarily with the Western bloc. The Americans were afraid of the eventual 
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loss of Iran and the entire area to the Soviet sphere.94 Recognizing that, 
London presented a plan for a coup, which offered controlled replacement 
of Prime Minister Mossadegh that would promise the integrity and the 
independence of the country.

Washington was afraid of a domino effect. “If Persia went Communist,” 
said Charles Bohlen, a State Department official, “Iraq and probably the 
rest of the Middle East would also, and our position would be lost anyway. 
We ought therefore to concentrate on saving Persia from Communism at all 
costs.” Another official said that the United States “may be faced with the 
choice of allowing Iran to go the way of China, or intervening forcefully to 
support any anti‑Communist forces in Iran. . . . It is believed in Washington 
that a Communist takeover in Iran must be averted at whatever cost.”95

The democratic administration of President Harry S. Truman, however, 
although holding a tough position toward Moscow, avoided any practical 
intervention in Iran.96 Washington was unwilling to accept London’s aggres‑
sive approach in countering the nationalization movement in Iran.97 The 
administration followed a policy of diplomacy and conciliation and adopted 
a position of mediation between the belligerents.98

London’s conclusion that the crisis could end only with Mossadegh’s 
removal from power led the British Foreign Minister to guarantee to Tru‑
man’s Secretary of State, Acheson, that weakening Mossadegh would not 
risk a communist takeover, adding that a “bad agreement would be worse 
than no agreement.”99 Although American officials thought that Mossadegh’s 
departure would result in the absorption of Iran into the Soviet system,100 
the Truman administration refused to provide support and rejected Britain’s 
plan for the plot.101

London’s main goal was to align U.S. policies with those of Britain.102 
The July 21, 1952, crisis led to the beginning of some convergence between the 
American and British outlooks. From this perspective, the longer Mossadegh 
remained in power, the greater the danger would be of a final communist 
takeover.103 Following the July crisis, the British chargé d’affaires said that 
Loy Henderson, the American ambassador, agreed that only a coup d’état 
could save the situation.104 Up until this point the Truman administration 
had supported the use of economic pressure as well as constitutional means 
to remove Prime Minister Mossadegh from power.105

In January 1953, fourteen months after the Conservative government 
of Winston Churchill and Anthony Eden came to power in London, the 
Republican administration of Dwight D. Eisenhower and John Foster Dulles 
took over in Washington. Both new governments were anxious about the 
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nationalization of Iran’s oil industry and significantly more suspicious about 
the communist threat, due in part to the strategic influence of the British 
regarding the issue. They also had little sympathy for nationalist movements in 
regions where they had vested economic and political interests. Consequently, 
both were more eager than their predecessors to directly intervene in Iran.106

Unlike the Truman administration, the new Eisenhower administration 
had no qualms about overthrowing governments.107 The Eisenhower admin‑
istration was eager to prevent Iran from going the way of China and was 
afraid that bankrupt Iran would endanger the entire region of the Middle 
East. After a conversation with President Eisenhower in early March, British 
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden remarked:

He [Eisenhower] was extremely worried about the position in 
Persia . . . the consequences of an extension of Russian control 
of Persia, which he regarded as a distinct possibility, would either 
involve the loss of the Middle East oil supplies or the threat of 
another world war. . . . The President said that his experts had 
told him that a pipeline could be built from Abadan to the 
Caucasus in a matter of a couple of years. . . . Musaddiq has 
evidently again scared the Americans.108

After Republicans entered office in January 1953, they turned their attention 
to fulfilling their campaign promise to roll back communism. Based on his 
wartime experience, President Eisenhower was convinced of the value of covert 
actions and was ready to accept the secret plan to overthrow Mossadegh, 
due in large part to British efforts to convince the administration of the 
merits of the plan. Indeed, through meetings and discussions, the British 
created an atmosphere conducive to this kind of attitude on the part of 
the Americans. Until early March 1953, Eisenhower explored ways to settle 
the crisis and continued to back negotiations for another two months.109

Days after Dwight Eisenhower was elected president in November 
1952, the British sent Christopher M. Woodhouse, the MI6 liaison to the 
Foreign Office, to Washington for meetings in order to present Operation 
Boot to the CIA and State Department officials. The top agent “was con‑
vinced from the first that any effort to forestall a Soviet coup in Iran would 
require a joint Anglo‑American effort.” He concluded that the Americans 
would be more likely to work with Britain if they saw the problem as one 
of containing communism rather than restoring the position of the AIOC. 
“Not wishing to be accused of trying to use the Americans to pull British 
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chestnuts out of the fire,” Woodhouse decided not to make the traditional 
British argument, which was that Mossadegh must go because he had nation‑
alized British property. Instead, he “decided to emphasize the Communist 
threat to Iran rather than the need to recover control of the oil industry.” 
Woodhouse argued “that even if a settlement of the oil dispute could be 
negotiated with Mossadegh, which was doubtful, he was still incapable of 
resisting a coup by the Tudeh Party if it were backed by Soviet support. 
Therefore, he must be removed.”110

This actually was the end of an extensive and skillfully made effort 
launched by London to persuade Washington to remove Mossadegh from 
power. Given the mentality of the new American administration, the Brit‑
ish tactic proved successful.111 Under the new Republican administration 
Washington coordinated an Anglo‑American attempt to decrease commu‑
nist influence in Iran by taking a much harder line against Mossadegh and 
ultimately sponsoring the coup.112

In January 1953, after assuming office, the Eisenhower administra‑
tion moved to a different course compared to its predecessor, the Truman 
administration. The new administration agreed to cooperate with Britain in 
a covert operation in Iran to bring down Mossadegh.113 Three weeks after 
the election, President Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles met with 
Churchill’s Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden in Washington and gave the 
green light to continue with covert action. In response to recent events, the 
president “appealed to Mr. Dulles and Mr. Eden, if the present oil nego‑
tiations failed, to find some new and imaginative approach to the Persian 
oil problem which kept Persia in the Western orbit. He could not sit still 
and do nothing in such a situation.”114

Churchill put great effort into convincing the U.S. president that such 
instability could result in a communist takeover of Iran and set a precedent 
for the nationalization of American oil companies elsewhere in the Middle 
East. Churchill’s hidden intention was to circuitously get the United States 
to pursue British interests, helping them to achieve their economic self‑ 
interests within Iran and regarding Britain’s broader geostrategic concerns 
in the Middle East. As a result, President Dwight Eisenhower and Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill ordered the CIA and the British Secret Intel‑
ligence Service (SIS) to organize a military coup. Its consequences were the 
ousting of the elected prime minister, Dr. Mohammad Mossadegh, and the 
return of the exiled monarch, Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, to Iran.115 
Ultimately, the Eisenhower administration decided to intervene directly and 
overthrow the Mossadegh government.116
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British interests in removing Mossadegh from power in 1953 were 
presented to the Americans as motivated by the aim of preventing the rise of 
a group suspected of pro‑Soviet sympathy during the Cold War era.117 From 
the perspective of the Eisenhower administration, a possible Soviet takeover 
in Tehran was at stake, one that the Iranian Communist Party, Tudeh, had 
prepared for. The professed danger of the Tudeh Party and the possibility 
of Iran turning toward the communist camp was part of the rationale to 
intervene and the justification for the coup.118 The British cleverly exploited 
U.S. fears that Mossadegh might pave the way for a pro‑Soviet regime in 
Iran through his alliance with the Tudeh Party. Such a change might have 
constituted a major turning point in the Cold War.119

British approval of the operation plan took place in early July, with 
Churchill, along with Lord Salisbury, who had assumed responsibility for 
foreign affairs, and the head of MI6, Sir John Sinclair, giving formal endorse‑
ments.120 Several days later President Eisenhower, who was fully aware of 
Operation AJAX,121 approved it in a meeting with John Foster Dulles and 
Allen Dulles.122 On July 6, 1953, Kermit Roosevelt, who orchestrated the 
coup,123 slipped across the Iraqi border into Iran, using the alias James F. 
Lochridge.124

Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that a covert act of foreign policy could 
ultimately achieve its circuitous but intended consequences.

As one of “the finest operation since the end of the war,”125 the coup 
was skillfully implemented. Understanding their limitations in launching 
a plot on their own, Britain planned the plot to remove Mossadegh from 
power but enlisted the support of the United States in implementing it. 
Exploiting deeply held American fears of communism, London successfully 
convinced Washington to participate in a joint U.S.‑UK mission, largely 
led by the United States, to overthrow the democratic government of Iran, 
elected two years before, on March 12, 1951. Ultimately, the coup removed 
Prime Minister Mossadegh from power, helping Britain achieve aims that 
had nothing to do with containing the communist threat.

While few students of world affairs would deny the proposition 
that political systems are complex,126 many current theories and models of 
international relations are largely marred by their traditional focus on direct 
connections and on the clearly visible effects of actions rather than their 
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hidden or surprising consequences. Despite this inclination, international 
politics is definitely complex, inherently comprised of direct and indirect 
relations as well as nonlinear mechanisms, as is apparent in the British 
approach in Operation AJAX. Consequently, solely relying on linear and 
straightforward assumptions, however tempting or traditional they may be, 
is largely unhelpful in conducting real‑world analyses.

By understanding this, students of international relations can poten‑
tially discover the hidden side of policy choices, decision making, and policy 
implications. From the perspective of decision makers, such an understanding 
might enable and empower them to achieve both intended as well as hidden 
aims, in a more roundabout and potentially tricky manner. It was through 
such an approach that the British managed to achieve their objectives in 
the case of Operation AJAX.
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Conclusion

Complex Effects of  
International Relations in Practice

This book has sought to develop and provide complex effects of interna‑
tional relations: intended and unintended consequences of human actions in 
Middle East conflicts. Focusing on the Middle East region during the Cold 
War era, it deals with wars and international conflicts, which are nonlinear 
phenomena, since their outcomes are inherently unpredictable by traditional 
analytical means of international relations.

The typology presented in this book is a means to an end, not an end 
in itself. It could get us to think differently about the world surrounding 
us and change our understanding of the way things are connected and 
interconnected within world affairs. Thus, the study has demonstrated that 
many actions carried out in world affairs produce complex effects. Some 
of them are unintended consequences that outweigh intended consequences 
in shaping subsequent events. Others are intended consequences that are 
purposely but simultaneously achieved in an indirect and circuitous man‑
ner. By addressing, framing, and presenting the subject, I argue that this 
kind of complexity might be, in some degree, theoretically understood and 
practically used.

In dissecting a system, the analytical method destroys what it seeks to 
understand. Fortunately, this does not mean that the investigation of com‑
plexity is hopeless. One of the main goals of this book is to bring into the 
theoretical discussion of international relations evolutionary, not to say even 
revolutionary, thoughts and ideas that form complexity theory. Additionally, 
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the book points out the importance of complex effects of international rela‑
tions: intended and unintended consequences of human actions in Middle 
Eastern conflicts. Its contribution, thus, is to call attention to the various 
complex interactions that characterize the international system.

The book covers two families of nonlinear dynamics that can emerge from 
the complex system of international relations. The first family of unintended 
consequences, containing rebound results and derivative products, can sponta‑
neously emerge without any form of “invisible hand” or a central controller, 
under the state of anarchy within international relations. The second family 
of intended consequences, containing circuitous but intended consequences, 
might purposely emerge as a result of a player’s actions, which were inten‑
tionally and cleverly taken. Such emergent phenomena are possible because 
the complex system of international relations contains many interacting facets 
and because there are certain forms of positive and negative feedback in the 
system that enable and help the system to move in different directions. This 
is the reason why we need to understand how such a complex system works, 
for theoretical and, no less importantly, for practical reasons.

This chapter first considers some of the implications of the argument 
of this book with a focus on complex effects of international relations. Sec‑
ond, I present and summarize the conclusions of the six case studies dealt 
with in the two empirical parts of the book. Third, I examine the book’s 
practical implications of the complex effects of international relations for 
the world scene, focusing on the volatile region of the Middle East, which 
will likely dominate the next decade or more, mainly due to the changing 
nature of the state system in the Middle East and shifting of the superpowers’ 
involvement in the region.

Complex Effects of International Relations:  
General Implications

Many policymakers jump upon just hearing the word complexity itself. The 
desire for simplification and control is not limited to world affairs. It is 
part of our basic neurology to prefer the illusion of certainty and to control 
the reality of uncertainty.1 It is my argument, though, that the traditional 
methods and the analytical research of political science in general, and of 
international relations in particular, are not sensitive enough to describe the 
dynamics of this issue. I therefore use the toolkit of complex thinking to 
investigate the phenomenon.
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Physics is used to dealing with large numbers of interacting arrange‑
ments within closed systems.2 This book tries to develop a kind of mech‑
anism of complex effects of international relations while dealing with an 
open system in that its elements are acting and reacting with not necessarily 
expected behaviors and responses, which could lead to emergent complex 
and nonlinear results.

Since foreign affairs activities exist and grow in a complex system, it is 
not possible for an action to result in one single effect. Actions will result 
in several outcomes, many of which are beyond those originally intended 
by the initiator. World politics is a scene full of surprises. As such, the 
actions of the main players in the system repeatedly result in unintended 
outcomes that may even undermine their original goals. Whenever changes 
within the global political system are initiated or attempted, a variety of 
additional consequences, reactions, effects, and responses, are bound to 
result elsewhere. Often these consequences are unanticipated and poten‑
tially detrimental and in other cases they are circuitous and indirect but 
simultaneously intended. Among these effects are the direct and anticipated 
consequences that the player sought to attain. Other effects include the 
unintended outcomes that frequently overshadow the principal goal that 
a policy actor sought to achieve, as well as circuitous but intended results 
sometimes cunningly attained. After World War I, for instance, world leaders 
sought to keep the peace through established and organized arrangements, 
but this only led to war and misery a generation later. After World War II, 
on the other hand, no such arrangements were made, but years of peace 
and stability followed.3

Designers and engineers learn from failures. It seems that many times 
foreign policy decision makers do not miss an opportunity to repeat their 
own and their predecessors’ mistakes. Many decisions in international politics 
are actually designed badly and even dangerously and many foreign policy 
actions in the world scene have unintended and catastrophic consequences. 
The reality is different, however. No matter how advanced the decision mak‑
ers and superior the decision‑making processes are, almost all actions taken 
in international affairs will also have, besides the intended consequences, 
unintended consequences. Rarely are they natural, beneficial, or desirable in 
nature. Frequently, however, they are negative and undesirable.

Thus, we should conclude that within world affairs decision makers 
have difficulty achieving those things they want and avoiding the things they 
do not want. In other words, many things come to pass that no one wants, 
while at the same time human purposes often produce unplanned outcomes.4
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The Six Case Studies under Consideration: Conclusions

According to practically any definition of the term complexity, international 
crises and wars qualify as complex phenomena. Thus, while investigating the 
six case studies from the Middle East region during the Cold War epoch 
in the two empirical parts of the book, I keep in mind that the complex 
system of international relations is not constituted merely by the sum of its 
components, but also by the complicated relationship among these compo‑
nents and the reality that emerges while putting these components together 
under the anarchical reality of world affairs.

The book rejects the complete separation of theory from policy and 
the common argument that theory fails to address practical problems within 
international relations. It argues that while predicting which determinants 
will dominate in the future, we should acknowledge that many forces are 
simultaneously operating. No one cause or single factor stands alone. Rather, 
each is connected to the rest in a complex web of linkages, and they are 
all simultaneously interacting. Therefore, relying on complexity could give 
us a strong tool to predict, and in some cases even to influence and form, 
at least some of the future events and trends we will probably face in the 
upcoming years and decades.

The evidence of the empirical chapters suggests that the complex‑causal 
mechanisms for the various complex effects of international relations that are 
developed in this book moved toward this goal: to explain the six empirical 
case studies and facts covered by existing theories—mainstream IR theories 
such as realism and neorealism, liberalism and neoliberalism, constructivism 
and critical theories, but also by Middle East concepts and studies—while 
also accounting for evidence left unexplained by these theories, concepts, and 
studies. The theory developed reaches this goal by synthesizing the universal 
strengths of systemic theories that look at world affairs as a holistic mech‑
anism, while also considering the great influence of the unit level and the 
power of key individuals, mainly leaders and decision makers, to influence 
the future that will ultimately emerge. This approach helps us to combine 
the theories of international relations outcomes with theories of foreign 
policy, which are largely treated as distinct by major realist theoreticians of 
international relations.5

We move on now to present the summarized conclusions of the six case 
studies dealt with in this book.
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    Unintended Consequences [UC] Circuitous but
      Intended
  Rebound Results Derivative Consequences
  [RR] Products [DP] [CIC]

Chapter 4. The June 1967  6. The October 1973 8. Circuitous
  Six-Day War and  Yom Kippur War— Relationships
  its Rebound  Link to Israeli- Between Military
  Results—the 1973  Egyptian Peace Results and
  War Agreement Political Outcomes—
      The October 1973 
      War

The Complex  RR—Israel: DP with positive CIC—Egypt:
Causality • Israel wins 1967  side effects—Israel: •	Sadat wages 1973
   War à	 •	Israel’s early defeat  War à
	  • Damage to “Arab   in 1973 War à	 •	Egypt achieves some
   pride” à	 •	Israelis’ traumatic  goals but defeated à
	 	 • 1973 War  feelings cause •	Egypt leads 
     readiness for   America to return
     peace à	 	Sinai
    •	Israel‑Egypt peace 
     treaty

 1. Degree of  Israel wins 1967 Israel’s readiness Egypt’s achievements
 Ripeness  War and damages for peace and Israel’s defeat at
 for Change “Arab pride”   early stages of the war

 2. Type of  •	Past, positive:  •	Past, negative: Israel’s •	Past, positive: stigma
 Feedback:  Egypt’s defeat   early defeat in  of defeat of 1967 War
 Positive—  1967 War  1973 War •	Present, positive: Suez
 Automatically •	Present, positive:  •	Present, negative:   Canal crossing
 Negative—  Egypt’s casualties  Israelis’ traumatic •	Future, positive: U.S.  
 Manually  in War of Attrition  feelings  diplomatic
   and failed •	Future, positive:  intervention 
   diplomatic activity   expected benefit •	Virtual, positive: 
  •	Future, positive:  achieved from  Israel’s fear of being
    Egypt’s expected  peace agreement  exhausted by
   self‑respect •	Virtual, positive:  another war with
   achieved by   fear from existential  Arabs
   launching war   threat
   against Israel
  •	Virtual, positive: 
   psychological—
   Egypt’s humiliation 
   and shame

C. Outcomes: October 1973 Yom Israel‑Egypt peace Israel’s willingness to
1. Type of Reality  Kippur War agreement withdraw from Sinai
that Emerged

continued on next page
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    Unintended Consequences [UC] Circuitous but
      Intended
  Rebound Results Derivative Consequences
  [RR] Products [DP] [CIC] 

Chapter 5. Israel’s Nuclear  7. Abadan/AJAX- 9. The Circuitous
  Amimut Policy— Suez Hidden Nature of Operation
  Prevented the dire  Linkage AJAX
  Rebound Results 
  of Arms Race

The Complex  Avoiding RR—Israel: DP with negative CIC—Britain:
Causality •	Amimut à	 side effects—Britain: •	UK using U.S. à
  •	Avoids security •	AJAX 1953 à	 •	Overthrow
   dilemma, arms  •	Suez 1956  Mossadegh
   race, and Arabs 
   becoming nuclear

 1. Degree of  Possesses the bomb Anticolonialism UK realizes the
 Ripeness for    sentiments changing attitudes
 Change     between the two
      American governments
      and U.S. readiness to 
      take actions against 
      Communism

 2. Type of  •	Past, positive:  •	Past, positive:  •	Past, positive: memory
 Feedback:  memory of the  Operation AJAX  of states fallen to
 Positive—  Holocaust •	Present, positive:   Communism
 Automatically •	Present, negative:   Anticolonial passion •	Present & future,
 Negative—  Israel denies  and patriotism   positive: importance
 Manually  possessing the  sentiments  of gaining access to
   bomb •	Future, positive:   rich Iranian oil
  •	Future, negative:   Pan‑Arabism  reserves for Western 
   Israel avoids using  aspirations and the   World 
   the bomb  promised benefits •	Future, positive:
  •	Virtual, positive:   of nationalizing   expected benefits
   Israel fears   Suez Canal  achieved by gaining
   existential threat •	Virtual, positive:  access to rich
      strengthening the  Iranian oil reserves
     self‑image of  •	Virtual, positive:
     Egypt’s leader    American fear
     Nasser  of Communism

C. Outcomes: Israel with but Egypt’s nationalization U.S.‑UK, but mainly
1. Type of Reality without the bomb of Suez Canal American, mission to
that  Emerged     overthrow Mossadegh

Figure C1. The Cases under Consideration: Summarized Conclusions.
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171Conclusion

Complex Effects of International Relations:  
Middle East Implications for the Years to Come

Many times, policymakers are convinced that they are in a good position to 
dominate events. As this study indicates, history teach us the opposite. We 
have seen in this book, from the lack of understanding of complex effects 
of international relations within the field, that the need to understand the 
complex system of international relations is required. As Henry Kissinger 
precisely put it, regarding the October 1973 Yom Kippur War:

Policymakers cannot hide behind their analysts if they miss the 
essence of an issue. They can never know all the facts, but they 
have a duty to ask the right questions. That was the real failure 
on the eve of the Mideast war. We had become too complacent 
about our own assumptions. We knew everything but understood 
too little.6

Wars and conflicts, as well as their post‑combat phases, do not always go 
as planned. Because so many contingencies may flow from wars, planners 
cannot anticipate them all. Few wars, if any, produce the clear‑cut and deci‑
sive results they hoped for. Many, on the contrary, open up a Pandora’s Box 
and cause hydralike outcomes. The expulsion of Syria from Lebanon under 
U.S. pressure, for instance, has left Iran as the major foreign influence in the 
country. Some wars have been accompanied by unintended consequences, 
as the U.S. invasion of Iraq and its catastrophic results teaches us, which 
are so profound as to raise doubts about the wisdom of the initial decision 
for war, however justified it appeared at the time.

This study is an attempt to shed light on the phenomena of complex 
effects of international relations, not to prevent leaders from being active 
in their states’ foreign affairs, but to encourage learning of lessons aimed at 
improving the ability to make foreign affairs decisions in a more effective 
and less damaging way in the future.

Inadequate theory and calculations may be among the main reasons 
behind many of the failures in foreign affairs. An entire generation of 
policymakers in Israel (my home and country of birth) and elsewhere has 
now experienced real complexity challenges. Yet, leaders still lack sufficient 
tools and theoretic terms to translate their intuitive insights into concepts 
and language that can assist them in improving their strategic performance 
in foreign affairs.7
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Charles Darwin developed a theory to understand the past.8 Social 
scientists are supposed to go farther and not be satisfied to understand 
only historical failures and successes. They should also draw lessons from 
the past and contribute to improving present decision‑making processes. 
But more than that, they should develop the ability to strive for the best 
possible future: discussing the pros and cons of a decision in foreign affairs 
while developing and implementing an innovative strategy in foreign policy, 
consequently improving foreign policy decision‑making processes.9

Some ask, Is there is a lesson in history? Each situation in the past 
and in the present, as well as each new set of circumstances in the future, 
is unique and different. Predicting the future based on one’s understanding 
of history is problematic, since the conditions that produced the past out‑
comes may themselves have been subject to change.10 However, to picture, 
or in some cases even to create, our probable destiny, we should value the 
impact of past ideas and events on current and future realities. As philos‑
opher George Santayana noted, “Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it,” and as, similarly, British Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill advised, “The farther backward you look, the farther forward you 
are likely to see.”

We, as humans, occasionally simplify reality. The historical, current, 
and upcoming challenges in the international arena require genuine acknowl‑
edgment of the complex, the interconnected, and the changing world in 
which we live. Using complex understanding of international relations might 
help us to explain post‑hoc and present‑day events. Hopefully, however, it 
could also give us a tool kit to influence the future. The only certain way 
of predicting the future, however, is to have the power to shape it. I hope 
that relying on these study conclusions might offer brave and positive foreign 
policy decision makers the tools to do so. Let this book and my research 
effort be my contribution to the study of international relations and policy 
and foreign policy decision making, as well as to the practice of the field 
of Middle East studies. 
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